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GETTING STARTED
The first page of each lesson gives pertinent information 
that will be foundational for the teaching of the lesson. 
Here you will find the Lesson Title, the Lesson Big Idea, 
the Truth About God, and both the Focus Verses and 
Lesson Text. In addition, a callout box will either give 
an overview of the series (the first lesson of each series 
contains this information) or will connect students with 
their daily devotional activity from the previous week.

LESSON BIG IDEA
I will hide God’s 
Word in my heart 
and daily live it out 
in my life.

FOCUS VERSES
Psalm 119:11 
Thy word have I 
hid in mine heart, 
that I might not sin 
against thee.

LESSON TEXT 
Psalm 119:9–16, 
97–112

TRUTH ABOUT GOD
God’s Word teaches 
us how to live a life 
that is pleasing to 
Him.

LIVING OUT 
GOD’S WORD1.1

MARCH 6, 2022 SERIES 1: OUR HIDING PLACE

Series Overview:
This series, “Our Hiding Place,” will present four 
different psalms highlighting the importance of 
hiding God’s Word in our hearts (Psalm 119:11), 
the opportunity we have to find refuge under the 
shadow of the Almighty (Psalm 91:1), the call to 
enter His courts with thanksgiving and praise (Psalm 
100:4), and the privilege we have of finding a hiding 
place of refuge in His presence (Psalm 27:4–5). This 
series will encourage students to find a place of 
refuge in God’s Word and in God’s presence.

8

LESSON CONNECTION 
Most often the Lesson Connection will be a story or 
illustration designed to give students a glimpse of the 
overall theme of the lesson. Since stories often appeal 
to the heart and emotions, this portion of the lesson 
seeks to engage the heart so the mind is open to 
receive the truth that will be taught.

1010

Icebreaker:  What is something people do to feel better about 
themselves?

Lesson Connection: Share the Lesson Connection on page 239. 

I. BELIEVERS NEED TO KNOW GOD’S WORD
 » Do you think biblical literacy is increasing or decreasing 
among the various generational cohorts (e.g., baby boomers, 
Generation X, millennials, Generation Z)? Explain.

A. The Entire Bible Is Inspired
 » What are some ways the Bible may be used inappropriately? 
Have you ever used Scripture incorrectly? Explain.

B. The Old Testament Is Still for Today
 » What is your favorite part of the Old Testament to read? 
Explain.

C. The New Testament Is Important for Spiritual Growth

D. I Will Hide God’s Word in My Heart

II. GOD’S WORD TEACHES US HOW TO LIVE 
 » How can we know we are interpreting the Scriptures 
proficiently and applying them appropriately? 

A. God’s Word Teaches Us How to Please God

B. The Bible Gives Us Wisdom and Understanding

C. The Bible Teaches Us How to 
Overcome Sin

D. God’s Word Is a Lamp unto Our Feet
 » How has God’s Word been a light in 
your life?

E. I Will Daily Live Out God’s Word

Internalizing the Message 

 TEACHING OUTLINE 

Prayer Focus
Lead the group in prayer and consider the following topics of focus:
• That God would give us a deep love for His Word
• That we would live our lives in alignment with God’s Word

LESSON 1.1
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Death of a Salesman by Arthur Miller is considered 
one of the best American plays ever produced. It 
has been adapted to film twice, once in 1951 and 

again in 1985. The play occurs during the last twenty-
four hours of Willy Loman’s life. Willy is an old, failing 
salesman living in New York City in the late 1940s. 
During the course of the play, he is eventually fired from 
his sales job due to underperformance. During his last 
twenty-four hours, Willy recounted several memories 
about his family. He remembered the times when his 
sales job was lucrative and he was making a great deal 
of money. He recounted the memory of having a secret 
love affair, discovered by his son Biff, while working in 
Boston. Willy refused to admit the affair to his son and 
instead explained that the woman in his hotel room was 
a client. Biff kept his father’s secret, but their relationship 
was fragmented from that point forward. 

Willy spent his day remembering his usefulness. He 
remembered being loved, helped, and respected by so 
many people as a traveling salesman. He remembered 
being the one who could close an important sale. He remembered the 
high commission dollars. He remembered his goal of being like his older 
brother, who became a diamond tycoon after a lucrative discovery in 
Africa. Willy believed that one more sale could be his big break, yet the 
big sale never came. Willy wanted money to affirm his worth because he 
could not see any intrinsic worth in himself. In an act of desperation, he 
remembered having a life insurance policy for twenty thousand dollars. 
Since his value was only in what money he could make, he decided to 
take his own life through an intentional car wreck. His life insurance 
payout would become his last commission.

At the final scene of Death of a Salesman, the Loman family is gathered 
around their father’s casket. Biff makes two iconic statements regarding 
his father. The first is: “He had the wrong dreams. All, all wrong.” The 
second is: Willy “didn’t know who he was.” Since Willy felt he had no 
internal intrinsic value in himself, he looked for external things to give 
himself value. Some of these were money, respect, and admiration. When 
he lost these things, he lost himself. His identity was crushed when the 
system he had used to find meaning in the world ultimately broke down. 
Willy internalized the wrong things, which orchestrated his demise. We 
do whatever is put in us to do by ourselves and others. To avoid tragedy 
and hopelessness, we can internalize things that facilitate our physical, 
mental, emotional, and spiritual well-being and growth. For Christians, 
one way this can be done is by hiding God’s Word in our hearts.

LESSON CONNECTION 
Teacher Option: 
Show Image to 
help illustrate the 
Lesson Connection.

SERIES 1: OUR HIDING PLACE

 TEACHING OUTLINE 
The SG (Small Group) Teaching Outline is the lesson 
content in outline form. Each lesson main point is listed 
along with suggested discussion questions. Although the 
outline can be used to teach the lesson in a large group 
setting, the “SG” indicates the content is also designed to 
be used in a Small Group. Because of this, an icebreaker 
question has been provided to help jumpstart interaction 
in the Small Group meeting. A companion piece for Small 
Group participants can be found on the last page of each 
week of material in the student Daily Devotional Guide.

HOW TO USE THIS LESSON GUIDE
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LESSON 
COMMENTARY 
The Lesson Commentary is a manuscript of the 
entire lesson. The lessons are written by various 
Apostolic authors who not only skillfully explain 
the truths of Scripture but also share ways in 
which we can apply these truths to our lives. The 
Lesson Commentary contains discussion questions 
to stimulate thought and media callouts (videos 
and images) to connect with students of all 
learning styles.

INTERNALIZING 
THE MESSAGE 
The end of each lesson will offer a summary of 
the lesson’s content. At times specific actions will 
be suggested to apply the lesson content. The 
goal of each lesson is not just to share biblical 
information, but to show what must be done with 
the information and challenge students to apply 
God’s Word to their lives.
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LESSON COMMENTARY 
I. BELIEVERS NEED TO KNOW GOD’S WORD

God has called us to a living and working faith—a faith that is 
functional and purposeful. In short, our faith is a meaningful 
faith. It makes a difference in our lives and in the lives of those 
around us. Some people know a great deal about the Bible but 
are faithless people; however, there are not people of great faith 
who know very little about the Bible. In this way, our faith may 
be governed by our knowledge and commitment to God’s Word. 
As we increase in knowledge of the Word of God, our faith will 
also grow.

A. The Entire Bible Is Inspired

The Bible presents itself to readers as a divinely inspired 
document. Despite being produced by numerous authors across 
the span of many years, Scripture affirms that it was produced 
through the inspiration of the Holy Spirit. The inspiration of the 
Bible is not something the Bible seeks to debate or prove. Rather, 
it seems to be something that is presented based on faith. 
Biblical archeology has proven the Bible, particularly the New 
Testament, is the most historically verifiable document from the 
ancient world. There are over six thousand Greek manuscripts 
of the New Testament. The Bible may be historically verifiable; 
however, verifiability does necessitate inspiration. Therefore, to 
read the divinely inspired words of Scripture, faith is necessary. 
In fact, it is this element of faith that seems to awaken the 
Scripture’s vivaciousness. In short, without faith, inspiration is 
impossible; yet with faith, inspiration is natural.

Paul advised Timothy that Scripture is useful for teaching, 
correction, and training in righteousness. Although the Bible 
may contain scientific or historical assertions, the usefulness 
of Scripture is directed at instructing and guiding believers to 
live righteous lives before God. When we have departed from 
using the Scriptures in this way, we are no longer using them 
proficiently or expediently.

B. The Old Testament Is Still for Today

The Bible comes to readers in two testaments or covenants. One 
of these testaments bears the name old. However, this does not 
mean that the other testament, which is fittingly called new, has 
replaced the Old Testament. In fact, the New Testament heavily 
relies upon the Old Testament as a source of revelation that was 
inspired by the Holy Spirit.

Peter wrote to believers regarding the inspiration and significance 
of the Old Testament’s revelation. He instructed believers “that 
no prophecy of the scripture is of any private interpretation. For 
the prophecy came not in old time by the will of man: but holy 
men of God spake as they were moved by the Holy Ghost” (II 

Do you think biblical 
literacy is increasing 
or decreasing 
among the various 
generational cohorts 
(e.g., baby boomers, 
Generation X, 
millennials, 
Generation Z)? 
Explain.

What are some 
ways the Bible 
may be used 
inappropriately? 
Have you ever 
used Scripture 
incorrectly? 
Explain.

LIVING OUT GOD’S WORD

15

INTERNALIZING THE MESSAGE 

God’s Word is not an ancient relic of a time long past. Theology is not 
an “ivory tower” discipline. These are both caricatures. The purpose of 
both God’s Word and theology is to help us discover who God is, and by 

knowing who God is, we might better understand ourselves and our place in the 
world. A. W. Tozer, a classic evangelical author, put it this way: “What comes into 
our minds when we think about God is the most important thing about us. . . . 
We tend by a secret law of the soul to move toward our mental image of God” 
(The Knowledge of the Holy). 

We all have a mental image of God, but that image is not always based on 
who God really is. Researchers have discovered that children develop their 
image of God in correlation with their relationships with parental caregivers. 
Research demonstrates that the attachment relationship between parent and 
child directly informs what the child believes about God. In other words, parents 
are models through which children conceptualize their view of God (Jane R. 
Dickie, et al., “Parent-Child Relationships and Children’s Images of God”). The 
implications of this are astounding. For example, the children of parents who 
are nurturing are very likely to view God as a nurturing figure. On the other 
hand, if parents are harsh and critical or negligent and undependable toward 
their children, the children may develop a mental image of God being a harsh 
and critical disciplinarian or an unreliable and inconsistent caregiver. Christian 
parents can best prepare their children for the life of faith by modeling a parental 
relationship that is representative of who God really is.

We have God’s Word and theology to help us have the right image of God. So 
when we move toward God, we are moving toward the God who is, rather than 
the God we have imagined. Once we know the God who is, we can live in a 
meaningful and intentional manner. How this is faithfully lived out before God 
and others may take on unique nuances due to an individual’s select calling, 
vocation, and circumstances. With this in mind, our goal then is not to develop 
people of faith with uniformity but rather with authenticity. Let us not only seek 
God so we might know the truth, but also so we might perform what is true. 
Let us desire truth in our inward parts (Psalm 51:6) or hearts. We pursue truth 
so we might not only know and practice the truth, but so we might feel truth in 
a meaningful and experiential way. This is a truth beyond intellectual reasoning 
and precise practice. Here we discover a life of faith that takes hold of the core 
of our being, thus transforming us in a powerful way.

 

LIVING OUT GOD’S WORD

Signals the information can be used in a 
Small Group setting.

Shows a video component is available to 
help illustrate the lesson information.

Indicates an image is available to help 
illustrate the lesson information.

Gives direction 
regarding a media 
callout that is available

LEGEND

Contains a suggested 
discussion question

The Following icons and boxes are used throughout to aid leaders in navigating the content.
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WHAT IT IS 
Every leader should have tools to help with the vital mission of 
ensuring spiritual growth for your group or class. My Growth 
Toolkit is a full-service web-based portal to empower leaders in 
the teaching ministry of the church. It features growth tracking, 
record keeping, and management tools for groups or classes as 
well as training materials and special features to help everyone 
stay more connected and pursue spiritual growth. 

HOW TO USE IT 
Purchase a membership at www.mygrowthtoolkit.com. Logging in is as simple as 
creating an account based on the email address you used to purchase your subscription. 
You can survey the training videos, set up your groups and classes, and get started 
managing your church’s growth track.

RESOURCES FOR LEADERS
My Growth Toolkit offers a full array of resources to help lead your group effectively 
including:

• Attendance Tracking and Reporting: After a one-time setup to enter the members 
of your group or class, you can quickly take attendance each session with a few 
simple clicks. You then can access reports on missing participants for follow-up.

• Save Group Member Records: To care for your group, enter notes in each member’s 
records. Then you can quickly pull up a record and review all the information you’ve 
saved rather than relying on mental notes about your group.

• Easy Access to Digital Curriculum: View digital versions of God’s Word for Life  
you purchase, and license this material for others to access as well (based on the 
number of licenses purchased).

• Individual Assessments to Track Spiritual Growth: Encourage group members to 
take the Spiritual Growth Assessment (either anonymously or with their names 
attached) so you can see strengths and areas needing attention for your group. Then 
track progress each quarter as the group grows in their daily study of God’s Word.

• Leader Assessments: In addition to your spiritual growth assessment, take the self-
assessment to identify your strengths and areas in need of attention as leader of 
your group or class. Review the results and use them to bolster your effectiveness 
in discipling those in your care.

• Training: Access training resources in My Growth Toolkit to help you grow as a 
leader in ministering to your group or class.

Visit www.mygrowthtoolkit.com for more information and to access  
any digital resources of God’s Word for Life you have purchased.

MY GROWTH TOOLKIT
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DIGITAL RESOURCE KIT
The Resource Kit offers a wide array of 
materials to help expand the impact of each 
lesson. From videos that inspire discussion to 
social media tools to help encourage adults 
to join your group or class, this kit provides 
tools to help leaders grow their group and 
make teaching time more effective.

DIGITAL PLANNER
Make plans, set goals, develop spiritual 
habits, and evaluate your daily, monthly, and 
yearly progress, all in the context of God’s 
Word for Life. This annual digital planner 
helps adults organize their lives around 
God’s Word, engage with specific portions 
of the God’s Word for Life materials, and 
pursue the goals, dreams, and desires God 
has placed in their hearts.

PODCAST
The God’s Word for Life Podcast presents portions of Scripture with fresh insight 

and urges adults to think deeply about how the 
Bible impacts their lives. Each week episodes will 
encourage listeners to engage with God’s Word 
through reflection and prayer, further develop their 
personal relationship with Jesus Christ, and live out 
God’s Word in their lives. 

A WEEKLY PODCAST
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THIS MONTH’S 
GROWTH GOAL:
__________________
__________________
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__________________
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PRAYER REQUESTS:
__________________
__________________
__________________
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NOTES:

MONTHLY DEVOTIONAL

SERIES 1: OUR HIDING PLACE
MARCH 2022
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1 2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9 10 11 12

13 14 15 16 17 18 19

20 21 22 23 24 25 26

27 28 29 30 31

 GOD’S WORD TEACHES US HOW TO LIVE A LIFE THAT IS PLEASING TO HIM.

PSALM 10-12
ACTS 17

PSALM 13-16
ACTS 18

PSALM 17-18
ACTS 19 PSALM 19-24 PSALM 25-27

ACTS 20

 GOD IS OUR REFUGE AND CAN BE TRUSTED.

PSALM 28-30
ACTS 21 PSALM 31-35 PSALM 36-37

ACTS 22
PSALM 38-40

ACTS 23
PSALM 41-43

ACTS 24

 GOD IS WORTHY TO BE WORSHIPED AND PRAISED.

PSALM 44-46
ACTS 25

PSALM 47-49
ACTS 26

PSALM 50-52
ACTS 27 PSALM 53-58 PSALM 59-61

ACTS 28

 GOD EXPECTS US TO FOLLOW THE TEACHINGS OF HIS WORD.

JOB 38-39
ACTS 15 JOB 40-42 PSALM 1-3

ACTS 16 PSALM 4-9

 GOD IS OUR PROTECTOR.

PSALM 62-64
ROMANS 1

PSALM 65-67
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WEEKLY REFLECTION
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LESSON BIG IDEA
I will hide God’s 
Word in my heart 
and daily live it out 
in my life.

FOCUS VERSES
Psalm 119:11 
Thy word have I 
hid in mine heart, 
that I might not sin 
against thee.

LESSON TEXT 
Psalm 119:9–16, 
97–112

TRUTH ABOUT GOD
God’s Word teaches 
us how to live a life 
that is pleasing to 
Him.

LIVING OUT 
GOD’S WORD1.1

MARCH 6, 2022 SERIES 1: OUR HIDING PLACE

Series Overview:
This series, “Our Hiding Place,” will present four 
different psalms highlighting the importance of 
hiding God’s Word in our hearts (Psalm 119:11), 
the opportunity we have to find refuge under the 
shadow of the Almighty (Psalm 91:1), the call to 
enter His courts with thanksgiving and praise (Psalm 
100:4), and the privilege we have of finding a hiding 
place of refuge in His presence (Psalm 27:4–5). This 
series will encourage students to find a place of 
refuge in God’s Word and in God’s presence.

8
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Death of a Salesman by Arthur Miller is considered 
one of the best American plays ever produced. It 
has been adapted to film twice, once in 1951 and 

again in 1985. The play occurs during the last twenty-
four hours of Willy Loman’s life. Willy is an old, failing 
salesman living in New York City in the late 1940s. 
During the course of the play, he is eventually fired from 
his sales job due to underperformance. During his last 
twenty-four hours, Willy recounted several memories 
about his family. He remembered the times when his 
sales job was lucrative and he was making a great deal 
of money. He recounted the memory of having a secret 
love affair, discovered by his son Biff, while working in 
Boston. Willy refused to admit the affair to his son and 
instead explained that the woman in his hotel room was 
a client. Biff kept his father’s secret, but their relationship 
was fragmented from that point forward. 

Willy spent his day remembering his usefulness. He 
remembered being loved, helped, and respected by so 
many people as a traveling salesman. He remembered 
being the one who could close an important sale. He remembered the 
high commission dollars. He remembered his goal of being like his older 
brother, who became a diamond tycoon after a lucrative discovery in 
Africa. Willy believed that one more sale could be his big break, yet the 
big sale never came. Willy wanted money to affirm his worth because he 
could not see any intrinsic worth in himself. In an act of desperation, he 
remembered having a life insurance policy for twenty thousand dollars. 
Since his value was only in what money he could make, he decided to 
take his own life through an intentional car wreck. His life insurance 
payout would become his last commission.

At the final scene of Death of a Salesman, the Loman family is gathered 
around their father’s casket. Biff makes two iconic statements regarding 
his father. The first is: “He had the wrong dreams. All, all wrong.” The 
second is: Willy “didn’t know who he was.” Since Willy felt he had no 
internal intrinsic value in himself, he looked for external things to give 
himself value. Some of these were money, respect, and admiration. When 
he lost these things, he lost himself. His identity was crushed when the 
system he had used to find meaning in the world ultimately broke down. 
Willy internalized the wrong things, which orchestrated his demise. We 
do whatever is put in us to do by ourselves and others. To avoid tragedy 
and hopelessness, we can internalize things that facilitate our physical, 
mental, emotional, and spiritual well-being and growth. For Christians, 
one way this can be done is by hiding God’s Word in our hearts.

LESSON CONNECTION 
Teacher Option: 
Show Image to 
help illustrate the 
Lesson Connection.

SERIES 1: OUR HIDING PLACE
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Icebreaker:  What is something people do to feel better about 
themselves?

Lesson Connection: Share the Lesson Connection on page 239. 

I. BELIEVERS NEED TO KNOW GOD’S WORD
 » Do you think biblical literacy is increasing or decreasing 
among the various generational cohorts (e.g., baby boomers, 
Generation X, millennials, Generation Z)? Explain.

A. The Entire Bible Is Inspired
 » What are some ways the Bible may be used inappropriately? 
Have you ever used Scripture incorrectly? Explain.

B. The Old Testament Is Still for Today
 » What is your favorite part of the Old Testament to read? 
Explain.

C. The New Testament Is Important for Spiritual Growth

D. I Will Hide God’s Word in My Heart

II. GOD’S WORD TEACHES US HOW TO LIVE 
 » How can we know we are interpreting the Scriptures 
proficiently and applying them appropriately? 

A. God’s Word Teaches Us How to Please God

B. The Bible Gives Us Wisdom and Understanding

C. The Bible Teaches Us How to 
Overcome Sin

D. God’s Word Is a Lamp unto Our Feet
 » How has God’s Word been a light in 
your life?

E. I Will Daily Live Out God’s Word

Internalizing the Message 

 TEACHING OUTLINE 

Prayer Focus
Lead the group in prayer and consider the following topics of focus:
• That God would give us a deep love for His Word
• That we would live our lives in alignment with God’s Word

LESSON 1.1
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LESSON COMMENTARY 
I. BELIEVERS NEED TO KNOW GOD’S WORD

God has called us to a living and working faith—a faith that is 
functional and purposeful. In short, our faith is a meaningful 
faith. It makes a difference in our lives and in the lives of those 
around us. Some people know a great deal about the Bible but 
are faithless people; however, there are not people of great faith 
who know very little about the Bible. In this way, our faith may 
be governed by our knowledge and commitment to God’s Word. 
As we increase in knowledge of the Word of God, our faith will 
also grow.

A. The Entire Bible Is Inspired

The Bible presents itself to readers as a divinely inspired 
document. Despite being produced by numerous authors across 
the span of many years, Scripture affirms that it was produced 
through the inspiration of the Holy Spirit. The inspiration of the 
Bible is not something the Bible seeks to debate or prove. Rather, 
it seems to be something that is presented based on faith. 
Biblical archeology has proven the Bible, particularly the New 
Testament, is the most historically verifiable document from the 
ancient world. There are over six thousand Greek manuscripts 
of the New Testament. The Bible may be historically verifiable; 
however, verifiability does necessitate inspiration. Therefore, to 
read the divinely inspired words of Scripture, faith is necessary. 
In fact, it is this element of faith that seems to awaken the 
Scripture’s vivaciousness. In short, without faith, inspiration is 
impossible; yet with faith, inspiration is natural.

Paul advised Timothy that Scripture is useful for teaching, 
correction, and training in righteousness. Although the Bible 
may contain scientific or historical assertions, the usefulness 
of Scripture is directed at instructing and guiding believers to 
live righteous lives before God. When we have departed from 
using the Scriptures in this way, we are no longer using them 
proficiently or expediently.

B. The Old Testament Is Still for Today

The Bible comes to readers in two testaments or covenants. One 
of these testaments bears the name old. However, this does not 
mean that the other testament, which is fittingly called new, has 
replaced the Old Testament. In fact, the New Testament heavily 
relies upon the Old Testament as a source of revelation that was 
inspired by the Holy Spirit.

Peter wrote to believers regarding the inspiration and significance 
of the Old Testament’s revelation. He instructed believers “that 
no prophecy of the scripture is of any private interpretation. For 
the prophecy came not in old time by the will of man: but holy 
men of God spake as they were moved by the Holy Ghost” (II 

Do you think biblical 
literacy is increasing 
or decreasing 
among the various 
generational cohorts 
(e.g., baby boomers, 
Generation X, 
millennials, 
Generation Z)? 
Explain.

What are some 
ways the Bible 
may be used 
inappropriately? 
Have you ever 
used Scripture 
incorrectly? 
Explain.

LIVING OUT GOD’S WORD
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Peter 1:20–21). Scripture was not the private thinking of wise or 
educated men in Israel. Rather, it was a public revelation declared 
to all people through the moving of the Holy Spirit. The phrase 
“they were moved” is the Greek verb pheromenoi, which means 
“to bear, carry, bring forth” (biblehub.com). This verb is also 
used to describe sailing (Acts 27:15–17), which is literally “being 
carried” by the wind. Sailing is a helpful depiction by which to 
understand the divine and human element within Scripture.

C. The New Testament Is Important for Spiritual Growth

The majority of the New Testament is written in the practical 
context of spiritual growth. This is explicitly in the context 
of building up churches. The Gospels were produced to 
provide believers who did not personally know Jesus with 
a representation of Him in a storied format. Up to this point, 
most believers had only encountered Jesus through preaching 
and personal experiences with the Holy Spirit. The Gospels are 
also key theological works that seek to bond Christianity to the 
ancestral faith of Israel while also connecting a growing majority 
of Gentile Christians to the people of Israel they joined through 
their faith in Jesus. The Book of Acts is a theological history that 
provides Christians with an origin narrative that standardizes 
practices, doctrines, and processes as normative and indicative 
of an apostolic church. By normalizing early Christian history in 
Acts, Luke provided a template to help churches and believers 
experience spiritual growth. 

Finally, the rest of the New Testament, excluding Revelation, 
contains immensely practical letters written by Paul, Peter, John, 
James, Jude, and the unknown author of Hebrews. These letters 
were substitutes for a visit from an apostle and helped form 
the theology of early churches while addressing key issues in 
churches. Ultimately, the goal of these letters was to ensure that 
churches facilitated the practices necessary to facilitate spiritual 
growth. When we understand the New Testament this way, it 
is easy to see how it is an immensely practical and relevant 
collection of documents aimed toward corporate and individual 
spiritual growth.

D. I Will Hide God’s Word in My Heart

There are a plethora of legitimate reasons to study God’s Word. 
Many of them have been addressed above. We have discussed 
the inspiration of God’s Word, the relevancy of the Old Testament, 
and the efficacy of the New Testament for Christian growth. This 
is good; however, the psalmist understood that for the Word of 
God to have a real benefit in our lives, we must hide it in our 
hearts (Psalm 119:11). It is not enough to know God’s Word; we 
must apply that knowledge in our lives to allow the Word to 
change our hearts, minds, and spirits. We can never apply what 
we do not know; therefore, the first step in this process is to be 
sure we are learning God’s Word and are being exposed to the 
Scriptures regularly.

What is your 
favorite part of the 

Old Testament to 
read? Explain.

12
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II. GOD’S WORD TEACHES US HOW TO LIVE

The primary focus of the Bible is twofold. First, it is the revelation 
of a relational God through the narrative of Scripture. Second, it 
reveals the life of faith to those following Jesus and aids them to 
practice their faith through daily living. The Bible may provide 
occasional scientific observations—such as the truth of the 
Earth being round in Isaiah 40:22—or describe historical events 
in the ancient Near East. However, this is not its chief purpose. 
The focus of Scripture is on revealing God and guiding believers 
to represent the interests of the kingdom of God. Everything 
written in the Bible follows this subtext. Therefore, using the 
Bible for other purposes may quickly prove erroneous. Let us 
then use the Scriptures appropriately by “rightly dividing the 
word of truth” (II Timothy 2:15), sharing the gospel with others, 
and building up believers in the faith.

A. God’s Word Teaches Us How to Please God

Deuteronomy declares, “Hear, O Israel: The Lord our God is one 
Lord: and thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all thine heart, and 
with all thy soul, and with all thy might. And these words, which 
I command thee this day, shall be in thine heart” (Deuteronomy 
6:4–6) The heart is the seat of our emotions. All our feelings flow 
from the heart. Therefore, all our emotions should reflect a love 
for God when the Shema is central to our lives. We also love God 
with our minds, which gives us to the ability to contemplate and 
make choices. The abilities to think and feel are unique to human 
beings made in God’s image. We are called by the Shema to love 
God in our thoughts and feelings. Finally, this is not a half-hearted 
effort. We are to pursue these with all our strength.

B. The Bible Gives Us Wisdom and Understanding

God’s Word gives us greater insight into ourselves and 
understanding of the world around us. It provides not only 
knowledge but wisdom, which is when knowledge is applied 
beneficially and appropriately. For example, the lesson text 
shows that following God’s Word makes our lifestyles pure and 
clean (Psalm 119:9). This not only benefits us in the present 
moment but also in the future. Through a lifestyle that is pure 
and healthy, we can often avoid troubles that afflict those who 
choose sinful and unhealthy lifestyles. When we learn more 
about ourselves and others through the inherent knowledge and 
wisdom within the Bible, we are better prepared to engage in 
challenging situations.

C. The Bible Teaches Us How to Overcome Sin

Psalm 119 offers some helpful guidance for avoiding sin. By 
storing God’s Word in our hearts, we have protection against 
sinning (Psalm 119:11). God’s Word also protects us from traveling 
down an evil path (Psalm 119:101). Often when we set our feet 
toward an evil path, it is too late to stop. In other words, we 

How can we know 
we are interpreting 
the Scriptures 
proficiently and 
applying them 
appropriately? 

Teacher Option: 
Show Video to 
either take the 
place of the 
question or to help 
illustrate it.

How can we know 
we are interpreting 
the Scriptures 
proficiently and 
applying them 
appropriately? 

Teacher Option: 
Show Video to 
either take the 
place of the 
question or to help 
illustrate it.

LIVING OUT GOD’S WORD
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have gone too far before we realize just how far we have gone. 
The best way to prevent sin is to proactively avoid it. We cannot 
just hope we will make better decisions and reactively avoid 
temptation. Instead, it is better to proactively avoid tempting 
situations altogether, whenever possible.

D. God’s Word Is a Lamp unto Our Feet

Those who have lived in urban areas most of their lives may have 
never experienced true darkness. We might say it is dark outside, 
yet our nights are dominated by an assortment of headlights, 
streetlights, billboard advertisements, and exterior lighting from 
homes and businesses. Even if we can escape the lights of the 
city, God has provided the moon and stars overhead as sources 
of light. Due to this, it may be hard for some of us to experience 
true darkness. 

(Ryan Bundren shares the following story.) 

One memorable moment in my life was touring a Southern 
Illinois coal mine with my grandpa, a retired coal miner. At one 
point during the tour, the guide asked us to turn off the lights on 
our hard hats. At that moment, roughly one thousand feet below 
the surface, I experienced true darkness for the first time in my 
life. In our world we may take light for granted, but without light, 
we can do nothing. We may go through dark places filled with 
uncertainly and doubt, but if we heed God’s Word, it can keep us 
from stumbling, falling, or being led astray down the wrong path.

E. I Will Daily Live Out God’s Word

Cruise control is a great feature on an automobile but not on a 
Christian. God does not install believers with cruise control. If 
Christians have such a metaphorical feature, it is not something 
God put in them, but rather something they or someone else 
has installed. We need to get our faith off cruise control and 
take initiative in our faith. We have to be alert and vigilant about 
what may be happening around us. God does not promise us a 
road that is straight and smooth. It is quite the opposite. Jesus 
promised we will have trouble in this world (John 16:33). When 
we place our focus on living out our faith through the guidance 
of God’s Word, we are best prepared to live for God and carry 
out His will in both our lives and in the world.

How has God’s 
Word been a light 

in your life?
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INTERNALIZING THE MESSAGE 

God’s Word is not an ancient relic of a time long past. Theology is not 
an “ivory tower” discipline. These are both caricatures. The purpose of 
both God’s Word and theology is to help us discover who God is, and by 

knowing who God is, we might better understand ourselves and our place in the 
world. A. W. Tozer, a classic evangelical author, put it this way: “What comes into 
our minds when we think about God is the most important thing about us. . . . 
We tend by a secret law of the soul to move toward our mental image of God” 
(The Knowledge of the Holy). 

We all have a mental image of God, but that image is not always based on 
who God really is. Researchers have discovered that children develop their 
image of God in correlation with their relationships with parental caregivers. 
Research demonstrates that the attachment relationship between parent and 
child directly informs what the child believes about God. In other words, parents 
are models through which children conceptualize their view of God (Jane R. 
Dickie, et al., “Parent-Child Relationships and Children’s Images of God”). The 
implications of this are astounding. For example, the children of parents who 
are nurturing are very likely to view God as a nurturing figure. On the other 
hand, if parents are harsh and critical or negligent and undependable toward 
their children, the children may develop a mental image of God being a harsh 
and critical disciplinarian or an unreliable and inconsistent caregiver. Christian 
parents can best prepare their children for the life of faith by modeling a parental 
relationship that is representative of who God really is.

We have God’s Word and theology to help us have the right image of God. So 
when we move toward God, we are moving toward the God who is, rather than 
the God we have imagined. Once we know the God who is, we can live in a 
meaningful and intentional manner. How this is faithfully lived out before God 
and others may take on unique nuances due to an individual’s select calling, 
vocation, and circumstances. With this in mind, our goal then is not to develop 
people of faith with uniformity but rather with authenticity. Let us not only seek 
God so we might know the truth, but also so we might perform what is true. 
Let us desire truth in our inward parts (Psalm 51:6) or hearts. We pursue truth 
so we might not only know and practice the truth, but so we might feel truth in 
a meaningful and experiential way. This is a truth beyond intellectual reasoning 
and precise practice. Here we discover a life of faith that takes hold of the core 
of our being, thus transforming us in a powerful way.

 

LIVING OUT GOD’S WORD
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God’s Word for Life marks a new chapter in both youth and church-wide curriculum. With this new chapter 
comes a fresh vision for curriculum’s focus, content, and visual display. Below you’ll find various highlights of 
the new features and what to expect as you start to prepare for the quarter ahead.

GETTING STARTED
The first page of each lesson provides the overarching information you can use to plan your class.

PRETEEN TRANSITION
The idea behind the preteen transition is simple: there will always be an influx of preteens joining the youth 
class, and these options help make students in transition feel comfortable moving from one classroom 
dynamic to the next. The Preteen Transition offers a quick activity that often highlights more physical action 
or activity—something that tends to be more common in children’s classrooms.

 

LIVING OUT 
GOD’S WORD

1.1MARCH 6, 2022

SERIES 1: OUR HIDING PLACE

PRETEEN TRANSITION ( 5 MIN )

THE BUCKET LIST 

1. Describe the idea of a bucket list to the class.

2. Instruct students to create a bucket list that includes up to twenty items. 

3. Ask the following questions:
• What are the top ten items on your bucket list?

• If you only had days to live, what would you spend those days doing?

SERIES AIM 
God’s Word gives us 
direction for every area 
of our lives.

BIBLICAL PASSAGE 
Psalm 119:9–16, 97–112  

LESSON BIG IDEA 
I will hide God’s Word 
in my heart and daily 
live it out in my life.

TRUTH ABOUT GOD///

God’s Word teaches us how to live a life 
that is pleasing to Him.

///

9

Daily Devotional Check-In ///

Last week we talked about obeying God and following the commands of the Bible. You 
are going to be attacked and ridiculed for your beliefs, but if you remain strong in your 
faith and rely on God and His Word, even when it is difficult. He will do miraculous things 
for you.

HOW TO USE 
THIS LESSON GUIDE
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WHERE DO 
WE BEGIN?
Every lesson will begin with a narrative to 
reinforce the themes and ideas of the subject 
matter, grabbing students’ attention in a unique 
way with a new narrative or scenario every week.

ENGAGE AND 
RELEASE ACTIVITIES
God’s Word for Life offers two options at the 
beginning and end of each lesson to ensure 
teachers have a variety of ways to engage 
students. These options feature physical activities, 
object lessons, discussion, learning scenarios, and 
short stories to add variety as well as reinforce the 
themes and ideas of the material.

///If I were to ask you, “What is your favorite part about going to school?” I am guessing your answer would most likely 
not be “taking tests.” The word test itself can cause stress. Some teachers have very creative names for tests. They 
call them things like “assessment” or “checkup” or something creative like “celebration of knowledge.” 

Tests are not fun, but tests are a part of life. When you graduate from high school one day, even if you choose not to 
go to college, you will never be free from tests. The tests you take as an adult may not be with pen and paper. They 
may be tests of your knowledge and skills in the workplace. They may be tests of your patience or endurance in a 
trial. They may be tests of your Christianity in situations where you are tempted. In whatever form they occur, you 
will continue to be tested.

Some people do incredibly well on tests, while others struggle. Most of the time (with a few exceptions), those who 
do incredibly well are those who have studied. They have taken the time to make good notes, review those notes, 
and memorize the facts they feel will most likely be turned into test questions. Those who do not do well on tests 
(with a few exceptions) are normally those who have not prepared. They went to class, but they did not make notes, 
did not review their homework, and did not read the assigned chapters in the textbook. 

Really, doing well on a test is pretty simple. If you know the information 
about which you are being tested, you will succeed. If you do not know it, 
you will not.

The most important tests you will face in life are tests of your faith. You will be tested on whether your life lines up 
with the Word of God. It is a test you must pass. Thankfully, it is an open book test. You are even encouraged to 
memorize portions of the Book for easy recall.

LESSON 1.1

WHERE DO WE BEGIN?///( 5 MIN )

TESTS ARE NOT FUN, BUT 
TESTS ARE A PART OF LIFE.

10

ENGAGE/// ( 10 MIN )

OPTION 1
1. How does the world define what love is?
2. What does the Bible say love is?
3. How do you view or define love?
4. How does your view of love stack up to the view 

of the world and the view of Scripture?
5. Why is it important for us to define love early in 

our lives and in our walk with God?

OPTION 2
1. Together as a class, have communion.
2. Depending on your group’s size, use a loaf or 

multiple loaves of bread and paper cups or 
miscellaneous mugs and glasses.

3. Start by telling how you have seen the person to 
your left example Christ’s love. Then break off a 
piece of bread for yourself and hand the remainder 
of the loaf to the person to your left.

4. When you have gone full circle and all students 
have expressed seeing Christ’s love in their peers, 
read the portion of the communion narrative that is 
applicable.

5. When it is time to share in the blood of Christ, hand 
out cups. Go around the entire group and pray for 
each individual that Christ’s love would be seen in 
each one. Then fill students’ glasses from a large 
pitcher.

LIVING OUT GOD’S WORD

 God’s Word teaches us how to live a life that is pleasing to Him.

///
SERIES 1: OUR HIDING PLACE///RELEASE/// ( 10 MIN )

OPTION 1

1. Ask students to share fears they had when they 
were younger. Share your fears as well.

2. Were those fears small? 

3. As you look back at those fears, were they 
irrational?

4. What was the source of the fear?

5. How did you overcome it?

6. Often fears form because we are facing 
something we haven’t faced before, and it is easy 
to be afraid we are not strong enough to make it 
through.

OPTION 2

1. Discuss purpose. 

2. How do you define ministry?

3. What does ministry that does not involve singing 
or preaching look like? How can you get involved 
in ministry right away?

4. What does it really mean to be a child of God?

5. What goes along with being a child of God? What 
is expected of you?

6. How does ministry go beyond the church?
• In everything you do, glorify God in your 

actions and your activities. 

• It is important to understand that purpose and 
ministry extend far beyond the walls of our 
church. Purpose and ministry are built on the 
Word of God and how clearly we hear the voice 
of God.

PRAYER///
Jesus, thank You for giving us Your Word so we can know how to 
live to please You. Help us to study Your Word, not just to learn 
facts and information, but to apply it to our lives. Guide us as we 
read the Bible so we can grow in relationship with You.

   God’s Word teaches us how to live a life that is pleasing to Him.

LESSON 1.1
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HOW TO USE 
THIS LESSON GUIDE

JR. HIGH AND 
SR. HIGH BREAKOUTS
God’s Word for Life offers a completely new approach 
to curriculum through a single Youth level that features 
breakout content tailored for different age levels. These 
Jr. High and Sr. High Breakouts will be displayed in 
each lesson as a spread in the middle of each lesson 
and will offer unique activities and discussion prompts. 
Breakouts will also provide a tailored application of the 
content discussed in the first half of each lesson.

DEVOTIONAL TIE-IN
Each lesson will feature three areas in which teachers 
will be prompted to ask about or discuss devotional 
content from both the previous week and the week of 
devotionals ahead. This will help to reinforce the need 
for devotional time each day and push students to 
engage with the at-home Daily Devotional Guide.

Read Psalm 119:11, 16. 
Thy word have I hid in mine heart, that I might not sin against thee. . . . I will delight myself 
in thy statutes: I will not forget thy word.

1. We learn so much when we read God’s Word and hide it in our hearts.
a. Basic Bible studies teach us principles of how to live for God—studying stories like 

David and Goliath.
b. We learn important instructions in the Bible, like the Ten Commandments or the fruit 

of the Spirit.
c. We can apply what we read in the Bible to situations we are facing.

2. Of course, memorizing Scripture is important as well. It doesn’t have to be boring, 
though. 
a. The best way to memorize Scripture is to read it and repeat it a few times until you 

can say the verse without looking. 
b. Even if you don’t get it right word-for-word, memorizing the gist of what it is saying 

will help when you are facing a tough decision and you don’t have a Bible handy.

3. The older you get, the more you will face situations, and even people, that are hurtful 
and confusing to your faith and your decision-making. The only way to know you are 
making the right decision is to be invested in relationship with God and His Word. 
a. Our connection to the supernatural overcomes the physical. 
b. Prayer has the power to transform our situation, even when we cannot see a positive 

solution. 
c. Knowing God’s Word will remind us that being in a difficult situation is an 

opportunity for us to put our faith on display and help us not to have a crisis of faith 
when things don’t work out the way we want. 

d. Knowing God’s Word is necessary because life is uncertain and can change in an 
instant. God’s Word is unchanging. It should be our rock and foundation.

SR. HIGH BREAKOUT///

1. Create an obstacle course using any objects to block movement. (Consider using chairs arranged in a maze 
so the obstacles aren’t small enough for someone to trip over.)

2. Pair up all your students. One pair at a time, give one student a blindfold and instruct the other student to 
direct the blindfolded student through the maze or obstacle course.

3. Time each pair for an added level of competition.

4. Explain that with God, there is no guesswork; His directions are perfect.

13

Daily Devotional  
Insight ///

The devotional focus 
this week has to do 
with pleasing God by 
obeying His Word. The 
goal of our life should 
be to please and obey 
God in ever word and 
deed. If we are faithful 
in this way, He will bless 
our lives in unbelievable 
ways. 

LIVING OUT GOD’S WORD

JR. HIGH BREAKOUT///

1. Choose two students for this activity: one will be blindfolded, and one will be the guide.

2. Without the blindfolded student hearing, tell the guide he or she will be leading the other student through a 
pretend obstacle course—there will be no real obstacles.

3. Have the guide lead and give directions to the blindfolded student.

4. After the guide has led the other student through the imaginary course, have the student remove the 
blindfold. 

5. Explain that with God directing us, it’s as if there are no real obstacles because God is greater than any 
obstacles in our lives.

1. Have you ever had to memorize something for school—maybe a poem, or lines in a 
play, or part of a speech or presentation you were assigned to give in front of the class? 
Maybe memorizing is easy for you; maybe it’s not. Some people have an easier time 
memorizing things than others.

2. Still, everyone can memorize. You probably can sing the “ABCs” without looking at a 
letter chart. You know “Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star” or “Mary Had a Little Lamb” by 
heart. Even if you don’t know some of those children’s songs, you most likely know the 
words to modern worship songs by heart.

3. You haven’t just memorized songs; you also have memorized important facts. You know 
by heart:
a. your birthday,
b. your address,
c. your phone number,
d. when it’s lunchtime at school.

4. The most important thing we can memorize, however, is the Word of God.

Read Psalm 119:11, 16.
Thy word have I hid in mine heart, that I might not sin against thee. . . . I will delight myself 
in thy statutes: I will not forget thy word.

5. Unless you are a senior Bible quizzer, you may feel like memorizing the Word of God is 
too difficult for you. It may feel too much like schoolwork. Yet there is so much more to 
hiding God’s Word in your heart than just memorizing Scriptures.

6. We learn so much when we read God’s Word and hide it in our hearts.
a. Basic Bible studies teach us principles of how to live for God—studying stories like 

David and Goliath.
b. We learn important instructions in the Bible, like the Ten Commandments or the fruit 

of the Spirit.
c. We can apply what we read in the Bible to situations we are facing.

7. Of course, memorizing Scripture is important as well. It doesn’t have to be boring, 
though. 
a. The best way to memorize Scripture is to read it and repeat it a few times until you 

can say the verse without looking. 
b. Even if you don’t get it right word-for-word, memorizing the gist of what it is saying 

will help you when you are facing a tough decision and you don’t have a Bible 
handy.

LESSON 1.1

12

Daily Devotional  
Insight ///

The devotional focus 
this week has to do with 
pleasing God by obeying 
His Word. Our lives 
can take unexpected 
turns, but if we are true 
to God’s Word, He will 
protect us. 

LIVING OUT GOD’S WORD
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DAILY DEVOTIONAL GUIDE

EQUIP YOUR STUDENTS 
FOR DAILY STUDY OF GOD’S WORD
Guiding your students in becoming lifelong Apostolic disciples is an enormous task to accomplish in just an 
hour on Sunday or Wednesday. Now you can expand your ministry with a tool that guides students in Bible 
study every day of the week.

This guide provides a daily Bible passage connected 
to the week’s lesson and a corresponding devotion. 
Each day ends with a final challenge to apply the 
message of God’s Word with both junior high and 
senior high options.

Make your teaching complete with this student 
resource by incorporating student feedback into 
class time. (Prompts are provided in this Leader 
Guide to help.) Additionally you can calendar the 
materials to coincide one of two ways: 

1. Instruct students to complete the accompanying 
devotional material during the week to reinforce 
the Bible passages already taught in the lesson at 
church.

2. Teach one week behind the suggested schedule 
in this Leader Guide so students interact with the 
Bible passages for the lesson during the week at 
home before the lesson. This option would allow 
for additional discussion since students will have 
already reviewed lesson content in advance.

In either scenario, this tool equips students to dig 
into God’s Word every day!

ONLY $4.99
Order your copy today at www.pentecostalpublishing.com.

4 GOD’S WORD FOR LIFE///

DAILY DEVOTIONAL GUIDE///
MY COMMISSION IS GREAT

MONDAY, DECEMBER 6

Read Exodus 3:1–4. 
Now Moses kept the flock of Jethro his father in law, the priest of Midian: and he led the flock 
to the backside of the desert, and came to the mountain of God, even to Horeb. And the angel 
of the Lord appeared unto him in a flame of fire out of the midst of a bush: and he looked, and, 
behold, the bush burned with fire, and the bush was not consumed. And Moses said, I will now 
turn aside, and see this great sight, why the bush is not burnt. And when the Lord saw that he 
turned aside to see, God called unto him out of the midst of the bush, and said, Moses, Moses. 
And he said, Here am I.

God was seeking an appointment with Moses. He wanted to do something miraculous for His 
people, and He wanted Moses to play a big part. 

The same is true for you. God is looking for opportunities to meet with you and tell you all the 
things He has planned for your life and for the lives of those around you. Start listening for God’s 
voice and watching for miraculous events. He is reaching for you. He wants a relationship with you 
more than ever. 

Jr. High ///  What does God’s voice sound like to you?

Sr. High ///  Journal about a time when you felt or heard God speaking to you.

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 7

Read Exodus 3:6. 
Moreover he said, I am the God of thy father, the God of Abraham, the God of Isaac, and the 
God of Jacob. And Moses hid his face; for he was afraid to look upon God.

God’s declaration is something we should all take to heart. Moses, up to this point, had not had 
a real relationship with God. Sure, Moses had been taught about God and heard stories from his 
mother, but Moses had never taken the next step. God let Moses know that his ancestors had 
been guided by God. He alone was the one true God Moses had heard so much about. 

You may have a better relationship with God than Moses did at that point, but God’s declaration 
should still give you hope. For hundreds and thousands of years, this same God who has cared 
for and blessed generations of believers wants to do the same for you. He has chosen you, and 
He loves you beyond anything you could ever imagine. 

Jr. High ///  Make a list of things you think God wants you to do.

Sr. High ///  Pray about your calling and ask God to give you specific direction for 
this week.

LESSON 1.1
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ENLIVEN YOUR LESSONS WITH VIDEOS AND RESOURCES

RESOURCE KIT
Take advantage of the Youth Resource Kit for a robust collection 
of teaching tools to make each week exciting and engaging. 

Contents:

1. A video for each lesson

2. A poster for each of the three series

3. A supplement for adapting each lesson to minister to 
students affected by disabilities 

4. Excerpts from Word Aflame Press books for additional 
research

5. Social medial calendar and suggested practices

6. Graphics package

VIDEO CONTENT!
Each lesson’s opening story will be available as a video within 
the Resource Kit as a way of engaging students through a visual 
medium. The Resource Kit will also include contextual videos 
about the biblical passage as well as training videos to help you 
in the preparation process.

ONLY $24.99
Order your copy today at www.pentecostalpublishing.com.

SPRING 2022 JR. HIGH/SR. HIGH

FOR LIFE

SPECIAL EDUCATION  
SUPPLEMENT

Special Needs Suppliment.indd   1Special Needs Suppliment.indd   1 9/3/21   10:47 AM9/3/21   10:47 AM
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WHAT IT IS
Every leader should have tools to help with the vital mission of ensuring spiritual growth for 
your group or class. My Growth Toolkit is a full-service web-based portal to empower leaders 
in the teaching ministry of the church. It features growth tracking, record keeping, and 
management tools for groups or classes as well as training materials and special features to 
help everyone stay more connected and pursue spiritual growth. 

HOW TO USE IT
Purchase a membership at www.mygrowthtoolkit.com. Logging in is as simple as creating an account based on 
the email address you used to purchase your subscription. You can survey the training videos, set up your groups 
and classes, and get started managing your church’s growth track.

RESOURCES FOR LEADERS  
OF SMALL GROUPS OR CLASSES:
My Growth Toolkit offers a full array of resources to help lead your group effectively including:

• Attendance Tracking and Reporting: After a one-time setup to enter the members of your group or class, 
you can quickly take attendance each session with a few simple clicks. You then can access reports on 
missing participants for follow-up.

• Save Group Member Records: To care for your group, enter notes in each member’s records. Then you can 
quickly pull up a record and review all the information you’ve saved rather than relying on mental notes 
about your group.

• Easy Access to Digital Curriculum: View digital versions of God’s Word for Life you purchase, and license 
this material for others to access as well (based on the number of licenses purchased).

• Individual Assessments to Track Spiritual Growth: Encourage group members to take the Spiritual Growth 
Assessment (either anonymously or with their names attached) so you can see strengths and areas needing 
attention for your group. Then track progress each quarter as the group grows in their daily study of God’s 
Word.

• Leader Assessments: In addition to your spiritual growth assessment, take the self-assessment to identify 
your strengths and areas in need of attention as leader of your group or class. Review the results and use 
them to bolster your effectiveness in discipling those in your care.

• Training: Access training resources in My Growth Toolkit to help you grow as a leader in ministering to your 
group or class.

Visit www.mygrowthtoolkit.com for more information and to access  
any digital resources of God’s Word for Life you have purchased.

MY GROWTH TOOLKIT
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SERIES 1: OUR HIDING PLACE
///

SERIES 1: LOVING THE UNLOVED  

This series, “Loving the Unloved,” will show the great love Jesus has for all people, whether 
they are overlooked and deemed unimportant, seen as outcasts in society, or even hated 
and marginalized by others. Just as Jesus loved those whom others refused to love, we are 
called to show and share His love without discrimination. This series helps to highlight the 
command of Jesus to love your neighbor as yourself.

SERIES 2: GOD IS OUR REFUGE

This series, “God Is Our Refuge,” will show how the Lord will be our refuge and bring 
strength and healing to those who are hurting and overtaken with burdens. Four different 
psalms will be explored in this series: Psalm 22, Psalm 34, Psalm 46, and Psalm 55. No matter 
what we may face in this life, we can be confident God will be near and will help us carry the 
burdens we have been tasked to bear.

SERIES 3: THE IMPORTANCE OF GOD’S WORD

This series, “The Importance of God’s Word,” will emphasize the necessity of hearing 
and obeying the Scriptures and will accentuate the promises and power that inherently 
accompany His written Word. From Jehoiakim’s blatant disregard for God’s Word to Josiah’s 
humble submission to the Book of the Law, this series will show how important it is for 
individuals to heed God’s Word and put it into practice in their lives.

PREVIEW SUMMER 2022
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LIVING OUT 
GOD’S WORD

MARCH 6, 2022

SERIES 1: OUR HIDING PLACE

PRETEEN TRANSITION ( 5 MIN )

THE BUCKET LIST 

1. Describe the idea of a bucket list to the class.

2. Instruct students to create a bucket list that includes up to twenty items. 

3. Ask the following questions:
• What are the top ten items on your bucket list?

• If you only had days to live, what would you spend those days doing?

SERIES AIM 
God’s Word gives us 
direction for every area 
of our lives.

BIBLICAL PASSAGE 
Psalm 119:9–16, 97–112  

LESSON BIG IDEA 
I will hide God’s Word 
in my heart and daily 
live it out in my life.

TRUTH ABOUT GOD///

God’s Word teaches us how to 
live a life that is pleasing to Him.

///

9

Daily Devotional Check-In ///

Last week we talked about obeying God and following the commands of the Bible. You 
may be attacked and ridiculed for your beliefs, but if you remain strong in your faith and 
rely on God and His Word, even when it is difficult He will do miraculous things for you.

1.1
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///If I were to ask you, “What is your favorite part about going to school?” I am guessing your answer would most likely 
not be “taking tests.” The word test itself can cause stress. Some teachers have very creative names for tests. They 
call them things like “assessment” or “checkup” or something creative like “celebration of knowledge.” 

Tests are not fun, but tests are a part of life. When you graduate from high school one day, even if you choose not to 
go to college, you will never be free from tests. The tests you take as an adult may not be with pen and paper. They 
may be tests of your knowledge and skills in the workplace. They may be tests of your patience or endurance in a 
trial. They may be tests of your Christianity in situations where you are tempted. In whatever form they occur, you 
will continue to be tested.

Some people do incredibly well on tests, while others struggle. Most of the time (with a few exceptions), those who 
do incredibly well are those who have studied. They have taken the time to make good notes, review those notes, 
and memorize the facts they feel will most likely be turned into test questions. Those who do not do well on tests 
(with a few exceptions) are normally those who have not prepared. They went to class, but they did not make notes, 
did not review their homework, and did not read the assigned chapters in the textbook. 

Really, doing well on a test is pretty simple. If you know the information 
about which you are being tested, you will succeed. If you do not know it, 
you will not.

The most important tests you will face in life are tests of your faith. You will be tested on whether your life lines up 
with the Word of God. It is a test you must pass. Thankfully, it is an open book test. You are even encouraged to 
memorize portions of the Book for easy recall.

LESSON 1.1

WHERE DO WE BEGIN?///( 5 MIN )

TESTS ARE NOT FUN, BUT 
TESTS ARE A PART OF LIFE.

10

ENGAGE/// ( 10 MIN )

OPTION 1
1. How does the world define what love is?
2. What does the Bible say love is?
3. How do you view or define love?
4. How does your view of love stack up to the view 

of the world and the view of Scripture?
5. Why is it important for us to define love early in 

our lives and in our walk with God?

OPTION 2
1. Together as a class, have communion.
2. Depending on your group’s size, use a loaf or 

multiple loaves of bread and paper cups or 
miscellaneous mugs and glasses.

3. Start by telling how you have seen the person to 
your left example Christ’s love. Then break off a 
piece of bread for yourself and hand the remainder 
of the loaf to the person to your left.

4. When you have gone full circle and all students 
have expressed seeing Christ’s love in their peers, 
read the portion of the communion narrative that is 
applicable.

5. When it is time to share in the blood of Christ, hand 
out cups. Go around the entire group and pray for 
each individual that Christ’s love would be seen in 
each one. Then fill students’ glasses from a large 
pitcher.

LIVING OUT GOD’S WORD

 God’s Word teaches us how to live a life that is pleasing to Him. I will hide God’s Word in my heart and daily live it out in my life.
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WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE?///( 25 MIN )
 

A. Believers Need to Know God’s Word
1. Of all the textbooks in the world, the Bible is far and away the most important “textbook.” 

The Bible is not just important because it contains amazing stories and good advice; it is 
important because of its author. 

2. Over thirty people physically wrote the Bible. Some wrote one book; some wrote multiple 
books. Still, we can say the entire Bible was written by one author. Even though various 
people penned the words we read, and even though they used their own language and 
writing styles, they did not come up with the ideas themselves. Rather, God moved 
through them to inspire what they wrote in Scripture. 

3. The entire Bible—every book, chapter, verse, and word—was inspired by God. 

Read II Timothy 3:16. 
All scripture is given by inspiration of God, and is profitable for doctrine, for reproof, for 
correction, for instruction in righteousness.

4. Some believe that because Jesus established the church by dying on the cross, the 
information in the Old Testament does not apply to us today. They feel that because 
we are no longer under Old Testament law, none of it really matters. They think the Old 
Testament is good for stories, but not much else.

5. Yet all Scripture was inspired by God. The Old Testament was the foundation for the New 
Testament, and it is still for us today. It teaches us important principles about God and how 
we relate to Him. 

6. The New Testament is important as well, of course, because members of the early church 
wrote it. It contains the words of Jesus and the teachings of those who were closest to 
Him. It contains the gospel story, a history of the early church, and letters specifically 
written to help the church live in a way that pleases God. Just like the Old Testament is 
important for our spiritual foundation, the New Testament is important for our spiritual 
growth.  

7. The entire Bible works in harmony to teach us how to enter into relationship with Jesus 
and walk in relationship with Him. In fact, we could rightly say that the Bible, as a whole, is 
the story of God’s desire to live in covenant relationship with humanity. 

8. A book this important is not designed to just sit on the shelf every week between Sunday 
services. It is for so much more than just turning to a Scripture that has been mentioned to 
read along. It is the breath of God. It is designed to challenge us, inspire us, correct us, and 
grow us. It can only do that, though, if we give it access to our hearts.

11

LIVING OUT GOD’S WORD

 God’s Word teaches us how to live a life that is pleasing to Him. I will hide God’s Word in my heart and daily live it out in my life.
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JR. HIGH BREAKOUT///

1. Choose two students for this activity: one will be blindfolded, and one will be the guide.

2. Without the blindfolded student hearing, tell the guide he or she will be leading the other student through a 
pretend obstacle course—there will be no real obstacles.

3. Have the guide lead and give directions to the blindfolded student.

4. After the guide has led the other student through the imaginary course, have the student remove the 
blindfold. 

5. Explain that with God directing us, it’s as if there are no real obstacles because God is greater than any 
obstacles in our lives.

1. Have you ever had to memorize something for school—maybe a poem, or lines in a 
play, or part of a speech or presentation you were assigned to give in front of the class? 
Maybe memorizing is easy for you; maybe it’s not. Some people have an easier time 
memorizing things than others.

2. Still, everyone can memorize. You probably can sing the “ABCs” without looking at a 
letter chart. You know “Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star” or “Mary Had a Little Lamb” by 
heart. Even if you don’t know some of those children’s songs, you most likely know the 
words to modern worship songs by heart.

3. You haven’t just memorized songs; you also have memorized important facts. You know 
by heart:
a. your birthday,
b. your address,
c. your phone number,
d. when it’s lunchtime at school.

4. The most important thing we can memorize, however, is the Word of God.

Read Psalm 119:11, 16.
Thy word have I hid in mine heart, that I might not sin against thee. . . . I will delight myself 
in thy statutes: I will not forget thy word.

5. Unless you are a senior Bible quizzer, you may feel like memorizing the Word of God is 
too difficult for you. It may feel too much like schoolwork. Yet there is so much more to 
hiding God’s Word in your heart than just memorizing Scriptures.

6. We learn so much when we read God’s Word and hide it in our hearts.
a. Basic Bible studies teach us principles of how to live for God—studying stories like 

David and Goliath.
b. We learn important instructions in the Bible, like the Ten Commandments or the fruit 

of the Spirit.
c. We can apply what we read in the Bible to situations we are facing.

7. Of course, memorizing Scripture is important as well. It doesn’t have to be boring, 
though. 
a. The best way to memorize Scripture is to read it and repeat it a few times until you 

can say the verse without looking. 
b. Even if you don’t get it right word-for-word, memorizing the gist of what it is saying 

will help you when you are facing a tough decision and you don’t have a Bible 
handy.

LESSON 1.1
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Daily Devotional  
Insight ///

The devotional focus 
this week has to do with 
pleasing God by obeying 
His Word. Our lives 
can take unexpected 
turns, but if we are true 
to God’s Word, He will 
protect us. 

LIVING OUT GOD’S WORD
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Read Psalm 119:11, 16. 
Thy word have I hid in mine heart, that I might not sin against thee. . . . I will delight myself 
in thy statutes: I will not forget thy word.

1. We learn so much when we read God’s Word and hide it in our hearts.
a. Basic Bible studies teach us principles of how to live for God—studying stories like 

David and Goliath.
b. We learn important instructions in the Bible, like the Ten Commandments or the fruit 

of the Spirit.
c. We can apply what we read in the Bible to situations we are facing.

2. Memorizing Scripture is important. It doesn’t have to be boring, though. 
a. The best way to memorize Scripture is to read it and repeat it a few times until you 

can say the verse without looking. 
b. Even if you don’t get it right word-for-word, memorizing the gist of what it is saying 

will help when you are facing a tough decision and you don’t have a Bible handy.

3. The older you get, the more you will face situations, and even people, that are hurtful 
and confusing to your faith and your decision-making. The only way to know you are 
making the right decision is to be invested in relationship with God and His Word. 
a. Our connection to the supernatural overcomes the physical. 
b. Prayer has the power to transform our situation, even when we cannot see a positive 

solution. 
c. Knowing God’s Word will remind us that being in a difficult situation is an 

opportunity for us to put our faith on display and help us not to have a crisis of faith 
when things don’t work out the way we want. 

d. Knowing God’s Word is necessary because life is uncertain and can change in an 
instant. God’s Word is unchanging. It should be our rock and foundation.

SR. HIGH BREAKOUT///

1. Create an obstacle course using any objects to block movement. (Consider using chairs arranged in a maze 
so the obstacles aren’t small enough for someone to trip over.)

2. Pair up all your students. One pair at a time, give one student a blindfold and instruct the other student to 
direct the blindfolded student through the maze or obstacle course.

3. Time each pair for an added level of competition.

4. Explain that with God, there is no guesswork; His directions are perfect.

13

Daily Devotional  
Insight ///

The devotional focus 
this week has to do with 
pleasing God by obeying 
His Word. The goal of our 
life should be to please 
and obey God in every 
word and deed. If we 
are faithful in this way, 
He will bless our lives in 
unbelievable ways. 

LIVING OUT GOD’S WORD
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B. God’s Word Teaches Us How to Live
1. Do you know how to please your parents? Chances are, if you pay attention when they 

talk, you know exactly what it takes to please them.
a. If they constantly remind you to pick up after yourself, you know cleanliness pleases 

them.
b. If they regularly ask you about your schoolwork, you know getting good grades 

matters to them.
c. If you know they will ask what you learned in this class today, you know your 

spiritual development is important to them.

2. Similarly, we do not have to guess at what it takes to be pleasing to God. He made 
it very plain to us. The Bible contains all the instruction we need to know how to 
please God.

Read 119:97–105. 
O how love I thy law! it is my meditation all the day. Thou through thy commandments 
hast made me wiser than mine enemies: for they are ever with me. I have more 
understanding than all my teachers: for thy testimonies are my meditation. I understand 
more than the ancients, because I keep thy precepts. I have refrained my feet from every 
evil way, that I might keep thy word. I have not departed from thy judgments: for thou hast 
taught me. How sweet are thy words unto my taste! yea, sweeter than honey to my mouth! 
Through thy precepts I get understanding: therefore I hate every false way. Thy word is a 
lamp unto my feet, and a light unto my path.

3. When you were in elementary school, your teachers taught you the principles of 
addition and subtraction. They did not go over every addition or subtraction problem 
you would see for the rest of your life; instead, they gave you the information you 
needed to figure out the right answer to these types of math problems. They may never 
have covered 7+5 in class, but if they taught you how addition works, you can figure out 
the answer.

4. Well, the same could be said of the Bible. You will not find a direct answer for every 
situation you face in the twenty-first century in a book that stopped being written 
sometime in the second century. However, the Bible gives us wisdom and understanding. 
If we learn the principles of Scripture and consider how people in the Bible applied 
those principles in their lives, we can gain wisdom and understanding for how we can 
apply those principles in our lives.

5. For example, consider the story of Daniel in the lions’ den. 
a. Daniel was told not to pray to anyone but the king of Persia.
b. Daniel knew that Scripture says we are to pray to God alone.
c. Instead of praying to the king of Persia, Daniel prayed to God.
d. Daniel was thrown into a lions’ den for disobeying the king’s command.
e. God protected Daniel in the lions’ den, and he came out unharmed.
f. Though in North America we don’t have to worry about being thrown into a 

lions’ den for our faith, we will be tempted at times to abandon our faith or face 
persecution. Because of Daniel’s example, we can be confident that if we stay true 
to God, in spite of persecution, God will bless us for it.

6. Remember why David said he hid God’s Word in his heart? It was not so he could preach 
well or win a Bible trivia contest or even do well in a Bible quizzing competition (even 
though Bible quizzing is awesome). No, David hid God’s Word in his heart so he would 
not sin against God.

7. The Bible teaches us how to overcome sin. Sin is anything that falls short of God’s 
righteousness, so the Bible teaches us how to overcome sin in two ways:
a. It teaches us how to resist temptation.
b. It teaches us how to live righteously.

LESSON 1.1
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LIVING OUT GOD’S WORD

 God’s Word teaches us how to live a life that is pleasing to Him. I will hide God’s Word in my heart and daily live it out in my life.
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8. When studying the Bible, many make the mistake of looking to see whether an action is 
sinful according to the Bible. The problem is no book could include every possible sinful 
action. The heart of humanity can be very wicked, and humans invent new ways to sin 
every day.
a. Instead of going to the Bible and asking, “Is this sin?” we should go to the Bible and 

ask, “Does this measure up to God’s righteousness?”
b. God’s Word will not answer every specific question we have. The Bible will not 

directly address if speeding is a sin or what is proper cell phone etiquette because 
cars and phones did not even exist back then. Rather, as David said, we must use 
God’s Word as a lamp unto our feet. 

9. Notice it is a lamp unto our feet, not our hands or head. Why? Because our feet 
determine where we are going. We should use Scripture to help us determine where we 
walk. When you examine your lifestyle against Scripture, are you moving toward God or 
away from Him? He will show you if you seek out an answer.

10. The most important thing we can do with Scripture is live it out. We need to memorize 
Scripture and learn Bible stories, but if we do not apply those principles to how we are 
living, it will make little difference. Unfortunately, there are many people who know a great 
deal about the Bible, but its words are dead to them. They don’t live out what it says.
a. Even Satan knows the Bible because he tried to twist Scripture to tempt Jesus. 

What matters most is not our Bible knowledge; it is our application.
b. We need to commit to living out God’s Word.
c. If you have never studied the Bible before, a great way to start is simply getting 

a Bible reading plan, such as the B.R.E.A.D. program. There are also many Bible 
reading plans you can find online or on a Bible app.

d. If there is something you do not understand as you are reading, consider talking 
about it with a spiritual leader in your life.

e. As you are reading, ask yourself: What does this mean to me? How can I apply it to 
my life?

f. Pair your Bible reading time with prayer, and God’s Word will come to life for you in 
ways you could not even have imagined.

THE MOST IMPORTANT 
THING WE CAN DO WITH 

SCRIPTURE IS LIVE IT OUT. 
15

LIVING OUT GOD’S WORD

 God’s Word teaches us how to live a life that is pleasing to Him. I will hide God’s Word in my heart and daily live it out in my life.
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///
SERIES 1: OUR HIDING PLACE///RELEASE/// ( 10 MIN )

OPTION 1

1. Ask students to share fears they had when they 
were younger. Share your fears as well.

2. Were those fears small? 

3. As you look back at those fears, were they 
irrational?

4. What was the source of the fear?

5. How did you overcome it?

6. Often fears form because we are facing 
something we haven’t faced before, and it is easy 
to be afraid we are not strong enough to make it 
through.

OPTION 2

1. Discuss purpose. 

2. How do you define ministry?

3. What does ministry that does not involve singing 
or preaching look like? How can you get involved 
in ministry right away?

4. What does it really mean to be a child of God?

5. What goes along with being a child of God? What 
is expected of you?

6. How does ministry go beyond the church?
• In everything you do, glorify God in your 

actions and your activities. 

• It is important to understand that purpose and 
ministry extend far beyond the walls of our 
church. Purpose and ministry are built on the 
Word of God and how clearly we hear the voice 
of God.

PRAYER///
Jesus, thank You for giving us Your Word so we can know how to 
live to please You. Help us to study Your Word, not just to learn 
facts and information, but to apply it to our lives. Guide us as we 
read the Bible so we can grow in relationship with You.

   God’s Word teaches us how to live a life that is pleasing to Him.

LESSON 1.1

16
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FAQS ABOUT GOD’S WORD FOR LIFE

Does God’s Word for Life still have 
classroom décor ideas?

In the resource kit, a digital document DR called 
“Classroom Décor Ideas” provides a multitude 
of ideas to decorate your classroom with a 
Bug’s Eye View motif� Please note that not all 
ideas provided are age appropriate for a Little 
Learner classroom� 

On Pinterest, search “God’s Word for Life” to 
find a page pinned with all types of travel-based 
ideas, snacks, and activities� 

On Facebook, search for and share ideas in our 
group: God’s Word for Life Kids Community�

What is a whole-church curriculum? 

God’s Word for Life is a discipleship program 
intended to lead the entire church from 
toddlers to adults into God’s presence and His 
Word for lifelong transformation� The adult, 
youth, and children’s levels, as well as the God’s 
Word for Families devotional, all start from the 
same biblical text but then have different age-
appropriate applications� Daily devotionals 
for every age level equip the church to study 
Scripture daily�

If your entire church has not bought in to the 
God’s Word for Life program, this Little Learn-
ers curriculum can still be used on its own�

For more information, visit  
www�GodsWordForLife�faith

What resources do I need to teach 
Little Learners? 

• Leader Guide: This 96-page guide provides 
the lesson content for leaders and teachers to 
present in Sunday school, daycare, nursery, or 
preschool formats� It is available in both print 
and digital formats� 

• Activity Pages: For each lesson, every student 
needs an activity page� The front page is used 
in the lesson to introduce the Truth about 
God� The back page is used after the Bible 
story to introduce and apply the Life Lesson� 

• Resource Kit RK : This resource packet pro-
vides essential supplements to make the les-
son come alive� Some lessons require materi-
al only found in the resource kit� 

For videos and helpful guides to using the 
resources, visit GodsWordForLife.faith/training�

Does God’s Word for Life have a 
Facebook group for teachers?

Yes, join our Facebook group: God’s Word for 
Life Kids Community. 

Interact with editors and teachers across all 
levels� Get decorating ideas, post pictures of 
your class, and share what God is doing in your 
church� 

www.GodsWordForLife.faith

Bug’s Eye View

Facebook: God’s Word  
for Life Kids Community
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How do I access my digital material?

MyGrowthToolkit.com is a full-service web-
based portal that provides access to your digital 
resource material DR � Upon purchase, a receipt 
was emailed to the purchaser with a link to My 
Growth Toolkit to access the digital resources� If 
you try to log in and lack proper access, contact 
the purchaser of your material� If you still have 
problems, contact the PPH customer service 
department: 866-819-7667� 

How do I know which level of God’s 
Word for Life to use for my students?

While a recommended age is provided, each 
level is distinguished by the style of teaching�

• Little Learners is for toddlers who have not 
yet entered preschool� These children show 
up to church ready to play, so a variety of 
activities help them play through the lesson� 
This level’s content is student-driven�

• Kindergarten is for children currently in pre-
school or kindergarten� These children have 
been introduced to a classroom setting, but 
they still require large amounts of playtime� 
This level’s content is a mix of being student- 
and teacher-driven�

Students who haven’t entered preschool may 
be best served using the Little Learners curricu-
lum, even if they are four or five years old� Simi-
larly, if a three-year-old has learned to read and 
has entered preschool, the child may be best 
served using the Kindergarten material� 

What is God’s Word for Families?

God’s Word for Families is a family devotion-
al that helps parents partner with teachers in 
the discipleship process� With 365 devotion-
al activities, this tool equips parents to have a 
fun, simple conversation with their kids about 
Scripture each day of the year� Each week’s set 
of devotions match what is being taught in the 
classroom� 

For example, week 27 explores Psalm 119:9–16, 
which matches lesson 1�1 in this leader guide� 
Encourage parents to check out God’s Word 
for Families, and then show them how you can 
work together to bring the entire family closer 
to God�

God’s Word for Families
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Shared Text: The Bible passage shared across all 
levels from Little Learners to adult

Truth About God: What the Bible story reveals 
about God (serves as theme behind every activity) 

Life Lesson: The lesson’s application and what 
students go home proclaiming and enacting

God’s Word for Families: Link telling families 
which week in God’s Word for Families to study

Teacher Devotional: Key takeaways to help 
teachers prayerfully prepare for the lesson

6

1.1
DECEMBER 5, 2021
GOD’S WORD FOR LIFE

TEACHER DEVOTIONAL
Read Exodus 3:1–22. Prayerfully consider what this passage says:

ABOUT GOD
Growing up, Moses had heard about Israel’s God but did not expect the Creator of Heaven 
and Earth to speak directly to Him� Still today many people know of God but don’t expect 
Him to speak� The Holy Spirit longs to communicate with us� When we listen to His voice 
and are willing to follow, God will direct our steps like He did for Moses�

TO YOU AS A TEACHER
When was the last time you heard directly from God? Assuredly He is trying to speak to 
you� God speaks through His Word, prayer, preaching, His church, creation, and His Holy 
Spirit� If you haven’t heard God’s voice recently, set everything aside and seek His face until 
His Word speaks to you� Then get ready to move mountains�

TO YOUR STUDENTS
The story of the burning bush sounds less impossible to Little Learners than it does to 
adults� In their worldview, where make-believe and reality have not yet been distinguished, 
why wouldn’t God speak to someone with an audible voice? To help differentiate God’s 
story from the things that will one day be deemed mythical, help your students begin to 
recognize that God is real, not a creature of our imaginations� Let your students know 
that God speaks to us right where we are� God spoke to Moses, and He can speak to your 
students�

TRUTH ABOUT GOD 
God speaks, and we must listen�

LIFE LESSON
I will listen to God�

SERIES AIM 
Students will learn about the 
one true God and recognize 
His name—Jesus�

SERIES MEMORY VERSE 
Deuteronomy 6:4 

“Hear, O Israel: The Lord our 
God is one Lord�”

SERIES MEMORY WORDS  
Our God is one�

BIBLE LESSON VERSE 
Exodus 3:4

“God called unto him out of 
the midst of the bush, and 
said, Moses, Moses� And he 
said, Here am I�”

GOD’S WORD  
FOR FAMILIES 
Week 14

MOSES SEES A BURNING BUSH
Exodus 3:1—22 

SERIES 1: ONE GOD
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Life Lesson: I will listen to God.

LESSON 1�1
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Truth about God: God speaks, and we must listen.

Opener: Listening Ears
Instruction

• Distribute activity pages� 
• On the front page, students identify the animals and draw a line to match the ears with 

the animals�

Application: God wants us to listen to Him and obey His Word� He gave us ears to listen� In our 
Bible story today, a man named Moses had a hard time believing his ears when he heard God’s 
voice coming from inside a burning bush�

Toddlers (Ages 2–3)
Preparation

• Cut apart the Sound cards RK DR  numbered 1–6� Set aside the burning bush card and 
place cards 2–6 in a bag� 

Instruction
• Students take turns drawing a card from the bag, showing it to the class, and making 

the sound associated with the picture� Once all cards are used, place them back in  
the bag�

• After all students have a turn, show the burning bush card�

Application: This is a burning bush� Does a bush make a sound? � � � Not usually, but in our Bible 
story, a man heard God’s voice come from a burning bush�

Preschoolers (Ages 3–4)
Preparation

• Cut apart the Sound cards RK DR � Set aside the burning bush card and place the rest of 
the cards in a bag�

Instruction
• Students take turns drawing a card from the bag, showing it to the class, and making 

the sound associated with the picture� 
 » When the praying hands card is drawn, assist as needed with giving prayer words, 

such as “in Jesus’ name,” “I love You, Jesus,” “Amen,” and “Thank You, Jesus�” 
 » When the worship card is drawn, assist as needed with giving worship words, such as 

“Hallelujah,” “Praise the Lord,” and “Glory to God�”
• After all cards have been drawn, show the burning bush card�

Application: This is a burning bush� Does a bush make a sound? � � � Not usually, but in our Bible 
story, a man heard God’s voice come from a burning bush�

INSTRUCT THE HEART

Bible Lesson Verse
“God called unto him out of the midst of the bush, and said, Moses, Moses� And he said,  
Here am I” (Exodus 3:4)�

Lesson Lead-In: Fire
Instruction

• Ask students to tell you what they know about fire� They may talk about campfires, 
fireplaces, candles, and so on�

• As students talk, discuss safety measures we should take, such as not touching fire or 
playing with fire� Because this lesson deals with fire, be conscientious of not downplaying 
the true nature of fire�

God’s Word for Life: Little Learners Activity Pages
God’s Word for Families: Week 14

God speaks, and we must listen.

Draw a line to match the ears to the animal.

EXODUS 3:1–22: MOSES SEES A BURNING BUSH

Listening EarsListening Ears 1.1
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God’s Word for Life • Little Learners • Lesson 1.1
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Opener: Uses the front of the activity page to 
introduce the Truth about God 

Options: To further illustrate the Truth about 
God, two options to choose from based on your 
students’ abilities

Instruct the Heart: Activities to tell the Bible story

Bible Lesson Verse: Highlights verses that cap-
ture the essence behind the Bible story

Lesson Lead-In: A short discussion to transition 
the class to hearing the Bible story

KEY FEATURES OF A LESSON

7

MOSES SEES A BURNING BUSH

PREPARE THE HEART

Connect: Listen Closely
Instruction 

• As students arrive, have the Crackling Fire sound effects DR  playing�
• Collect offering and record attendance� 
• Ask: Do you know what that sound is? A fire/fireplace 
• Have students recite the Truth about God, “God speaks, and we must listen�”

Video Segment
• When it is time to get students’ attention, play the short video “Did You Say Something?” 

DR �
• To challenge students’ listening skills, play an interactive “Guess the Sound” video from 

YouTube�

SUPPLIES
PREPARE THE HEART
Connect

•  Attendance poster RK , attendance 
stickers RK DR , offering, Crackling 
Fire sound effects DR

Video
• “Did You Say Something?” DR
• “Guess the Sound” video

Opener
• Per student: Activity page (page 1), 

crayons

Toddlers
• Sound cards RK DR , gift bag

Preschoolers
• Sound cards RK DR , gift bag

INSTRUCT THE HEART
Lesson Lead-in

• No supplies necessary

Bible Lesson
• Bible, Burning Bush stand-up figures 

RK DR , cotton balls

CONNECT TO THE HEART
Life Lesson 

• Per student: Activity page (page 2), 
crayons

Toddlers
• No supplies necessary

Preschoolers
• No supplies necessary

Prayer and Response
• Sound cards RK DR  (1 per student)

Home Connection
• Little Learners HC RK DR , God’s 

Word for Families, My Growth Toolkit 
or Child Information forms DR , 
Sound cards DR

Worship
• Children’s musical instruments
• “One Name (Jesus)” by IBC Praise DR
• “Burnin’ Bush” by Meridith Gibbens 
• “God Speaks” by Collective Worship

Memory Work
• Series 1 MW poster RK , memory 

charts AP , memory stickers RK DR

Video Review
• “The Burning Bush” by Care Bear’s 

Bible Studies for Kids

Craft 
• Cardboard circles, tissue paper 

squares (green, yellow, orange, and 
red), glue

• Option: flameless tealights (1 per 
student)

Game
• Table or hula-hoop

Snack
• Honey graham crackers, milk and 

water, napkins, cups
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Supplies: An overview of the supplies for each 
activity

Prepare the Heart: Activities to introduce the 
lesson’s Truth about God 

Connect: Attendance, offering, and an activity to 
introduce the Truth about God

Video Segment: An option for teachers to use 
video to get students’ attention
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Bible Lesson: An age-appropriate telling of the 
Bible story with a focus on the Truth about God 

Review Questions: Questions to review the Bible 
lesson

MOSES SEES A BURNING BUSH

9

Life Lesson: I will listen to God.Truth about God: God speaks, and we must listen.

Bible Lesson: Moses Sees a Burning Bush (Exodus 3:1–22)
Preparation

• Cut apart the Burning Bush stand-up figures RK DR � Lightly tape the sandals with feet 
over Moses’ bare feet� 

Instruction
• Show your Bible and sing “The B-I-B-L-E�” 

 » Say: The Bible is God’s storybook� Our story comes from the Bible�

Display the Moses stand-up figure RK DR  with sandals taped over his feet. Moses was a shep-
herd� That meant his job was to take care of sheep� Give each student a cotton ball to place 
near Moses. 

One day while Moses was walking around on a mountain with his sheep, he saw a bush that was 
on fire� Display the burning bush stand-up figure RK DR . Moses stepped closer and saw that the 
bush wasn’t burning away� This fire was special� 

God had sent the fire to get Moses’ attention� God said, “Moses� Moses�”

Moses said, “Here I am, God�”

God said, “Moses, take off your shoes because the ground where you’re standing is holy 
ground�” 

Moses took off his shoes just like God told him to do� Remove Moses’ shoes.

God said, “I am the God of your father, the God of Abraham, the God of Isaac, and the God of 
Jacob� I have seen how your people are sad and hurting because of the mean Egyptians� I’m 
going to use you to help the people and take them to a safe place� I will give them a new home 
in a land flowing with milk and honey�”

God told Moses to go to the biggest meanie of them all, Pharaoh, and tell him to let God’s 
people go� Moses was scared to go to Pharaoh� Moses didn’t think Pharaoh would listen to him�

God said, “Don’t be afraid� I will be with you, and I will send your brother Aaron to help you� Just 
tell the people that the I AM sent you�

Moses believed God and everything God told him� Moses listened to God and went to Pharaoh 
to tell him, “Let my people go�”

Review the story with simple questions:

• What kind of animals did Moses watch? Sheep
• What did Moses see that was on fire? A bush
• Whose voice spoke out of the burning bush? God’s voice

CONNECT TO THE HEART

Life Lesson
I will listen to God�

Moses Sees a Burning Bush
Instruction

• As you distribute activities pages, have students recite the life lesson, “I will listen to God�”
• While students color the picture of God speaking to Moses, see if they can tell the Bible 

story, using the picture as a guide�

Show Moses figure and 
how to tape on shoes 
with feet.

Show burning bush in 
margin.

Title
Directions

#.#

God’s Word for Life: Little Learners Activity Pages
God’s Word for Families Week #

Footer.

Title
SERIES TITLEMoses Sees a Burning Bush

God’s Word for Life: Little Learners Activity Paper

I will listen to God.

Color the picture of God speaking to Moses.

Moses Sees a Burning Bush

SERIES 1 MEMORY VERSE: “Hear, O Israel: The Lord our God is one Lord” (Deuteronomy 6:4).
SERIES 1 MEMORY WORDS: Our God is one.

“God called unto him out of the midst of the bush,  
and said, Moses, Moses. And he said,  

Here am I” (Exodus 3:4).

• What kind of animals did Moses watch? 
 » Sheep

• What did Moses see that was on fire? 
 » A bush

• Whose voice spoke out of the burning bush? 
 » God’s voice
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Life Lesson: I will listen to God.

LESSON 1�1

10

Truth about God: God speaks, and we must listen.

Toddlers (Ages 2–3)
Instruction

• Say: Moses listened to God� When God said, “Take off your shoes,” Moses did it� When 
God said, “Go talk to Pharaoh,” Moses did it�

• Ask: Are you a good listener like Moses?
• Have students listen and follow simple commands as you give them� Examples:

 » Jump up and down�   »  Clap your hands� 
 » Jog in place�   »  Flap your arms like a bird� 
 » Moo like a cow�    »  Bark like a dog�
 » Sit down�    »  Stand up� 
 » Turn around�

Preschoolers (Ages 3–4)
Instruction

• Say: Moses listened to God� When God said, “Take off your shoes,” Moses did it� When 
God said, “Go talk to Pharaoh,” Moses did it�

• Ask: Are you a good listener like Moses?
• Have students listen but not move as you string together three simple commands� See if 

they can remember all three and do them in a row without being reminded� Examples:
 » Jump up and down� Then clap your hands� Then jog in place�
 » Flap your arms like a bird� Then moo like a cow� Then bark like a dog�
 » Sit down� Then stand up� Then turn around�

Prayer and Response
Preparation

• If needed, make copies of the Sound cards RK DR  so each student will have one� 

Instruction
• Have students make praying hands and repeat the echo prayer� 

Thank You, Jesus, � � � for loving me,
For giving me ears � � � and a heart to hear�
Help me listen � � � and obey�
In Jesus’ name, � � � amen�

• As students leave, give each one a sound card� Remind students to listen for God this week�

Home Connection
• Send students home with the Little Learners Home Connection AP DR  found in the 

activity pages� Show parents the God’s Word for Families information and encourage 
them to get the family devotional�

• In God’s Word for Families, encourage families to do Week 14�
• Use My Growth Toolkit or the Child Information form DR  to collect or update student 

information� 
• Set up and establish your methods (social media, text messages, emails) of connecting 

with parents throughout the quarter� 
• Sometime during the week, text parents the following pictures: cow, dog, duck, and 

burning bush� Encourage them to ask their child what sounds the things make� 
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Connect to the Heart: Activities on the back of 
the activity page to apply the Life Lesson 

Options: To further illustrate the Life Lesson, two 
options to choose from based on your students’ 
abilities�

Prayer and Response: Simple prayer to pray with 
students as parents pick them up

Home Connection: Ideas to connect with families 
at the end of class and throughout the week

In order to learn, Little Learners need to play� At 
the end of each lesson, find a handful of activities 
to work into the day’s schedule� As students do 
these activities, repeat the Truth about God and 
Life Lesson again and again (and again)�

These additional activities include worship, 
memory work, and options of a game, snack, and 
craft�

Life Lesson: I will listen to God.

MOSES SEES A BURNING BUSHMOSES SEES A BURNING BUSH

11

Truth about God: God speaks, and we must listen.

VIDEO REVIEW
Instruction

• To review the Bible lesson, show the short 
video “The Burning Bush” by Care Bear’s Bible 
Studies for Kids.

MEMORY WORK
Series 1 Memory Verse

“Hear, O Israel: The Lord our God is one Lord” 
(Deuteronomy 6:4).

Series 1 Memory Words
Our God is one.

Preparation
• If you are only displaying one MW poster at a 

time, display the Series 1 MW poster RK . 

Instruction
• Point at each word on the Series 1 MW poster 

RK  as you read it with students echoing you.
• Lead the class in saying the memory verse/

words using a variety of motions and voice 
inflections (e.g., place finger over lips and 
whisper slowly; cup hands around mouth and 
shout quickly; get on all fours and growl it; flap 
arms and squeak it shrilly).

• Let students mark their memory charts AP DR .

“Hear, O Israel: 
The Lord our God 

is one Lord.”
–Deuteronomy 6:4

God’s Word for Life • Little Learners • Winter 2021-22
Series 1 Memory Work Poster • ©2021 Pentecostal Publishing House

OUR GOD IS ONE.

WORSHIP
Instruction

• Distribute children’s instruments. Encourage 
students to worship exuberantly to the 
following songs:

 » Series song: “One Name (Jesus)” by IBC 
Praise DR

 » “Burnin’ Bush” by Meridith Gibbens 
 » “God Speaks” by Collective Worship

“The Burning Bush”
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Truth about God: God speaks, and we must listen.
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CRAFT OPTION
Burning Bush

Preparation
• For each student, cut out a cardboard circle 

about four inches in diameter.
• Cut green, yellow, orange, and red tissue paper 

into four-inch squares.

Instruction
• Show students how to put glue in the center of 

the cardboard and press a green square to it. 
 » Then add glue to the center of the green 

square and press a flame-colored tissue 
square to it. 

 » Alternate to create a burning bush.
• Option: Provide each student with a flameless 

tealight to place in the center of the bush.

GAME OPTION
Shoe Fly Shoe
Instruction

• In this Minute-to-Win-It style game, students 
line up a short distance from a table and take 
off their shoes. 

• Show them how to balance a shoe on their 
toes and kick it up toward the table. The goal 
is to land the shoe on the table. 

 » If you prefer, set a hula-hoop on the ground 
as the goal rather than a table.

• Play as time and interest allow.

Application: Remind students that Moses took off 
his shoes when he stood before the burning bush.

SNACK OPTION
Milk and Honey
Instruction

• Serve milk (or water) and honey graham 
crackers.

• Lead students in prayer, and then eat snack. 

Application: As students eat, remind them of the 
Bible story, specifically the part about God want-
ing Moses to help bring the people into a new land 
flowing with milk and honey.

6022211 Winter LL LG.indd   126022211 Winter LL LG.indd   12 6/16/21   11:56 AM6/16/21   11:56 AM

LEGEND:
RK  = Resource Kit
LG = Leader Guide
AP = Activity Page
DR  =  Digital resource available through 

MyGrowthToolkit�com
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GOD’S WORD FOR LIFE

TEACHER DEVOTIONAL
Read Psalm 119:9–16 and verse 105. Prayerfully consider what these verses say:

ABOUT GOD
Tradition teaches that King David penned Psalm 119 to teach his son Solomon the keys to 
spiritual life using the alphabet� Verses 9–16 and 105 convey the importance of treasuring 
God’s Word� We can be confident that we will make the right decisions when the Bible is 
the lamp that lights our path�

TO YOU AS A TEACHER
In teaching, the temptation exists to rely on head knowledge and rush into lesson prepa-
ration instead of taking a fresh look at the biblical passage being covered� Pausing to read 
again the passage allows God’s Spirit to illuminate what He wants you to emphasize this 
time� Wise teachers let God’s Word illuminate their path�

TO YOUR STUDENTS
Young children understand the concept of a light and how it helps them to see what is 
around them, find what is lost, and not be afraid in the dark� Building upon this knowledge, 
little learners can begin to understand how God’s Word is a light that helps us in many 
ways� This interactive lesson shows just how fun it can be to learn about God’s Word�

TRUTH ABOUT GOD 
God’s Word is our light�

LIFE LESSON
I will not forget God’s Word�

SERIES AIM 
To get students excited 
about God’s Word, prayer, 
and praise�

SERIES MEMORY VERSE 
Psalm 96:4 

“The Lord is great, and 
greatly to be praised�”

SERIES MEMORY WORDS  
The Lord is great�

BIBLE LESSON VERSE 
Psalm 119:105

“Thy word is a lamp unto my 
feet, and a light unto my 
path�”

GOD’S WORD  
FOR FAMILIES 
Volume 1, Week 27

MY LIGHT
Psalm 119:9–16, 105

SERIES 1: TREASURED LESSONS FROM PSALMS
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MY LIGHT

PREPARE THE HEART

Connect: Watch for the Light
Instruction

• As children enter, collect offering and record attendance� 
• Have students recite the Truth about God: “God’s Word is our light�”
• Play a game of freeze� Have students spread out across the classroom�

 » Say: When the lights are on, you can walk around the room� When the lights turn off, 
you must freeze in place� 

 » When everyone is frozen, have them say the Truth about God�

Application: Just like you were watching for the lights to be turned on, we are watching for 
Jesus� We can find Him in the Bible because God’s Word is our light�

Video Segment
• When it is time to get students’ attention, select one of these video options:

 » “Things That Go Bump” DR �
 » Give students flashlights and let them sing to “This Little Light of Mine” by Listener 

Kids�

SUPPLIES
PREPARE THE HEART
Connect

•  Attendance poster RK , attendance 
stickers RK DR , offering

Video
• “Things That Go Bump” DR
• “This Little Light of Mine” by Listener 

Kids, flashlights

Opener
• Per student: Activity page (page 1), 

crayons

Toddlers
• Flashlights (1 per student), Bible

Preschoolers
• Flashlights (1 per student), Bibles

INSTRUCT THE HEART
Lesson Lead-in

• Bible

Bible Lesson
• Bible
• Per student: David cutouts RK DR , 

construction paper sheet, glue stick

CONNECT TO THE HEART
Life Lesson 

• Per student: Activity page (page 2), 
crayons

Toddlers
• 2 buckets, pom-poms

Preschoolers
• 4 buckets, pom-poms

Prayer and Response
• Bible, glow sticks (1 per student)

Home Connection
• Little Learners HC RK DR , God’s 

Word for Families, Child Information 
forms DR , glow sticks from Prayer 
and Response

Worship
• Flashlights (1 per student)
• Series song: “Undefeated” by The 

Rock Church of Fort Myers Sanctuary 
Choir DR

• “Walking in the Light of God” from 
the album Crazy Praize

• “Thy Word” by Cedarmont Kids

Memory Work
• Series 1 MW poster RK , memory 

charts AP ,

Craft 
• Per student: Flashlight cutout RK

DR , white paper, black paper, gallon 
ziplock bag, washable markers

Game
• Flashlights, construction paper, 

scissors, tape

Snack
• Graham crackers, chocolate frosting, 

plastic knives or craft sticks, red 
frosting tube, napkins, cups, drinks

Listener Kids
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Truth about God: God’s Word is our light.

Opener: Different Lights
Instruction

• Distribute activity pages�
 » Have students identify the pictures� 
 » Say: Circle the pictures of lights� 
 » Say: Put an X over the pictures that are not a type of light� (Make sure students do not 

put an X over the Bible�)
• Ask: Why do we need light? � � � Light helps us see�

Application: The Bible is God’s light� It helps us see what God has for us�

Toddlers (Ages 2–3)
Instruction

• Give each student a flashlight� Show students how to turn on their flashlights�
• Give students a few minutes to explore the room by flashlight and discover how the 

beams of light shine in front of them, on the ground, on the wall, and on the ceiling� 
• Then call out certain items in the room and have students all shine their lights on the 

items�
• Ask: What is God’s light? � � � The Bible�

 » Have students shine their lights on the Bible�

Preschoolers (Ages 3–4)
Preparation

• Prior to class, without letting students see you, hide Bibles around the room�

Instruction
• Give each student a flashlight� Show students how to turn on their flashlights�
• Tell students you have hidden Bibles around the room� Have them use their flashlights to 

find the Bibles and return them to the table� 
• Ask: What is God’s light? � � � The Bible�

 » Have students shine their lights on all the found Bibles�

INSTRUCT THE HEART

Bible Lesson Verse
“Thy word is a lamp unto my feet, and a light unto my path” (Psalm 119:105)�

Lesson Lead-In: Light
Instruction

• Have students cover their eyes� 
 » Ask: Can you see any light?

• Have students uncover their eyes� 
 » Ask: Can you see light now?

• Hold up the Bible� 

Application: The Bible is God’s Word; God’s Word is a different kind of light�

God’s Word for Life: Little Learners Activity Pages
God’s Word for Families: Volume 1, Week 27

God’s Word is our light.

Circle the pictures of lights. Put an X over the things that are not lights.

PSALM 119:9–16, 105: MY LIGHT

Different LightsDifferent Lights 1.1
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Life Lesson: I will not forget God’s Word.Truth about God: God’s Word is our light.

Bible Lesson: My Light (Psalm 119:9–16, 105)
Preparation

• For each student, copy and cut out a set of David cutouts RK DR �
• Each student will need a sheet of construction paper and a glue stick� 
• Make a sample picture� 

Instruction
• Show your Bible and sing “The B-I-B-L-E�” 
• Show Psalm 119 in your Bible�

 » Say: The Bible is God’s storybook� Our story comes from the Bible� 
• Give each student a sheet of construction paper� 

 » Say: During the story, you will be adding pictures to your paper� 

Give students the cutout of David to glue to their papers. This is David. 

Hand out the sheep cutouts for students to glue next to David. When David was a boy, he was 
a shepherd and took care of sheep for his dad� 

• Ask: Do you have animals in your house that you help take care of?

Hand out the crown cutouts for students to glue onto David’s head. When David was older, he 
became king of Israel� David was a good king� He loved God and he loved God’s Word� 

David wrote many of the verses in the Book of Psalms in the Bible� Say, “The Book of Psalms�” 
Students repeat. 

David said God’s Word was helpful� He said it was a like a light�

• Ask: How are lights helpful?

 » They help us see things, they help us not to be afraid, and they help us find things� 

God’s Word is our light� David told everyone to learn God’s Word and remember it� He said to 
keep God’s Word close�

• Ask: What do we call God’s Word? � � � The Bible�
• Ask: Do you see God’s Word anywhere?

David said we need to keep God’s Word in our hearts� 

• Ask: How do we get the Bible into our hearts? � � � We love it and read it and learn about it� 

That’s what you are doing here at church today� You are putting God’s Word in your heart right 
now, and that makes God happy� 

Review the story with simple questions:

• What kind of animals did David take care of when he was a boy? Sheep
• What did David become when he grew up? A king
• What did David say God’s Word was like? A light

CONNECT TO THE HEART

Life Lesson
I will not forget God’s Word�

Instruction
• As you distribute activity pages, have students recite the Life Lesson: “I will not forget 

God’s Word�”
• Ask: Can you help the children find the Bible? 

 » Show students how to draw a line from each child to the Bible�

Keep the picture of David for 
lesson 1.2.

Title
Directions

#.#

God’s Word for Life: Little Learners Activity Pages
God’s Word for Families Week #

Footer.

Title
SERIES TITLEFind the Light

God’s Word for Life: Little Learners Activity Pages

I will not forget God’s Word.

Help the children find the Bible. Trace the line from each child to the Bible.

Find the Light

SERIES 1 MEMORY VERSE: “The Lord is great, and greatly to be praised” (Psalm 96:4).
SERIES 1 MEMORY WORDS: The Lord is great.

“Thy word is a lamp unto my feet, and a light unto my path”  
(Psalm 119:105).

•  What kind of animals did David take care  
of when he was a boy? 

 » Sheep

• What did David become when he grew up? 
 » A king

• What did David say God’s Word was like? 
 » A light
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Truth about God: God’s Word is our light.

Toddlers (Ages 2–3)
Instruction

• Set an empty bucket on one side of the room and a bucket of pom-poms on the other�
• Line up students by the bucket of pom-poms�
• One at a time, students use their hands to scoop up as many pom-poms as they can and 

then run to dump them into the other bucket� 
 » Play until all the pom-poms are in the other bucket, even the ones that fell on the 

floor�
• Say the Life Lesson with students: “I will not forget God’s Word�”

Application: Just like we had to get the pom-poms into the bucket, we need to get God’s 
Word into our hearts�

Preschoolers (Ages 3–4)
Instruction

• Set two empty buckets on one side of the room and two buckets of pom-poms on the 
other�

• Form two teams� Line up each team by a bucket of pom-poms� Point out each team’s 
bucket on the other side of the room�

• One at a time, students use their hands to scoop up as many pom-poms as they can and 
then run to dump them into their team’s other bucket�

 » Play until one team has moved all their pom-poms to their other bucket, even the 
ones that fell on the floor�

• Say the Life Lesson with students: “I will not forget God’s Word�”

Application: Just like we had to get the pom-poms into the bucket, we need to get God’s 
Word into our hearts�

Prayer and Response
Instruction

• Have students place their hands on the Bible and repeat the echo prayer� 

Thank You, Jesus, � � � for the Bible�
Help me not forget � � � that it’s my light�
In Jesus’ name, � � � amen�

• Give each student a glow stick to take home�

Home Connection
• Ask parents to play hide-and-seek with their child using the glow stick� Encourage them 

to review the Truth about God: “God’s Word is our light�”
• Send students home with the Little Learners Home Connection AP DR  found in the 

activity pages� Show parents the God’s Word for Families information and encourage 
them to get the family devotional�

• In God’s Word for Families, encourage families to do Volume 1, Week 27�
• Use My Growth Toolkit or the Child Information form DR  to collect or update student 

information� 
• Set up and establish your methods (social media, text messages, emails) of connecting 

with parents throughout the quarter� 
• Send families the MP3 DR  and lyrics DR  for the series song, “Undefeated” by The Rock 

Church of Fort Myers Sanctuary Choir� 
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Truth about God: God’s Word is our light.

MEMORY WORK
Series 1 Memory Verse

“The Lord is great, and greatly to be praised” 
(Psalm 96:4).

Series 1 Memory Words
The Lord is great.

Preparation
• Go to handspeak.com and learn the signs for 

Lord, great, and praise. 

Instruction
• Point at each word on the Series 1 MW poster 

RK  as you read it with students echoing you.
• Teach the sign language to students as you say 

the memory verse or memory words together.
• Students may mark their memory charts AP DR .

WORSHIP
Preparation

 » Learn actions to go with the song “Walking 
in the Light of God” from the album Crazy 
Praize. 

 » Gather enough flashlights to have one per 
student.

Instruction
• Series song: “Undefeated” by The Rock Church 

of Fort Myers Sanctuary Choir DR
• Teach the actions as you sing “Walking in the 

Light of God.” 
• Give each student a flashlight.

 » Have students follow you around the class-
room with the flashlights as you sing “Thy 
Word” by Cedarmont Kids.

“Walking in the Light of God” “Thy Word”
ASL for Lord ASL for great ASL for praise
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CRAFT OPTION
Shine the Light

Preparation
• For each student, copy and cut out a flashlight 

RK DR .
• Cut white and black paper to fit inside each 

gallon-sized ziplock bag. 
• Place the white paper inside the bags.

Instruction
• Give each student a ziplock bag with a white 

piece of paper inside. 
• On the outside of the plastic bags, students 

use washable markers to draw or scribble.
• When students finish drawing, replace the 

white paper inside the bags with black 
paper, which will make the drawings seem to 
disappear. 

• Distribute the flashlight cutouts RK DR . 
 » Show students how to stick the cutout 

inside the bag on top of the black paper. 
Suddenly, the drawings appear wherever 
the white beam of “light” passes.

Application: God’s light is the Bible. It helps us see 
things too.

GAME OPTION
Light to Our Path

Preparation
• Cut footprints from construction paper and 

spread them out to form a path around the 
classroom.

Instruction
• Line up students at the start of the path. 

 » Tell them you will be dimming the class-
room lights and giving them a flashlight to 
use. 

 » Turn on two flashlights before turning off 
the classroom lights.

• Keep a flashlight for yourself and give one to 
the first student in line. 

 » Instruct this student to use the flashlight to 
follow the footsteps. 

 » When the student reaches the end, the 
student says the Truth about God: “God’s 
Word is our light.” 

 » Then the student passes the flashlight to 
the next student in line. 

• Continue until everyone has had an 
opportunity to follow the path.

SNACK OPTION
Edible Bible

Instruction
• Give each student a graham cracker.
• Show students how to spread chocolate 

frosting on the graham cracker.
• Help them use the red frosting tube to make a 

cross on the graham cracker.
• Say: This looks like a Bible. God’s Word is our 

light.
• Lead students in prayer, and then eat snack.
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FAQS ABOUT GOD’S WORD FOR LIFE

What is a whole-church curriculum? 

God’s Word for Life is a discipleship program 
intended to lead the entire church from 
toddlers to adults into God’s presence and His 
Word for lifelong transformation� The adult, 
youth, and children’s levels, as well as the God’s 
Word for Families devotional, all start from the 
same biblical text but then have different age-
appropriate applications� Daily devotionals 
for every age level equip the church to study 
Scripture daily�

If your entire church is not using the God’s Word 
for Life program, this Kindergarten curriculum 
can still be used on its own�

For more information, visit  
www�GodsWordForLife�faith

What are the main points behind 
using God’s Word for Life? 

God’s Word for Life is a discipleship program to 
partner the home and the church� Your priorities 
as a leader involve the following:

•  Lead students into God’s Word. Prioritize the 
best way to teach the Bible lesson so it leads 
to the Life Lesson section where students put 
what they’ve just learned from Scripture into 
action� 

•  Lead students into God’s presence. In ad-
dition to opening each class with prayer, this 
guide directs every lesson to conclude by way 
of the altar as well� Let the Holy Ghost direct 
students in putting God’s Word into action� 
While a suggested prayer prompt is offered, 
personalize the prayer for your class and take 
your time to let the Spirit speak to kids� 

•  Equip parents to lead in discipleship at 
home. Encourage parents to use God’s Word 
for Families, Volume 1, a book of daily devo-
tional activities that correspond to the week’s 
Bible lesson� Additionally the Home Connec-
tion section at the end of the lesson gives 
ideas to connect with families�  

•  Add in extra fun. Each lesson features a va-
riety of activity options—more than time 
permits for most classes� When preparing 
to teach the Bible lesson, pick which op-
tions to implement based on your students’ 
needs and your teaching style� This guide is a 
starting point; have fun adapting it to fit your 
unique class� 

www.GodsWordForLife.faith
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How do I access my digital material? 

MyGrowthToolkit.com provides access to your 
digital material DR � Upon purchase, a receipt 
was emailed to the purchaser with a link to ac-
cess the digital resources�

Also a Quick Links document DR  is provided 
digitally in the resource kit, which provides easy 
access to the videos mentioned in each lesson�

What resources do I need to teach 
the Kindergarten level? 

• Leader Guide (LG): This 112-page guide pro-
vides the lesson content for leaders and 
teachers to present in Sunday school, day-
care, or preschool environments� It is avail-
able in both print and digital formats� 

• Activity Pages (AP): For each lesson, each 
student needs an activity page� The front 
page is used in the lesson to introduce the 
Truth about God� The back page is used after 
the Bible story to introduce and apply the Life 
Lesson� 

• Resource Kit (RK): This resource packet pro-
vides essential supplements to make the les-
son come alive� Some lessons require materi-
als only found in the resource kit� 

How do I know which level of 
God’s Word for Life to use for my 
students? 

God’s Word for Life is broken down into five 
levels for children� While a recommended age 
is provided, each level is actually distinguished 
by the style of teaching�

• Little Learners is for toddlers who have not 
yet entered preschool� These children show 
up to church ready to play, so a variety of 
activities help them play through the lesson� 
This level’s content is student-driven�

• Kindergarten is for children currently in pre-
school or kindergarten� These children have 
been introduced to a classroom setting, but 
they still require large amounts of playtime� 
This level’s content is a mix of being student- 
and teacher-driven� 

• Early Elementary is for children who have en-
tered elementary school� Because these stu-
dents’ thinking skills are still largely concrete 
and literal, the Life Lesson applications focus 
on the here and now, with some introduction 
to abstract thinking� The content is teach-
er-driven, with a focus on hands-on activities, 
games, and object lessons� 

• Late Elementary is for older elementary stu-
dents who will eventually be transitioning into 
youth level� As children mature, they develop 
the ability to think abstractly and comprehend 
the deeper meaning of things� In this level, the 
content is teacher-driven, with a focus on dis-
cussion and hands-on application�

• MOVE! is for classes containing a wide range of 
ages from five through twelve� If your church 
places all children in one classroom or gymna-
sium, small or large, MOVE! is designed for you�

Students who haven’t entered preschool 
may be best served using the Little Learners 
curriculum, even if they are four or five years 
old� Similarly, a three-year-old who has learned 
to read and has entered preschool may be best 
served using the Kindergarten material�



What is God’s Word for Families?

God’s Word for Families is a family devotional 
that helps parents partner with teachers in 
the discipleship process� With 365 devotional 
activities, this tool equips parents to have a 
fun, simple conversation with their kids about 
Scripture each day of the year� Each week’s set 
of devotions match what is being taught in the 
classroom� 

For example, Volume 1, Week 27 explores Psalm 
119:9–16, which matches lesson 1�1 in this leader 
guide� Encourage parents to check out God’s 
Word for Families, and then show them how 
you can work together to bring the entire family 
closer to God�

FAQS ABOUT GOD’S WORD FOR LIFE

Where can I find the Home 
Connection?

The activity pages contain the Home Connection 
for each series, the quarter’s memory verses, and 
information on God’s Word for Families� Send 
these pages home on the first week of the quarter� 
These are also available in the resource kit DR �

What are the series songs for this 
quarter?

•  Series 1: “Undefeated” by The Rock Church of 
Fort Myers Sanctuary Choir

•  Series 2: “Come What May”  
   by Anthony Trimble

•  Series 3: “Makin’ Me Whole”  
   by PPH Kids Music 

The resource kit provides an MP3, lyrics, and a 
lyric video for these songs�

What options are provided to take 
attendance?

My Growth Toolkit provides a way to take 
attendance digitally with reports to track 
students with multiple absences�

A large attendance poster RK  and stickers RK  
are also provided for classes of fewer than 
twelve students� For additional theme-related 
stickers to use on the poster, see the options 
suggested in the Classroom Décor Ideas DR � 

For larger classes, consider finding a theme-
related attendance activity in our Classroom 
Décor Ideas DR  or on Pinterest�

How do I implement Memory Work 
into my lessons?

In addition to weaving the memory verse into 
the lesson content, a memory work activity is 
located in the Additional Options at the end of 
each lesson� You may choose to open with this 
activity or use it as time allows at the end of the 
lesson� 

If memory work is a weekly feature of your 
lesson plan, a memory chart is included in the 
activity pages� For theme-related stickers to use 
on the charts, see suggestions in the Classroom 
Decor Ideas DR �

4

God’s Word for Families



Does God’s Word for Life have a 
Facebook group for teachers?

Yes, join our Facebook group: God’s Word for 
Life Kids Community. 

Interact with editors and teachers across all 
levels� Get decorating ideas, post pictures of 
your class, and share what God is doing in your 
church�

Facebook: God’s Word  
for Life Kids Community

What is Junior Bible Quizzing?

God’s Word for Life is pleased to partner with 
UPCI Children’s Ministries to present a Junior 
Bible Quizzing option with every lesson� The 
area of study for 2021–22 is Proverbs� The JBQ 
digital materials DR  permit your students to 
study the material at your desired pace� Start the 
quarter by sending students home with one set 
of verses� When using the JBQ Option in each 
lesson, ask the questions on the JBQ Quiz DR  
that correspond with the JBQ Verses DR  being 
studied by your students—Quiz 1 corresponds 
with the first set of verses� Each week, based on 
students’ comprehension, choose whether to 
send home a new set of verses or have students 
study last week’s verses again� 

For more information on Junior Bible Quizzing, 
see www�najbq�com�

Does God’s Word for 
Life have classroom 
décor ideas?

In the resource kit, a 
digital document DR  called 
“Classroom Décor Ideas” provides a multitude 
of ideas to decorate your classroom with a 
Bug’s Eye View motif� 

On Pinterest, search “God’s Word for Life” to 
find a page pinned with all types of outdoor 
and bug-based ideas, snacks, and activities� 

On Facebook, search for and share ideas in our 
group: God’s Word for Life Kids Community�

What is the Spiritual IEP provided 
in the Resource Kit?

ABLE Ministry has developed this informational 
form to help better understand some of the 
challenges children with special needs face� In 
the United States and Canada, children with 
disabilities have an Individualized Education 
Plan (IEP) or a 504 Plan that parents and 
school staff annually review to help those who 
work with the child� Use the Spiritual IEP DR  
to work with parents and caregivers to help 
ensure each child receives an appropriate 
amount of assistance and that the correct 
accommodations are in place in your classroom�

5

Bug’s Eye View

Junior Bible Quizzing
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Shared Text: The Bible passage shared across all levels from 
Little Learners to adult

Truth About God: What the Bible story reveals about God 
(the main idea behind every activity) 

Life Lesson: The lesson’s application and what students go 
home proclaiming and enacting

God’s Word for Families: Link telling families which week in 
God’s Word for Families to study

Teacher Devotional: Key takeaways to help teachers 
prayerfully prepare for the lesson 
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1.1
SEPTEMBER 5, 2021
GOD’S WORD FOR LIFE

TEACHER DEVOTIONAL
Read Genesis 1–2. Prayerfully consider what these chapters say:

ABOUT GOD
When God constructed the heavens and the earth, He had the ultimate blank slate� He 
could purposefully and thoughtfully craft anything� In that moment He chose to create us, 
and it was good� 

TO YOU AS A TEACHER
Slow down for a moment and prayerfully notice the magnificence and beauty of God’s 
creation� God’s fingerprints can be found in every ocean, mountain, river, desert, and forest� 
Embrace and enjoy every moment with God in His wonderful creation� 

TO YOUR STUDENTS
God made such wonderful things� He made furry animals that bark and roar, spindly legged 
bugs that crawl and fly, and faraway stars that shine at night and burn during the day� God 
made flowers of every color that smell like sweet perfume and trees of every size that give 
us cool shade and yummy fruits� Of all the wonderful things God made, He made one thing 
He loved above all others—people� Share the wonder with students that God made us� 
Emphasize that He loves us more than all His other creations�

TRUTH ABOUT GOD 
God made everything and  
thought it was good�

LIFE LESSON
I know that God made everything�

SERIES AIM 
Students will learn Bible 
stories from Genesis 
explaining how sin disrupted 
humanity’s original 
relationship with God�

SERIES MEMORY VERSE 
Psalm 100:3 

“Know ye that the Lord  
he is God: it is he that  
hath made us�”

BIBLE LESSON VERSE 
Genesis 1:1

“In the beginning God created 
the heaven and the earth�”

GOD’S WORD  
FOR FAMILIES 
Week 1

SERIES 1: GENESIS—CREATED WITH PURPOSE

GOD MADE IT ALL
Genesis 1—2 
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GOD MADE IT ALL

EXCITE AND ENGAGE

Connect
Preparation: Prepare a small tray with dirt, a small bowl with water, and a small plate with 
leaves� You will also need a feather  and something small and furry�

Instruction
• As students enter, play the Nature sounds DR  on repeat in the background�
• Select a volunteer to collect the offering in the toolbox�
• Select a volunteer to announce the Truth about God: “God made everything and thought 

it was good�”
• Wear a tool belt and safety goggles while holding a hammer or drill� 

 » Ask: What are some things that could be built with this tool?
 » Discuss: Did you know that God is a builder? Yes, God is a builder and a creator� Today 

we will learn the very first story in the Bible, found in Genesis 1 and 2� These chapters 
describe how God created everything� 

• Read the series 1 MW poster RK  with students�
 » Discuss: Psalm 100:3 tells us about something very special that God created—us� This 

verse tells us that God made me and God made you� 
• Give students time to explore the prepared items� Explain that these represent different 

things God made that we will learn more about in today’s lesson� 

Video Introduction
• When it is time to get students’ attention, play the short video “All Good Rap” DR �
• From YouTube, show “Our Incredible Beautiful World” posted by Shaun Taylor McManus, 

or another short video showing the majesty of God’s creation� Today we will talk about 
how God created the world, including us�

Our Incredible  
Beautiful World

SUPPLIES

EXCITE AND ENGAGE
Connect

•  Attendance poster RK , stickers RK
DR , Nature sounds DR , offering 
toolbox, small tray with dirt, small 
bowl with water, small plate with 
leaves, small furry item, feather,  
tool belt, safety goggles, hammer  
or drill

Video
• “All Good Rap” DR , “Our Incredible 

Beautiful World” video

Opener
• Per student: Activity page (page 1), 

green and blue crayons

Younger Students
• LEGO bricks, small action figures or 

animal figures (1 per student)

Older Students
• 2 posterboards and markers, 

whiteboard and markers

RELATE AND RECEIVE
Lesson Lead-in

• Play-Doh, co-teacher, cell phone

Bible Lesson
• “Days of Creation” visuals RK DR , 

“Adam and Eve” visual RK DR ,  
Play-Doh figure from Lesson Lead-In

APPLY AND ACT
Life Lesson 

• Activity pages (page 2), crayons, 
sticky notes, pen to draw or stickers 
of things God created, whiteboard 
and marker

Younger Students
• Play-Doh, timer

Older Students
• At least 2 posterboards, markers

Prayer and Response
• No supplies necessary

Home Connection
• Kindergarten HC calendar RK DR , 

God’s Word for Families,  
Child Information forms DR ,  
“Thank You, Jesus” MP3 DR   
and lyrics DR

Excite and Engage: Activities to introduce the lesson’s 
Truth about God (offers more activities than fit a ten- to 
fifteen-minute window; prayerfully choose activities with 
your time limits, teaching style, and students in mind) 

Connect: Attendance, offering, and introduction to the 
Truth about God� 

Video Segment: An option for teachers to use video to get 
students’ attention

Truth about God: God made everything and  thought it was good. Life Lesson: I know that God made everything.

LESSON 1�1
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Opener: Can You Create Something from Nothing?
• Place the activity pages and crayons in sight, but do not distribute them until indicated�
• Once students are seated, ask them to create and decorate a picture of the earth (though 

they have no paper and no crayons)� They will probably be confused, but just smile and 
nod to their comments� 

• Ask: What do you mean you cannot draw the earth? Why not? 
 » Discuss: Of course! You don’t have anything to draw with� Did you know that when 

God created the earth, He didn’t have anything to work with either? 
• Genesis 1:1–2 says, “In the beginning God created the heaven and the earth� And the 

earth was without form, and void; and darkness was upon the face of the deep�”
 » Explain: Before God created “the heaven and the earth,” there was nothing there� God 

literally formed the earth out of nothing� 
• Distribute activity pages and green and blue crayons�

 » Again, ask students to create and decorate a picture of the earth, but this time with the 
materials they need� Only God is powerful enough to make something out of nothing�

Younger Students: Build a Home
• Let each student choose an action figure or animal figure�
• Provide LEGO bricks and ask students to create houses for their figures to live in� 
• As they build, ask questions about what their perfect house would look like� Would it 

have a swimming pool? Would it have a lot of bedrooms?

Application: Compare their act of building homes for their figures to God creating the earth 
for Adam and Eve� You could only do so much with the bricks you were given� God, however, 
was able to make the earth exactly the way He wanted because He didn’t need any materials�

Older Students: Designing a Home
• Draw a man and a woman on the whiteboard�
• Form two groups, each with a teacher� Give each group a posterboard and markers�
• Teachers should work with students to design a house for the people on the 

whiteboard� Let students give ideas as the teachers help to translate those ideas onto 
the posterboard� 

Application: Once the drawings are finished, bring the class back together� Compare and con-
trast the two drawings� What are the similarities? What are the differences? Compare the 
process of creating the homes to God creating the earth for Adam and Eve to live in�

RELATE AND RECEIVE

Bible Lesson Verse
“In the beginning God created the heaven and the earth” (Genesis 1:1)�

Lesson Lead-In
• Pretend to have a call that needs immediate attention� Put a co-teacher in charge�
• Once you are out of the room, the co-teacher should sculpt a person out of Play-Doh, 

inviting students to help with the creation� Once finished, the co-teacher displays the 
Play-Doh person in the front of the classroom� 

• Once the figure is done, reenter the room and notice the Play-Doh creation�
 » Say: Wow! Look at this little person� This person just created himself and appeared 

right here� No one helped at all� (Hopefully, students will exclaim, “No!”)
 » Say: What do you mean this little person didn’t create himself? If he didn’t just appear, 

how did he get here? Let students tell you who made it�
 » Say: Oh, so (co-teacher’s name) created it? Well that was confusing� I guess it was silly 

to think that Play-Doh could form into a little person all by itself� That’s silly, isn’t it?
• Reinforce that only God could make something out of nothing�

God’s Word for Life: Kindergarten Activity Pages
God’s Word for Families: Week 1

1.1

God made everything.

Color the earth. Match the dots in each part to show the land and water.

God’s CreationGod’s Creation
GENESIS 1–2: GOD MADE IT ALL

Opener: An activity using the front of the activity pages to 
introduce the Truth about God 

Options: A summary of two options to further illustrate the 
Truth about God

Relate and Receive: Activities to tell the Bible story

Bible Lesson Verse: Highlights a passage that captures the 
essence behind the Bible story

Lesson Lead-In: A short discussion to transition the class 
to hearing the Bible story

KEY FEATURES OF A LESSON
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Bible Lesson: An age-appropriate telling of the Bible story 
with a focus on the Truth about God 

Review Questions: Questions to review the Bible lesson

Truth about God: God made everything and  thought it was good. Life Lesson: I know that God made everything.

GOD MADE IT ALL
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Bible Lesson: God Made It All (Genesis 1—2)
Preparation: Cut apart the “Days of Creation” visuals RK DR  or prepare to project them� 

Instruction 
• Instruct students that each time you say, “And God saw,” they should say, “that it was 

good�” Practice�

This story is found in Genesis—the very first book of the Bible� In the very beginning, God cre-
ated the heaven and the earth� At first, there was nothing but darkness and quiet—no birds, no 
trees, no people, not even the sun� 

Then God spoke, “Let there be light,” and there was light� He called the light day and the dark-
ness night� “And God saw � � �” (students: “that it was good”)� This was the first day� 

On the second day, God took the waters and divided them into waters high in the sky and 
waters low in the oceans� He named the sky heaven� “And God saw � � �” (students: “that it was 
good”)�

On the third day, God decided He needed more than just water, so He separated the land from 
the water� He called the dry land earth, and the waters He called the sea� 

The earth was nice, but it was just dirt, so God made grass and trees grow out of the earth� 
Every kind of fruit tree and flower and bush that you can imagine, God made them grow� “And 
God saw � � �” (students: “that it was good”)�

On the fourth day, God decided to create two giant lights in the sky� One light He made to 
rule the day; He called it the sun� The second light He created to rule the night; He called it the 
moon� He also created countless stars in the night sky� “And God saw � � �” (students: “that it 
was good”)�

On the fifth day, God decided there needed to be something swimming in the waters and 
something flying through the heavens� He created all kinds of animals to swim in the sea, from 
humongous whales to tiny minnows� He also created birds to fly in the sky, from giant, majestic 
eagles to teeny, tiny hummingbirds� “And God saw � � �” (students: “that it was good”)�

On day six of Creation, God made the animals that live on land� What kinds of animals do you 
think He made? Let students call out animals. Every kind of animal you can think of, God made� 
“And God saw � � �” (students: “that it was good”)�

God wasn’t finished with the sixth day� Something was still missing� Hmm� What do you think 
was missing? Use the Play-Doh figure made during Lesson Lead-In. God reached down into the 
dirt and formed a man and breathed on him� He called the man Adam� 

Pinch off some Play-Doh. Then God took a little part of Adam and made a woman� Her name 
was Eve� They were the first people� God made them a home in a special garden called Eden� 
God told them they should take care of all the animals and all the earth� “And God saw � �  �” 
(students: “that it was good”)� Show the “Adam and Eve” visual RK DR �

God finished creating everything� Then on the seventh day, God rested—not because He was 
tired, but because He wanted to enjoy His wonderful creation� “And God saw � � �” (students: 
“that it was good”)�

Review Questions:

• What did God make first? The heaven and the earth
• What was the name of the first man? Adam
• What was the first woman’s name? Eve
• Which of God’s creations did He think was good? All of them
• What did God do after He finished creating the world? He rested�

God’s Word for Life • Kindergarten • Lesson 1.1
Days of Creation Visuals • ©2021 Pentecostal Publishing House

Apply and Act: Activities to apply the Life Lesson (offers 
more activities than fit a ten- to fifteen-minute window)

Activity Page: Activities on the back page introduce the 
Life Lesson

Options: A summary of two options to further illustrate the 
Life Lesson

Prayer and Response: Simple prayer to pray with students 
as parents pick them up

Home Connection: Ideas to connect with families at the 
end of class and throughout the week

The end of each lesson offers three pages of Additional 
Options that can be worked into a lesson’s plan� The Worship 
section suggests age-appropriate songs to supplement the 
lesson� The Junior Bible Quizzing (JBQ) option provides a 
fun activity to help your students recall the JBQ material 
provided by UPCI Children’s Ministries� Memory work, Bible 
skills, games, snacks, activity pages, and craft options are 
also provided�

Truth about God: God made everything and  thought it was good. Life Lesson: I know that God made everything.
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JBQ OPTION
Introduction

Preparation
Select and print one set of JBQ Verses DR  for students 
to take home. Research Junior Bible Quizzing at the 
website, www.najbq.com.

Instruction
• Introduce the concept of Junior Bible Quizzing. 
• Hand out one set of JBQ Verses DR . 
• Explain that each week, a fun activity will help 

students review the material. 
• If you have some JBQ games for the upcoming 

quarter, show students some activities they will 
be playing.

MEMORY WORK
Series 1 Memory Verse:
“Know ye that the Lord he is God: it is he that hath 
made us” (Psalm 100:3).

Introduction
• Use the following signs to teach the memory 

verse to students. 

Know ye (point to your head, then in front 
of you)

That the Lord (make an “L” with your right 
hand, place it on your left shoulder bring it 
diagonally to your right hip)

He is God: (hold your right hand upright with 
your thumb toward your nose, sliding your 
hand down your face, stopping at your chin)

it is He (point to the ceiling)

that hath made (place two fists on top of 
each other in front of your body while 
rotating them)

us. (using your right hand, point to your right 
shoulder before moving it in a semicircle to 
point to your left shoulder)

• Repeat several times until students can say the 
verse with you.

WORSHIP
Preparation

• Learn the motions to “When I Look Up” by 
KidSpring.

Instruction
• Introduce the series 1 song, “Thank You, 

Jesus (Genesis)” DR . Discuss how, from the 
beginning, God had a plan for His creation. 

• Teach students the motions to “When I Look 
Up” by KidSpring.

• “Creation Song” by Saddleback Kids 
• “He’s Got the Whole World in His Hands”

“Thank You,  
Jesus (Genesis)”

Update

“When I Look Up”

ADDITIONAL OPTIONSLESSON 1�1
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Truth about God: God made everything and  thought it was good. Life Lesson: I know that God made everything.

SNACK OPTION
Creation Snack Mix

Supplies: Ziplock bags, mini Oreos, mini marsh-
mallows, star-shaped puff snacks, pretzel sticks, 
Goldfish crackers, animal cookies

Instruction
• Give each student a ziplock bag to collect their 

Creation snack mix. 
• Drop one item at a time into students’ bags. 

Tell them to wait until all days are delivered 
before eating. Suggested items:

 » Day 1: Mini Oreos (day and night); 
 » Day 2: Mini marshmallows (sky)
 » Day 3: Star shaped puff snacks
 » Day 4: Pretzel sticks (trees)
 » Day 5: Goldfish crackers 
 » Day 6: Animal cookies

GAME OPTION
Creation Charades

Supplies: Creation Charades pictures DR , cup, white-
board and markers

Preparation
• Print the Creation Charades pictures DR . Fold 

them and place them in a cup. 
• On the whiteboard, draw a grid with seven 

numbered squares. In each square draw 
something that represents that day of creation.

Instruction
• Play Charades, having students act out the 

pictures drawn from the cup. 
• After students have guessed the picture, help 

the class identify which day it was created.

CRAFT OPTION
Circling through Creation

Supplies Per Student:
• 2 paper plates, metal brad, art supplies

Preparation
• For each student, divide a paper plate into 

seven parts. Along the edge of each part, write 
“day 1,” “day 2,” and so on. Leave room for 
drawing.

• Again for each student, prepare a second 
paper plate by cutting away a space the size of 
one of the seven parts. 

 » Over the gap write, “and God saw... ” 
 » Under the gap write, “... that it was Good!”

• Make a sample by drawing the following into 
each part:

 » Day 1: lightbulb
 » Day 2: Clouds and water
 » Day 3: Mountain and tree
 » Day 4: Sun, moon, and star
 » Day 5: Fish and bird
 » Day 6: Two people and animals
 » Day 7: Zzzz (God resting)

Instruction
• Show your sample craft, demonstrating how 

to turn the top plate to show the things God 
created on each day.

• Give each student a prepared plate that 
is divided into seven sections. Provide art 
supplies and ask students to illustrate each day 
of Creation. 

• Once students finish drawing, help them fasten 
the plates together using a metal brad.

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS GOD MADE IT ALL

God’s Word for Life • Kindergarten • Lesson 1.1

Days of Creation Visuals • ©2021 Pentecostal Publishing House

God’s Word for Life • Kindergarten • Lesson 1.1

Days of Creation Visuals • ©2021 Pentecostal Publishing House

God’s Word for Life • Kindergarten • Lesson 1.1

Days of Creation Visuals • ©2021 Pentecostal Publishing House

God’s Word for Life • Kindergarten • Lesson 1.1

Days of Creation Visuals • ©2021 Pentecostal Publishing House

Truth about God: God made everything and  thought it was good. Life Lesson: I know that God made everything.

GOD MADE IT ALL
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Prayer and Response
Discuss the importance of always remembering that God made everything� Then lead in 

prayer, “Dear Lord, You are great and powerful� You created everything we can see, hear, and 
touch� You even created the things we cannot see and hear� Your power is mighty and won-
derful� You made all these beautiful things, and You said they are good� You created each one 
of us� You loved us enough to make us in Your image, and You said we are good� Thank You 
for making the world and thank You for making us� In Jesus’ name, amen�”

Home Connection
• Send students home with the Kindergarten Home Connection calendar RK DR � 
• In God’s Word for Families, encourage families to do Week 1 this week� 
• Challenge students to point out five things God made as they are on the way home today�
• Send parents the MP3 DR  and lyrics DR  for the series 1 song, “Thank You, Jesus 

(Genesis)�” Since God’s Word for Life is a whole-church curriculum, siblings can enjoy 
learning the same song� 

• Use the Child Information form DR  to get contact information from parents� 
• Encourage parents to take their child on a nature walk this week, even if it is just in the 

backyard� Look at all the things God made�

Truth about God: God made everything and  thought it was good. Life Lesson: I know that God made everything.

LESSON 1�1
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APPLY AND ACT

Life Lesson 
I know that God made everything�

Preparation
• Draw a line down the center of the whiteboard� Label one side: Things god made� Label 

the other side: Things god didn’T make� 
• On sticky notes, draw or place stickers of things God created, one thing per note (e�g�, 

cat, dog, bird, flamingo, penguin, mountain, lake, river, elephant, lion, fish, camel, sun, 
moon, star, person, chicken, flower, tree, rock, snail, spider, bee)� 

• Stick the prepared notes around the classroom� 

Instruction
• Explain the columns on the board: Things god made and Things god didn’T make�
• Let students take turns finding a sticky note and placing it in the appropriate column� 

Continue until all notes have been found and placed�

Application: Point out that all the notes are in the column of things God made� God made 
everything�

Redistribute activity pages (back page)� As students color the picture, ask review questions 
from the end for the Bible lesson�

Younger Students: Play-Doh Creations
Instruction 

• Pair up students�
• Provide Play-Doh and instruct students to create six things in six minutes� They should 

create at least one person, one animal, and one tree� The other three things are up to 
them�

Application: At the end of the six minutes, give students time to show off their creations, high-
lighting their favorite parts� Compare this to God creating everything in six days and resting 
on the seventh day�

Older Students: Design a Person
Preparation: On two posterboards, sketch a boy outline on one and a girl outline on the other� 
For large classes, consider preparing more posterboards�

Instruction
• Form at least two groups, perhaps boys and girls� Give each group a prepared 

posterboard and markers� 
• Give several minutes for groups to collectively decorate and design their person� 

Application: Once finished, let groups display their creations� Then let each group tell what 
they like about their creation and the other group’s creation� 

• Say: Just as you like your creations, God also liked what He created—each one of us� We 
all have times when we don’t feel pretty or handsome, but God loves each one of us� He 
thinks you are amazing because He made you�

Title

God’s Word for Life: Kindergarten Activity Pages

Footer

Footer Scripture

Directions

Title

SERIES 1 MEMORY WORK: “Xxx. 

Questions? answer
Questions? answer
Questions? answer
Questions? answer
Questions? answer

Adam and Eve

God’s Word for Life: Kindergarten Activity Pages

I know that God made everything.

“In the beginning God created the heaven and the earth” (Genesis 1:1).

Color Adam and Eve in the garden.

Adam and Eve

SERIES 1 MEMORY WORK: “Know ye that the Lord he is God: it is he that hath made us” (Psalm 100:3). 

What did God make first? The heaven and earth
What was the name of the first man? Adam

What was the first woman’s name? Eve
Which part of God’s creations did He think was good?  All of them
What did God do after He finished creating the world? He rested.

LEGEND:
RK   Resource Kit
  LG  Leader Guide
AP   Activity Page
DR    Digital resource available through 

MyGrowthToolkit�com

   Video accessed through Quick Link 
document

QL
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1.1
MARCH 6, 2022

GOD’S WORD FOR LIFE

TEACHER DEVOTIONAL
Read Psalm 119:9–16 and verse 105. Prayerfully consider what these verses say:

ABOUT GOD
Tradition teaches that King David penned Psalm 119 to teach his son Solomon the keys to 
spiritual life using the alphabet� Verses 9–16 and 105 convey the importance of treasuring 
God’s Word� We can be confident we will make the right decisions when the Bible is the 
lamp that lights our path�

TO YOU AS A TEACHER
In teaching, the temptation exists to rely on head knowledge and rush into lesson prepara-
tion instead of taking a fresh look at the biblical passage being covered� Pausing to read the 
passage again allows God’s Spirit to illuminate what He wants you to emphasize this time� 
Wise teachers let God’s Word illuminate their path� 

TO YOUR STUDENTS
God’s Word is a light to guide us along the correct path through life� Teach your kinder-
gartners to learn God’s Word, but also teach them to use it when they face situations in 
life� The Bible gives direction when we face temptation� Specific verses help us make right 
decisions� In moments of hopelessness, fear, or loneliness, God’s Word offers help, comfort, 
and peace�

TRUTH ABOUT GOD 
God’s Word is a light that guides 
us along the right path�

LIFE LESSON
I will let God’s Word guide me�

SERIES AIM 
Students will examine 
Psalms to learn they can take 
refuge in God’s presence and 
seek after Him�

SERIES MEMORY VERSE 
Psalm 91:2 

“I will say of the Lord, He is 
my refuge and my fortress: 
my God; in him will I trust�”

BIBLE LESSON VERSE 
Psalm 119:105

“Thy word is a lamp unto my 
feet, and a light unto my 
path�”

GOD’S WORD  
FOR FAMILIES 
Volume 1, Week 27

SERIES 1: TREASURED LESSONS FROM PSALMS

GOD’S WORD—A LIGHT TO 
GUIDE ME
Psalm 119:9–16, 105 
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GOD’S WORD—A LIGHT TO GUIDE ME

EXCITE AND ENGAGE

Connect
Preparation

• Gather different scented candles� 
• On the board, draw a column for each candle, write the scent of the candle at the top, 

and leave space for students’ tally marks below�

Instruction
• As students enter, take attendance and collect offering� 
• Point out the unlit candles� Allow students to smell the various candles and place a tally 

mark under their favorite candle scent� 
 » If none of your students are adversely affected by scents, you could offer to light the 

candle that receives the most votes and leave it burning throughout class�
• Select a volunteer to announce the Truth about God: “God’s Word is a light that guides us 

along the right path�”

Application: Today we will learn about the light of God’s Word and how it guides us� We need 
His light to guide us along the right path�

Video Introduction
• When it is time to get students’ attention, select one of these video options: 

 » Play the video “Things That Go Bump” QL �
 » Give students flashlights and let them sing to “This Little Light of Mine” by Listener 

Kids�

SUPPLIES

EXCITE AND ENGAGE
Connect

•  Attendance poster RK , stickers 
RK DR , offering, scented candles, 
whiteboard and marker; optional: 
lighter

Video
• “Things That Go Bump” QL

• “This Little Light of Mine” by 
Listener Kids, flashlights

Opener
• Per student: Activity page (page 1), 

pencil, crayons

Opening Option 1
• Black drapes or dark blankets

Opening Option 2
• Black drapes or dark blankets,  

age-appropriate puzzle

RELATE AND RECEIVE
Lesson Lead-in

• No supplies necessary

Bible Lesson
• Lighthouse visual RK DR , Bible, 

flashlight, small flashlights (1 per 
student)

APPLY AND ACT
Life Lesson 

• Per student: Activity page (page 2), 
crayons

Application Option 1
• Per student: Blank paper, crayons

Application Option 2
• Whiteboard and markers

Prayer and Response
• Per student: Small flashlight to take 

home

Home Connection
• Kindergarten HC AP DR ,  

God’s Word for Families

Big Picture
Many of this lesson’s activities 
call for a dark room. If you 
have windows or other light 
sources, consider covering 
them. 

For quick access to videos and 
websites mentioned through-
out each lesson, see the Quick 
Links document DR  provided 
in the resource kit.
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Opener: Safe Harbor
Instruction

• Distribute activity pages, pencils, and crayons�
 » Explain the importance of a lighthouse to a ship�
 » Students draw a line through the maze to lead the ship to the lighthouse� 
 » Then students color the lighthouse and the ship�

Application: A lighthouse shines light across the water and reveals the rocks or shoreline� It is 
a light that guides the ship along the right path� We have a light to guide us� It is God’s Word� 
God’s Word is a light that guides us along the right path�

RELATE AND RECEIVE

Bible Lesson Verse
“Thy word is a lamp unto my feet, and a light unto my path” (Psalm 119:105)�

Lesson Lead-In
Instruction

• Turn off the lights�
• Ask: Have the lights ever gone off in your house? How did you feel? 

 » Take time to discuss students’ response to the darkness�

Bible Lesson: God’s Word—a Light to Guide Me (Psalm 119:9–16)
• Using a flashlight, show the Lighthouse visual RK DR � 
• Ask: Have you ever seen a lighthouse? What is a lighthouse used for? 

When ships sail at night, it is pitch black� The captain of the ship can see very little� If land is 
nearby, a ship could easily crash into it since they cannot see it� Lighthouses stand on high cliffs 
or hills at the edge of the land near the water� They shine a bright light so ships can see the 
danger and be guided away from it� 

Read Psalm 119:105, “Thy word is a lamp unto my feet, and a light unto my path�”

This verse says the Bible is a light to guide us away from dangerous choices and situations� The 
Bible guides us along the right path to follow after God� We should read God’s Word every day 
and think about how it should shape our lives� When we learn God’s Word and keep it (hide 
it) in our hearts, He will light the way through dark times� When life gets hard or bad things 
happen, God’s Word will help us find and stay on the right course to follow His plan through 
the circumstances�

Read Psalm 119:11, “Thy word have I hid in mine heart, that I might not sin against thee�”

David knew the importance of knowing God’s Word and hiding it in his heart� 

• Ask: Why did David say we should hide God’s Word in our hearts?

Opening Option 1: Simon Says in the Dark
For an activity where students play a game of Simon 
Says in a dark room, see page 13� 

Application: We found it difficult to play this game in 
the dark� We needed the light to guide our actions� In 
the same way, we need God’s Word as a light to guide 
us along the right path in life�

Opening Option 2: It’s Puzzling in the Dark
For an activity where students do a puzzle in the dark, 
see page 13�

Application: Life can be puzzling, but God’s Word shines 
a light that guides us along the right path�

God’s Word for Life: Kindergarten Activity Pages
God’s Word for Families: Volume 1, Week 27

1.1

God’s Word is a light that guides us along the right path.

Draw a line through the maze to lead the ship to the lighthouse.

PSALM 119:9–16, 105: GOD’S WORD—A LIGHT TO GUIDE ME

Safe HarborSafe Harbor

Collect activity pages. The 
back page will be used after 
the Bible lesson.
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Knowing God’s Word keeps us from sinning� It helps us recognize the right path and the wrong 
path� We must study God’s Word so we know the right thing to do when we have to make 
choices� God’s Word will be a light to guide us along the right path�

Holding a flashlight, gather in a circle with students. Turn the flashlight on and off, and then 
pass it to the student beside you. Encourage students to take the flashlight, turn it on and off, 
and then pass it to the next student.

A lamp or flashlight helps us see in the dark� When I am afraid, I like to turn on the lights� Lights 
help me see and feel safe� Our Bible is God’s Word� It is a lamp for life� Just like a light helps us 
find our way, God’s Word guides us through the dark times of life� 

Hand each student a small flashlight and lead them in saying the Truth about God, “God’s Word 
is a light that guides us along the right path�” When you feel scared or alone, remember God’s 
Word is like a flashlight� It guides us so we do not stumble or fall� It helps us see when life seems 
dark� We will always be safe and secure when we use God’s Word to guide us in life�

Review Questions

• What does a light do for us? It lights the way; it helps us see the path.
• How is God’s Word like a lamp? It guides us so we can see clearly in life.
• What kind of path will we be on if we allow God’s Word to guide us? The right path

APPLY AND ACT

Life Lesson 
I will let God’s Word guide me�

Read God’s Word
Instruction

• Distribute activity pages and crayons�
 » On the back page, point out the picture of the child reading a Bible�
 » Say: God’s Word is a light that guides us along the right path� By reading and learning 

from the Bible, we will let God’s Word guide us�
 » As students color, ask review questions and discuss ways to follow God’s Word�

Application Option 1: Following God Pictures
For an activity where students draw a picture showing 
them following God’s Word, see page 13�

Application: Your pictures show ways to follow God’s 
Word� We must let God’s Word guide us�

Opening Option 2: Ideas to Follow
For an activity where students create a list of ideas 
that help one follow God’s Word, see page 13�

Application: By listing ideas, we created a plan to fol-
low God’s Word� We must let God’s Word guide us�

Title

God’s Word for Life: Kindergarten Activity Pages

Footer

Footer Scripture

Directions

Title

SERIES 1 MEMORY WORK: “Xxx. 

Questions? answer
Questions? answer
Questions? answer
Questions? answer
Questions? answer

God’s Word for Life: Kindergarten Activity Pages

I will let God’s Word guide me.

“Thy word is a lamp unto my feet, and a light unto my path” (Psalm 119:105).

SERIES 1 MEMORY WORK: “I will say of the LORD, He is my refuge and my fortress: my God;
      in him will I trust” (Psalm 91:2). 

Color the picture of the child reading God’s Word. 

What does a light do for us?  It lights the way; it helps us see the path.
How is God’s Word like a lamp? It guides us so we can see clearly in life.
What does the Bible help us to see? Our way in life through the darkness

Read the WordRead the Word
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Prayer and Response
• Lead students in prayer: “Jesus, thank You for helping us understand how Your Word is a 

light to guide us along the right path� We will let Your Word guide us because we want to 
follow the right path� In Jesus’ name, amen�”

• Send students home with a small flashlight to remind them that God’s Word is a light that 
guides us�

Home Connection
• Kindergarten Home Connection AP DR  
• In God’s Word for Families, encourage families to do Volume 1, Week 27� 
• Via text, email, or social media, send a note to parents: 

 » This week use a flashlight to review the importance of God’s Word in our lives� Discuss 
the necessity of light to guide us� Point out how God’s Word is a light that will guide us 
along the right path�
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APPLICATION OPTION 2
Ideas to Follow

Instruction
• Say: Let’s make a list of ideas that will help us 

follow God’s Word.
• Write students’ ideas on the board and let 

them sign their names next to their ideas.

Application: By listing ideas, we created a plan to fol-
low God’s Word. We must let God’s Word guide us.

APPLICATION OPTION 1
Following God Pictures

Instruction
• Distribute paper and crayons.
• Say: Draw a picture of yourself following God’s 

Word.
• As students draw, have them describe how 

their picture shows them following God’s 
Word.

Application: Your pictures show ways to follow 
God’s Word. We must let God’s Word guide us.

OPENING OPTION 2
It’s Puzzling in the Dark

Preparation: Cover windows and other light sources.

Instruction
• Dump the puzzle pieces on a table.
• Have students gather around and work on the 

puzzle.
 » Say: Working a puzzle is simple when we 

can see the pieces, but what happens if we 
turn off the lights?

• Turn off the lights and encourage students to 
complete the puzzle.

• When students realize it is impossible to put 
the puzzle together in the dark, turn on the 
lights and discuss the necessity of light. Let 
students complete the puzzle.

Application: Life can be puzzling, but God’s Word 
shines a light that guides us along the right path.

OPENING OPTION 1
Simon Says in the Dark

Preparation: Cover windows and other light sources.

Instruction
• Explain the rules to play Simon Says.
• Say: There is one extra rule for this game. We 

will play it in the dark.
• Turn off the lights and attempt to play. After 

several attempts, turn on the lights and play.
• Discuss the difference between playing in the 

dark or in the light.

Application: We found it difficult to play this game in 
the dark. We needed the light to guide our actions. 
In the same way, we need God’s Word as a light to 
guide us along the right path in life.
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JBQ OPTION
Introduction

Supplies: JBQ Quiz DR , JBQ Verses DR

Preparation
• Select and print one set of JBQ Verses DR  for 

students to take home. Research Junior Bible 
Quizzing at the website, www.najbq.com.

Instruction
• Hand out one set of JBQ Verses DR . 
• Introduce the concept of Junior Bible Quizzing. 

Explain that each week, a fun activity will help 
students review the material.

MEMORY WORK
Series 1 Memory Verse

Instruction
• Using the Series 1 MW poster RK , teach 

students the words and motions to Psalm 91:2. 
• Say the verse several times as a class, then let 

students take turns leading others.
I (point to chest)
will say of the Lord, (point to lips)
He is (point to Heaven)
my refuge (use forearm like a shield)
and my fortress: (place fingertips of both 
hands together to make a mountain)
my God; in him (point to Heaven)
will I trust. (place hands over heart)

WORSHIP
Supplies: Quick Links document DR

Preparation
• Create simple actions to go with the song 

“Walking in the Light of God” from the album 
Crazy Praize. 

• Gather enough flashlights for each student to 
have one.

Instruction
• Series song: “Undefeated” by The Rock Church 

of Fort Myers Sanctuary Choir DR
• Teach students the actions as you sing 

“Walking in the Light of God.” 
• Give each student a flashlight.

 » Have students follow you around the class-
room with the flashlights as you sing “Thy 
Word” by Cedarmont Kids.

ADDITIONAL OPTIONSLESSON 1�1
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SNACK OPTION
Sailboats

Supplies: Blue Jell–O, cups, mandarin oranges, 
toothpicks, white paper, scissors

Preparation
• Make cups of blue Jell–O (1 per student).
• To make sails, cut small triangles from white 

paper and attach each to a toothpick.

Instruction
• Show students how to make a sailboat with 

an orange wedge and a white paper sail on a 
toothpick. 

• Stand these in the cups of blue Jell-O to create 
sailboats that are looking for the light of a 
lighthouse.

Application: Just as a sailboat looks for a lighthouse 
to light the path, we must look to God’s Word to 
light our path.

GAME OPTION
Walking Life’s Path

Supplies: Cardstock, scissors, marker, tape, flash-
light, timer

Preparation
• Cut out eight pairs of cardstock footprints 

(sixteen total). On each footprint, write a 
word from Psalm 119:105: “Thy word is a lamp 
unto my feet; and a light unto my path (Psalm 
119:105).” 

• Attach the footprints to the floor in order.

Instruction
• Have students line up near the first footprint. 

Lead them in reading the verse.
• Say: Each one of you will walk the footprints 

as you say the words. We will set a timer and 
see how quickly we can all walk through the 
footprints.

• Start the timer. As each student finishes 
walking the footprints while saying the verse, 
the next student begins. 

• As students memorize the verse, darken the 
lights to make it harder to read the footprints.

• Play several times and encourage students to 
beat the original time.

CRAFT OPTION
God’s Word Lantern

Supplies: Clear plastic cup, Psalm 119:105 strip DR ,  
battery-operated tealight candle, white glue in 
bowl, paintbrush, colorful streamers

Preparation 
• Print and cut apart the Psalm 119:105 strips DR . 

Each student needs one strip. 
• Cover tables with plastic tablecloths.
• Each student will need a battery-operated 

tealight candle. 

Instruction
• Give each student a clear plastic cup.
• Pour white glue into bowls.
• Help students apply a light coat of glue to the 

outside of their cups using paintbrushes.
• Give each student a Psalm 119:105 strip DR  to 

stick on the glue.
• Then let students attach the colorful streamer 

papers to their cups. They can use large strips 
or tear up the streamers. 

• After letting the projects dry, place a battery-
operated tealight candle into the cup to make 
a lantern.

Application: Psalm 119:105 says God’s Word is like 
a lamp. You made a lantern to remind you of God’s 
Word.

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS GOD’S WORD—A LIGHT TO GUIDE ME
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FAQS ABOUT GOD’S WORD FOR LIFE

What is a whole-church curriculum? 

God’s Word for Life is a discipleship program 
intended to lead the entire church from 
toddlers to adults into God’s presence and His 
Word for lifelong transformation� The adult, 
youth, and children’s levels, as well as the God’s 
Word for Families devotional, all start from the 
same biblical text but then have different age-
appropriate applications� Daily devotionals 
for every age level equip the church to study 
Scripture daily�

If families are using the devotional, churches 
can teach using one of two methods:

• Churches can teach lessons on the date list-
ed in this leader guide and have students 
and families study devotional content for the 
week after�

• Churches can let families study from the de-
votional and interact with the Bible text all 
week, and then teach the lesson on the fol-
lowing Sunday�

With either option the whole-church curriculum 
equips the family to study the same Bible 
passage together throughout the week� 

If your entire church has not bought into the God’s 
Word for Life program, this Early Elementary 
curriculum can still be used on its own�

For more information, visit  
www�GodsWordForLife�faith

What are the main points behind 
using God’s Word for Life? 

God’s Word for Life is a discipleship program to 
partner the home and the church� Your priorities 
as a leader involve the following:

•  Lead students into God’s Word. Start by 
prioritizing the best way to teach the Bible 
lesson� The lesson includes the Life Lesson 
section where students apply what they’ve 
just learned from Scripture to their lives�  

•  Lead students into God’s presence. Many 
teachers naturally include a time for prayer 
at the start of class� This guide directs every 
lesson to conclude by way of the altar as 
well� Let the Holy Ghost direct students in the 
process of applying God’s Word to their lives� A 
suggested prayer prompt is offered for ideas, 
but personalize the prayer for your class and 
take your time to let the Spirit speak to kids� 

•  Equip parents to lead in discipleship at 
home. Encourage parents to use God’s 
Word for Families, a book of daily devotional 
activities that correspond to the week’s Bible 
passage� Additionally a bonus activity idea is 
provided in the Home Connection section at 
the end of the lesson� 

•  Add in extra fun. A variety of activity options 
are provided each week—more than time 
permits for many classes—to supplement the 
lesson� Before the lesson, pick which options 
you will add before and after the Bible lesson 
based on your students’ needs and your 
teaching style� This guide is a starting point; 
have fun adapting it to fit your unique class� 

www.GodsWordForLife.faith
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How do I access my digital material? 

MyGrowthToolkit.com provides access to your 
digital material DR � Upon purchase, a receipt 
was emailed to the purchaser with a link to 
access the digital resources� 

Also a Quick Links Document DR is provided 
digitally in the resource kit, which provides easy 
access to the videos mentioned in each lesson�

What resources do I need to teach 
the Early Elementary level? 

• Leader Guide (LG): This 112-page guide 
provides the lesson content for leaders and 
teachers to present in Sunday school, home 
school, or any teaching environment� It is 
available in both print and digital formats� 

• Activity Pages (AP): For each lesson, each 
student needs an activity page� The front 
page is used after the Bible story to introduce 
and apply the Life Lesson� The back page can 
be used in class or completed at home as a 
means of Home Connection� 

• Resource Kit (RK): Formerly called the 
teacher’s resource packet (TRP), the resource 
kit provides essential supplements to make 
the lesson come alive� Some lessons require 
materials only found in the resource kit� 

For videos and helpful guides to using the 
resources, visit: GodsWordForLife.faith/training

How do I know which level of God’s 
Word for Life to use for my students? 

For children, God’s Word for Life is broken down 
into five levels: Little Learners, Kindergarten, 
Early Elementary, Late Elementary, and MOVE! 
While a recommended age is provided, each 
level is distinguished by the style of teaching� 

• Little Learners is for toddlers who have 
not yet entered preschool� In this level, the 
content is student-driven�

• Kindergarten is written for children who are 
currently in preschool or kindergarten� These 
children have been introduced to a classroom 
setting, but they still require large amounts of 
playtime� In this level, the content is a mix of 
being student- and teacher-driven� 

• Early Elementary is written for children who 
have entered elementary school� Because 
these students’ thinking skills are still 
largely concrete and literal, the Life Lesson 
applications focus on the here and now, with 
some introduction to abstract thinking� The 
content is teacher-driven, with a focus on 
hands-on activities, games, and object lessons� 

• Late Elementary is written for older ele- 
mentary students who will eventually be 
transitioning into youth� As children mature, 
they develop the ability to think abstractly and 
comprehend the deeper meaning of things� In 
this level, the content is teacher-driven, with a 
focus on discussion and hands-on application� 

• MOVE! is written for classes containing a wide 
range of ages from 5–12� If your church places 
all children in one classroom or gymnasium, 
small or large, MOVE! is designed for you�

If your students are younger (grades 1–3), but 
they do not seem challenged by the material 
being covered in Early Elementary and are able 
to grasp deeper concepts, consider switching 
to Late Elementary� If your students are older 
(grades 4–6), but they do not seem to be grasping 
the deeper concepts of the Late Elementary 
material, consider switching to Early Elementary�
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Where can I find the Home 
Connection for families?

The activity pages contain the Home Connection 
for each series, the quarter’s memory verses, 
and information on God’s Word for Families� 
Send these pages home on the first week of the 
quarter� These are also available in the resource 
kit DR �

What options are provided 
to take attendance?

My Growth Toolkit provides a way to take 
attendance digitally with reports to track 
students with multiple absences�

A large attendance poster RK  is also provided 
for classes of fewer than twelve students� For 
theme-related stickers to use on the poster, see 
the options suggested in the Classroom Décor 
Ideas DR � 

For larger classes, consider finding a theme-
related attendance activity in our Classroom 
Décor Ideas DR  or on Pinterest�

How do I implement Memory Work 
into my lessons?

In addition to weaving the memory verse into 
the lesson content, a memory work activity is 
located in the Additional Options at the end of 
each lesson� You may choose to open with this 
activity or use it as time allows at the end of 
the lesson� 

If memory work is a weekly feature of your 
lesson plan, a memory chart is included in the 
activity pages� For theme-related stickers to use 
on the charts, see suggestions in the Classroom 
Décor Ideas DR �

What is God’s Word 
for Families?

God’s Word for Families 
is a family devotional that 
helps parents partner with 
teachers in the discipleship 
process� With 365 devotional 
activities, this tool equips 
parents to have a fun, simple conversation with 
their kids about Scripture each day of the year� 
Each week’s set of devotions match what is being 
taught in the classroom� 

For example, Volume 1, Week 27 explores Psalm 
119, which matches lesson 1�1 in this leader guide� 
Encourage parents to check out God’s Word for 
Families, and then show them how you can work 
together to bring the entire family closer to God�

God’s Word for Families

How do I implement memory work 
into my lessons?
In addition to weaving the memory verse into 
the lesson content, a memory work activity is 
located in the Additional Options at the end of 
each lesson� You may choose to open with this 
activity or use it as time allows at the end of 
the lesson�

If memory work is a weekly feature of your 
lesson plan, a memory chart is included in the 
activity pages� For theme-related stickers to use 
on the charts, see suggestions in the Classroom 
Decor Ideas DR �
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What are the series songs 
for this quarter?

•  Series 1: “Undefeated” by Rock Church of Fort 
Myers Sanctuary Choir

•  Series 2: “Come What May” by Anthony Trimble

•  Series 3: “Makin’ Me Whole” by PPH Kids Music 

The resource kit provides an MP3 and lyrics� A 
lyric video can be accessed and downloaded 
through the Quick Links Document DR � 

What is Junior Bible Quizzing?

God’s Word for Life is pleased to partner with 
UPCI Children’s Ministries to present a Junior 
Bible Quizzing option with every lesson� The 
area of study for 2021–22 is Proverbs� The JBQ 
digital materials DR  permit your students to 
study the material at your desired pace� Start the 
quarter by sending students home with one set 
of verses� When using the JBQ Option in each 
lesson, ask the questions on the JBQ Quiz DR  
that correspond with the JBQ Verses DR  being 
studied by your students—Quiz 1 corresponds 
with the first set of verses� Each week, based on 
students’ comprehension, choose whether to 
send home a new set of verses or have students 
study last week’s verses again� 

For more information on Junior Bible Quizzing, 
see www�najbq�com/�

Does God’s Word for Life have 
classroom décor ideas?

In the resource kit, a digital document DR  
called “Classroom Decor Ideas” provides a 
multitude of ideas to decorate your classroom 
with a Bug’s Eye View motif� 

On Pinterest, search “God’s Word for Life” to 
find a page pinned with all types of outdoor 
and bug-based ideas, snacks, and activities�

On Facebook, search for and share ideas in our 
group: God’s Word for Life Kids Community�

Bug’s Eye View

Does God’s Word for Life have a 
Facebook group for teachers?

Yes, join our Facebook group: God’s Word for 
Life Kids Community. 

Interact with editors and teachers across all 
levels� Get decorating ideas, post pictures of 
your class, and share what God is doing in 
your church� 

Facebook: God’s Word  
for Life Kids Community

What is the Spiritual IEP provided 
in the Resource Kit?

ABLE Ministry has developed this informational 
form to help better understand some of the 
challenges children with special needs face� In 
the United States and Canada, children with 
disabilities have an Individualized Education 
Plan (IEP) or a 504 Plan that parents and 
school staff annually review to help those who 
work with the child� Use the Spiritual IEP DR  
to work with parents and caregivers to help 
ensure each child receives an appropriate 
amount of assistance and that the correct 
accommodations are in place in your classroom�

5
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Shared Text: The Bible passage shared across all age levels 
from Little Learners to Adult

Truth About God: What the Bible passage reveals about 
God (serves as theme behind every activity) 

Life Lesson: The lesson’s application and what students go 
home proclaiming and enacting

God’s Word for Families: Link telling families which week in 
God’s Word for Families they should study 

Teacher Devotional: Key takeaways to help teachers 
prayerfully prepare for the lesson

Each lesson consists of four parts: Excite and Engage,  
Relate and Receive, Apply and Act, and Additional Options� 

TRUTH ABOUT GOD 
##

LIFE LESSON
##

TEACHER DEVOTIONAL
Read Psalm 119:9–16 and verse 105. Prayerfully consider what these verses say:

ABOUT GOD
Tradition teaches that King David penned Psalm 119 to teach his son Solomon the keys to 
spiritual life using the alphabet. Verses 9–16 and 105 convey the importance of treasuring God’s 
Word. We can be confident we will make the right decisions when the Bible is the lamp that 
lights our path.

TO YOU AS A TEACHER
In teaching, the temptation exists to rely on head knowledge and rush into lesson preparation 
instead of taking a fresh look at the biblical passage being covered. Pausing to read the passage 
again allows God’s Spirit to illuminate what He wants you to emphasize this time. Wise teachers 
let God’s Word illuminate their path. 

TO YOUR STUDENTS
Is your classroom the only place your students are experiencing God’s Word? As a key 
to discipleship, challenge your students to look at their daily routines for opportunities 
to study God’s Word each day. Show them how easy it is to download and use a Bible 
app like Bible Gateway. Your teaching alone isn’t enough. Your students need to know and 
understand for themselves the light of God’s Word so their lives can be transformed. 

TRUTH ABOUT GOD 
God’s Word is a light that 
guides us along the right path.

LIFE LESSON
I will let God’s Word guide me.

SERIES AIM 
Students will examine Psalms 
to learn that they can take 
refuge in God’s presence and 
seek after Him.

SERIES MEMORY VERSE 
Psalm 27:4 

“One thing have I desired 
of the Lord, that will I seek 
after; that I may dwell in the 
house of the Lord all the 
days of my life, to behold 
the beauty of the Lord, and 
to enquire in his temple.”

BIBLE LESSON VERSE 
Psalm 119:105

“Thy word is a lamp unto my 
feet, and a light unto my path.”

GOD’S WORD  
FOR FAMILIES 
Volume 1, Week 27

SERIES 1: TREASURED LESSONS FROM PSALMS

GOD LIGHTS THE WAY
Psalm 119:9–16, 105
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MARCH 6, 2022

GOD’S WORD FOR LIFE

Supplies: An overview of the supplies for each activity—
does not include supplies for Additional Options

Excite and Engage: Activities to introduce the lesson’s 
Truth about God (offers more activities than fit a ten- to 
fifteen-minute window; prayerfully choose activities with 
your time limits, teaching style, and students in mind) 

Connect: Attendance, offering, and an activity to introduce 
the Truth about God 

Video Segment: An option for teachers to use video to get 
students’ attention

Opener: An activity to introduce the Truth about God 

for each student; have students close their eyes as they drink.) Instruct students to think 
about what might be in each cup but to keep their answers to themselves.

• Once all students have sensed every cup, ask what they thought was in each as you 
reveal the contents.

• Say: Our sight is important. Each cup had something inside it that we could either 
smell, taste, hear, or touch, but what was really inside each cup was not exactly what 
we thought it would be. Our sight gives us a better idea of what is really in front of us 
compared to our other senses.

Application: Like sight, God’s Word helps us see better along the path of life. It will help us 
avoid things that are bad for us and lead us through obstacles. Like a lamp, it guides us on the 
right path.

RELATE AND RECEIVE

Bible Lesson Verse
“Thy word is a lamp unto my feet, and a light unto my path” (Psalm 119:105).

Lesson Lead-In
• Ask: What is the darkest place you have ever been? 

 » How did you find your way around? 
 » Did you bump into something, knock something over, or hurt yourself?

Bible Lesson: God’s Word Is a Lamp (Psalm 119:9–16, 105)
Preparation

• Cover windows to block out light.

Instruction
• Select a student to represent God. Give this student a flashlight. 
• The remaining students will be “followers.” Gather them in the middle of the room. 
• Turn off the lights.

 » Tell “God” to quietly move to a new location with the flashlight off while the “follow-
ers” count to ten out loud.

 » Once the “followers” finish counting, instruct them to take two steps in the direction 
they think “God” is.

• Once the “followers” have taken their steps, tell “God” to turn on the flashlight.
• Turn on the lights to allow the “followers” to see how close they got to where “God” is 

without any light to guide them.
• Ask students to look up Psalm 119 in their Bibles.

Show the Lighthouse visual RK DR .
• Ask: Have you ever seen a lighthouse? What is a lighthouse used for?

When ships sail at night, it is pitch black. The captain of the ship can see very little. If land is 
nearby, a ship could easily crash into it since they cannot see it. Lighthouses stand on high cliffs 
or hills at the edge of the land near the water. They shine a bright light so ships can see the 
danger and be guided away from it. 

Opening Option 1: Hide-and-Seek in the Dark
For an activity where students play hide-and-seek in 
the dark with glowsticks, see page 13.

Application: God’s Word is like these glowsticks. It helps 
guide us along the right path. It shows us how to live 
right and make good choices.

Opening Option 2: Scavenger Hunt in the Dark
For an activity where students search for quarters using 
flashlights in a dark room, see page 13.

Application: God’s Word is like these flashlights, helping 
us find our way and guiding us along the right path. It 
shows us how to live right and make good choices.

Truth about God: God’s Word is a light that guides us along the right path. Life Lesson: I will let God’s Word guide me.

LESSON 1.1
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Options: Two options to further illustrate the Truth about God 

Relate and Receive: Activities to tell the Bible story

Bible Lesson Verse: Highlights a passage that captures the 
essence behind the Bible story

Lesson Lead-In: A short discussion to transition the class 
to hearing the Bible story

Bible Lesson: An age-appropriate telling of the Bible story 
with a focus on the Truth about God

EXCITE AND ENGAGE

Connect
Preparation

• Prepare to play the Insect sounds DR  on a loop as students arrive.

Instruction 
• As students enter, take attendance and collect offering.
• Welcome students to the new quarter. If you have decorated, take them on a tour of the 

classroom.
• Play the “Moths to the Light” video QL . 

 » Say: Moths are nocturnal, which means they are active at night. They are also attracted 
to light. You might see them near your porch light, near a light pole, or even in your 
house.

Application: We need to be like a moth and be drawn to the light of God’s Word.
• Have students repeat the Truth about God, “God’s Word is a light that guides us along 

the right path.”

Video Introduction
• When it is time to get students’ attention, play the short video “Things That Go Bump” QL .

Opener: Pet Ketchup
Preparation

• Label four opaque Solo cups: SMELL, TASTE, HEAR, TOUCH.
 » In the smeLL cup, place peppermint candies and rocks.
 » In the taste cup, put water and food coloring. 
 » In the hear cup, place small items that jingle, like bells or coins.
 » In the touch cup, put salt or sugar.

• Place the prepared cups up high so students cannot see their contents. 

Instruction
• Allow students to take turns experiencing each item using the sense on the cup but not 

seeing what is inside each cup. (For the taste cup, pour a small amount into a small cup 

SUPPLIES
EXCITE AND ENGAGE
Connect

•  Attendance poster RK , stickers, 
offering, Insect sounds DR , “Moths 
to the Light” video QL  

Video
• “Things That Go Bump” QL

Opener
• 4 labeled Solo cups, peppermint 

candies and rocks, water and food 
coloring, small cups (1 per student), 
small items that jingle, salt or sugar 

Opening Option 1
• Covering for windows, glowsticks (for 

½ of the students) 
Opening Option 2

• Covering for windows, 10 quarters, 
flashlights (for ½ of the students)

RELATE AND RECEIVE
Lesson Lead-In

• No supplies necessary
Bible Lesson

• Bibles, covering for windows, 
flashlight, Lighthouse visual RK DR

APPLY AND ACT
Life Lesson

• Per student: Activity page (page 1), 
pencil

• Covering for windows, flashlight,  
24 black construction-paper 
squares with highlighter shapes 
drawn on them

Application Option 1
• God’s Light verses RK , tape, 

flashlights (1 per student)
Application Option 2

• Per student: Bible, flashlight
Prayer and Response

• No supplies necessary
Home Connection

• Early Elementary HC, God’s 
Word for Families , Student 
Information forms DR , series 1 song 

“Undefeated” MP3 DR  and lyrics DR

9
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Review Questions: Questions to review the Bible lesson

Apply and Act: Activities to apply the Life Lesson (offers 
more activities than fit a ten- to fifteen-minute window) 

In our activity, (name of student who represented “God”) was hidden from our sight when the 
flashlight was off, right? When the flashlight was turned on, however, we could clearly.

Choose a student to read Psalm 119:105, “Thy word is a lamp unto my feet, and a light unto 
my path.”

According to this verse, the Bible serves as a light to guide us away from dangerous choices 
and situations. It guides us along the right path to follow after God. We have the responsibility 
to read God’s Word every day and to consider how it should shape our lives. By hiding God’s 
Word in our hearts, God will light our way every day and when we go through dark times. 
When life gets hard or bad things happen, God’s Word will help us navigate the course to 
follow His plan through the circumstances.

Choose a student to read Psalm 119:11, “Thy word have I hid in mine heart, that I might not sin 
against thee.”

David knew the importance of knowing God’s Word and hiding it in his heart. 

• Ask: Why did David say we should hide God’s Word in our hearts?

Knowing God’s Word keeps us from sinning. It helps us recognize the right path and the wrong 
path. We must study God’s Word so we know the right thing to do when faced with choices. 
God’s Word will be a light to guide us along the right path. 

Review Questions
• What does a lighthouse do? It guides ships in the dark.
• What could happen if a ship didn’t have a lighthouse to guide it? It might crash into the land.
• What does Psalm 119:105 say God’s Word is? A lamp unto my feet
• Why does Psalm 119:11 say we should hide God’s Word in our hearts? To keep from sinning
• How can we hide God’s Word in our hearts? Read the Bible every day and consider how it should 

shape our lives.

APPLY AND ACT

Life Lesson
I will let God’s Word guide me.

Light the Way
Preparation

• Cover windows to block out light.
• Cut black construction paper into twenty-four two-inch squares. Then create two sets of 

identical cards by drawing on the squares with a highlighter: each set of twelve should 
have two circles, two triangles, two Xs, two squares, two arches, and two trapezoids. 
With the lights out, the shapes should not be visible. 

• Shuffle each set of squares and lay them out face down on separate tables.

Instruction
• Select two students; have each student stand by one of the tables. Identify the students 

as “Student A” and “Student B.” Turn off the lights so it is completely dark.
 » Say: I have a problem. Each square has a shape drawn on it. Each square has a match 

among the rest of the squares. You must pair up each set of matches. You will need to 
solve this problem in the dark. However, I will help Student A with a flashlight.

• As they work, help Student A with the flashlight. Be sure the light doesn’t help Student B.
• After the game, ask: What are some problems you might face? Answers may include 

fighting with friends, doing poorly in school, and getting in trouble.

Truth about God: God’s Word is a light that guides us along the right path. Life Lesson: I will let God’s Word guide me.

GOD LIGHTS THE WAY
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Activity Page: Activities on the front page introduce the 
Life Lesson 

Options: Two options to further illustrate the Life Lesson

Prayer and Response: Simple prayer to pray with students 
as parents pick them up

Home Connection: Ideas to connect with families at the 
end of class and throughout the week

The end of each lesson offers two pages of Additional 
Options that can be worked into a lesson’s plan� The 
Worship section suggests age-appropriate songs to 
supplement the lesson� The Junior Bible Quizzing (JBQ) 
option provides a fun activity to help your students recall 
the JBQ material provided by UPCI Children’s Ministries� 
Memory work, Bible skills, game, snack, activity page, and 
craft options are also provided�

BIBLE SKILLS OPTION
Books of the New Testament
Preparation

• From the Divisions of the Bible signs DR , print 
and display the Gospels sign. 

• From the Books of the Bible cards DR , print 
the Gospels. Display each one of the four 
Gospels on the four walls.  

Instruction
• Ask: How many books are in the Bible? Sixty-six
• Say: The Bible is divided into two parts. 

 » The thirty-nine books of the Old Testament 
contain events and information from before 
Jesus was born. 

 » The twenty-seven books of the New Testa-
ment begin with the birth of Jesus and cover 
the early years of the church.

• Say: In the New Testament, the first division is 
the Gospels. There are four Gospels—the first 
four books of the New Testament. They are 
Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John. The Gospels 
record the events of Jesus’ life. 

• Select two students. You say one of the four 
Gospels and then say “before” or “after.” These 
two students race to the wall that is labeled 
with the correct book. Repeat as time allows 
with different students.

• Do a sword drill using verses from the Gospels. 

ACTIVITY PAGE 2
Guiding Light

• Distribute activity pages 
and pencils.

• As students follow the 
correct path through the 
maze, they find and fill 
in the missing words to 
complete Psalm 119:105 at 
the bottom of the page. 

• Students answer the questions at the bottom 
of the page:

 » Why should we hide God’s Word in our hearts?
 » What is one way we can hide God’s Word in 

our hearts?

MEMORY WORK
Series 1 Memory Verse
Preparation

• Cover windows to block out light.
• On sheets of construction paper, write portions of 

the memory verse. Tape each paper to the wall.
Instruction

• Introduce Psalm 27:4 using the Series 1 MW 
poster RK DR . 

• Turn off the lights.
• Use a flashlight to shine light on each portion 

of the verse, in order, as the class reads it out 
loud.

 » Repeat several times.
• Take down the papers and scatter them 

throughout the room.
 » Have students use flashlights to find each 

portion of the verse in order. 
• Students add a sticker to their memory charts AP .

Application: Just as it would have been difficult 
to put the verse in order without a flashlight, it is 
difficult for us to make good choices without God’s 
Word guiding us.

WORSHIP
Supplies: Glowsticks, Quicklinks document DR

Instruction
• Activate the glowsticks as you worship.

 » Series Song: “Undefeated” by Rock Church of 
Fort Myers Sanctuary Choir DR

 » “Me and My House” by PPH Kids Music
 » “A Love for Truth” by Dylan Woodward

Application: God’s Word lights up our paths just like 
the glowsticks light up the room.

“One thing have I desired of the Lord, 
that will I seek after; that I may dwell 
              in the house of the Lord all the 
                         days of my life, to behold 
         the beauty of the Lord, and to 
            enquire in his temple.”

–Psalm 27:4

Truth about God: God’s Word is a light that guides us along the right path. Life Lesson: I will let God’s Word guide me.
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LESSON 1.1 ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Truth about God: Our Creator speaks to us. Life Lesson: I will listen to and follow God’s voice.

APPLY AND ACT

Life Lesson
I will listen to and follow God’s voice.

God Said It; I’m Gonna Do It
Instruction

• Distribute activity pages (page 1). 
 » Students read the commands and circle the three that God would want them to follow. 
 » Then students choose one circled command and take turns sharing with the class an 

example of how they can follow that command.
• Ask: What is another command God might give you? 

 » As students share, they also answer on their papers. 
• Ask: Can you tell me a way God speaks to you? 

 » As students share, they also answer on their papers.

Application: God speaks to us in different ways. We must listen for His voice and follow Him.

Prayer and Response
• Say: God told Moses to take off his shoes because he was standing on holy ground. 

 » Have students remove their shoes.
• Lead students in prayer, “Dear Jesus, I’m so thankful You always hear me and know what 

I need. Thank You for dying on the cross to provide a way for me, just like You made a 
way for Your people out of Egypt. Lord, like Moses, I want to hear You when You speak. 
Help me hear Your voice and follow when You speak. In Jesus’ name, amen.”

• Say: As you put your shoes back on, say, “I will listen to and follow God’s voice.” 

Home Connection
• Early Elementary Home Connection AP DR . 
• In God’s Word for Families, encourage families to do Week 14.

Note to Parents: This week as a family, take a nature walk or spend an evening stargazing. 
Admire the beautiful world God has made for us. Discuss how God speaks to us through His 
creation.

Application Option 1: Help Moses Get to the Bush
For a Pin-the-Tail-on-the-Donkey type activity where 
students place Moses figures by the burning bush, see 
page 13.

Application: Sometimes God must get our attention. 
Moses noticed the burning bush and went to it. God 
called out to him, “Moses, Moses.” Moses listened to 
God and followed His commands.

Application Option 2: Communication Charades
For a Charades activity where students act out key 
words from the Bible story, see page 13. 

Application: God can speak to us through a thought, 
a feeling, a picture, or even a song. He doesn’t always 
use words. We always need to be listening for Him to 
speak to us in whatever way He chooses. When He does 
speak, we need to be ready to do whatever He says.

Truth about God: Our Creator speaks to us. Life Lesson: I will listen to and follow God’s voice.
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LESSon 1.1

GAME OPTION
Listen and Seek
Supplies: Blindfold
Instruction

• Select a student to be 
the “listener.” Place a 
blindfold over the listener’s eyes.

 » Explain to the listener that the goal is to find 
and follow your voice among all the other 
voices in the room.

• Instruct the rest of the class to gather around 
the listener and say things like, “Over here” and 
“This way.” They should try to drown out your 
voice as you do the same.

• After the listener tries to find you for a while, 
stop the game and remove the blindfold.

• Repeat the game without the blindfold so the 
listener can see.

 » Ask: Which was easier: finding my voice while 
blindfolded or finding my voice while being 
able to see?

Application: Many voices in this world are trying 
to tell us what to do. When we are in the dark, it is 
difficult to hear the voice of God among all the other 
voices. Reading the Bible everyday shines light in the 
darkness and allows us to see the right path.

OBJECT LESSON OPTION
??
Supplies: ?? RK DR

Instruction
• ??

SNACK OPTION
Walking Path Trail Mix
Supplies: Trail mix, snack-size or sandwich ziplock 
bags (1 per student), permanent marker
Preparation

• On each bag, write: FUEL FOR HIKING GOD’S 
PATH.

• Fill each bag with trail mix.
Instruction

• Distribute snack.
• Ask: Have you ever gone on a hike in the 

woods? Did you take snacks on your hike?
Application: We will eat trail mix today because we 
are hiking on God’s path through life.

CRAFT OPTION
Create a Lantern
Supplies per student: 
Clear plastic cup, mark-
ers, strip of white paper, 
scotch tape, string or pipe 
cleaner, battery-operated 
tea light candle
Preparation

• Cut white paper into strips long enough to cover 
the inside of the cup, one for each student.

• Using a sharp object, poke one hole on each side 
of each clear cup near the top rim.

Instruction
• Give each student a marker to write on the 

outside of the cup: GOD’S WORD LIGHTS MY 
PATH.

• Give each student a strip of paper and let them 
decorate it with bright colors.

• Students use scotch tape to stick the paper 
inside the cup.

• Give each student a piece of string or a pipe 
cleaner. Have them loop it through the holes in 
the top of the cup to create a handle.

• Give each student a battery-operated tea light 
candle. Have them turn it on before dropping 
it into the bottom of the cup. Once in the cup, 
the candle should make the written phrase 
more visible.

Application: God’s Word is a lamp that lights things 
up to allow us to see them more clearly.

JBQ OPTION
Introduction
Preparation: Select and print JBQ Verses DR  
for tudents to take home. Research Junior Bible 
Quizzing at the website, www.najbq.com.

Instruction
• Hand out one set of JBQ Verses DR . 
• Introduce the concept of Junior Bible Quizzing. 

Explain that each week, a fun activity will help 
students review the material. 

Truth about God: God’s Word is a light that guides us along the right path. Life Lesson: I will let God’s Word guide me.
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GOD LIGHTS THE WAY

LEGEND:
RK  = Resource Kit
LG = Leader Guide
AP = Activity Page
DR  =  Digital resource available through 

MyGrowthToolkit�com
QL  = Video accessed through Quick Link Document
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TRUTH ABOUT GOD 
##

LIFE LESSON
##

TEACHER DEVOTIONAL
Read Psalm 119:9–16 and verse 105. Prayerfully consider what these verses say:

ABOUT GOD
Tradition teaches that King David penned Psalm 119 to teach his son Solomon the keys to 
spiritual life using the alphabet� Verses 9–16 and 105 convey the importance of treasuring God’s 
Word� We can be confident we will make the right decisions when the Bible is the lamp that 
lights our path�

TO YOU AS A TEACHER
In teaching, the temptation exists to rely on head knowledge and rush into lesson preparation 
instead of taking a fresh look at the biblical passage being covered� Pausing to read the passage 
again allows God’s Spirit to illuminate what He wants you to emphasize this time� Wise teachers 
let God’s Word illuminate their path� 

TO YOUR STUDENTS
Is your classroom the only place your students are experiencing God’s Word? As a key 
to discipleship, challenge your students to look at their daily routines for opportunities 
to study God’s Word each day� Show them how easy it is to download and use a Bible 
app like Bible Gateway� Your teaching alone isn’t enough� Your students need to know and 
understand for themselves the light of God’s Word so their lives can be transformed� 

TRUTH ABOUT GOD 
God’s Word is a light that 
guides us along the right path�

LIFE LESSON
I will let God’s Word guide me�

SERIES AIM 
Students will examine Psalms 
to learn that they can take 
refuge in God’s presence and 
seek after Him�

SERIES MEMORY VERSE 
Psalm 27:4 

“One thing have I desired 
of the Lord, that will I seek 
after; that I may dwell in the 
house of the Lord all the 
days of my life, to behold 
the beauty of the Lord, and 
to enquire in his temple�”

BIBLE LESSON VERSE 
Psalm 119:105

“Thy word is a lamp unto my 
feet, and a light unto my path�”

GOD’S WORD  
FOR FAMILIES 
Volume 1, Week 27

SERIES 1: TREASURED LESSONS FROM PSALMS

GOD LIGHTS THE WAY
Psalm 119:9–16, 105
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TRUTH ABOUT GOD 
##

LIFE LESSON
##

EXCITE AND ENGAGE

Connect
Preparation

• Prepare to play the Insect sounds DR  on a loop as students arrive�

Instruction 
• As students enter, take attendance and collect offering�
• Welcome students to the new quarter� If you have decorated, take them on a tour of the 

classroom�
• Play the “Moths to the Light” video QL � 

 » Say: Moths are nocturnal, which means they are active at night� They are also attracted 
to light� You might see them near your porch light, near a light pole, or even in your 
house�

Application: We need to be like a moth and be drawn to the light of God’s Word�
• Have students repeat the Truth about God, “God’s Word is a light that guides us along 

the right path�”

Video Introduction
• When it is time to get students’ attention, play the short video “Things That Go Bump” QL �

Opener: Pet Ketchup
Preparation

• Label four opaque Solo cups: SMELL, TASTE, HEAR, TOUCH�
 » In the smeLL cup, place peppermint candies and rocks�
 » In the taste cup, put water and food coloring� 
 » In the hear cup, place small items that jingle, like bells or coins�
 » In the touch cup, put salt or sugar�

• Place the prepared cups up high so students cannot see their contents� 

Instruction
• Allow students to take turns experiencing each item using the sense on the cup but not 

seeing what is inside each cup� (For the taste cup, pour a small amount into a small cup 

SUPPLIES
EXCITE AND ENGAGE
Connect

•  Attendance poster RK , stickers, 
offering, Insect sounds DR , “Moths 
to the Light” video QL  

Video
• “Things That Go Bump” QL

Opener
• 4 labeled Solo cups, peppermint 

candies and rocks, water and food 
coloring, small cups (1 per student), 
small items that jingle, salt or sugar 

Opening Option 1
• Covering for windows, glowsticks (for 

½ of the students) 
Opening Option 2

• Covering for windows, 10 quarters, 
flashlights (for ½ of the students)

RELATE AND RECEIVE
Lesson Lead-In

• No supplies necessary
Bible Lesson

• Bibles, covering for windows, 
flashlight, Lighthouse visual RK DR

APPLY AND ACT
Life Lesson

• Per student: Activity page (page 1), 
pencil

• Covering for windows, flashlight,  
24 black construction-paper 
squares with highlighter shapes 
drawn on them

Application Option 1
• God’s Light verses RK , tape, 

flashlights (1 per student)
Application Option 2

• Per student: Bible, flashlight
Prayer and Response

• No supplies necessary
Home Connection

• Early Elementary HC, God’s 
Word for Families , Student 
Information forms DR , series 1 song 

“Undefeated” MP3 DR  and lyrics DR

9
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for each student; have students close their eyes as they drink�) Instruct students to think 
about what might be in each cup but to keep their answers to themselves�

• Once all students have sensed every cup, ask what they thought was in each as you 
reveal the contents�

• Say: Our sight is important� Each cup had something inside it that we could either 
smell, taste, hear, or touch, but what was really inside each cup was not exactly what 
we thought it would be� Our sight gives us a better idea of what is really in front of us 
compared to our other senses�

Application: Like sight, God’s Word helps us see better along the path of life� It will help us 
avoid things that are bad for us and lead us through obstacles� Like a lamp, it guides us on the 
right path�

RELATE AND RECEIVE

Bible Lesson Verse
“Thy word is a lamp unto my feet, and a light unto my path” (Psalm 119:105)�

Lesson Lead-In
• Ask: What is the darkest place you have ever been? 

 » How did you find your way around? 
 » Did you bump into something, knock something over, or hurt yourself?

Bible Lesson: God’s Word Is a Lamp (Psalm 119:9–16, 105)
Preparation

• Cover windows to block out light�

Instruction
• Select a student to represent God� Give this student a flashlight� 
• The remaining students will be “followers�” Gather them in the middle of the room� 
• Turn off the lights�

 » Tell “God” to quietly move to a new location with the flashlight off while the “follow-
ers” count to ten out loud�

 » Once the “followers” finish counting, instruct them to take two steps in the direction 
they think “God” is�

• Once the “followers” have taken their steps, tell “God” to turn on the flashlight�
• Turn on the lights to allow the “followers” to see how close they got to where “God” is 

without any light to guide them�
• Ask students to look up Psalm 119 in their Bibles�

Show the Lighthouse visual RK DR .
• Ask: Have you ever seen a lighthouse? What is a lighthouse used for?

When ships sail at night, it is pitch black� The captain of the ship can see very little� If land is 
nearby, a ship could easily crash into it since they cannot see it� Lighthouses stand on high cliffs 
or hills at the edge of the land near the water� They shine a bright light so ships can see the 
danger and be guided away from it� 

Opening Option 1: Hide-and-Seek in the Dark
For an activity where students play hide-and-seek in 
the dark with glowsticks, see page 13�

Application: God’s Word is like these glowsticks� It helps 
guide us along the right path� It shows us how to live 
right and make good choices�

Opening Option 2: Scavenger Hunt in the Dark
For an activity where students search for quarters using 
flashlights in a dark room, see page 13�

Application: God’s Word is like these flashlights, helping 
us find our way and guiding us along the right path� It 
shows us how to live right and make good choices�

Truth about God: God’s Word is a light that guides us along the right path. Life Lesson: I will let God’s Word guide me.

LESSON 1�1
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In our activity, (name of student who represented “God”) was hidden from our sight when the 
flashlight was off, right? When the flashlight was turned on, however, we could clearly�

Choose a student to read Psalm 119:105, “Thy word is a lamp unto my feet, and a light unto 
my path�”

According to this verse, the Bible serves as a light to guide us away from dangerous choices 
and situations� It guides us along the right path to follow after God� We have the responsibility 
to read God’s Word every day and to consider how it should shape our lives� By hiding God’s 
Word in our hearts, God will light our way every day and when we go through dark times� 
When life gets hard or bad things happen, God’s Word will help us navigate the course to 
follow His plan through the circumstances�

Choose a student to read Psalm 119:11, “Thy word have I hid in mine heart, that I might not sin 
against thee�”

David knew the importance of knowing God’s Word and hiding it in his heart� 

• Ask: Why did David say we should hide God’s Word in our hearts?

Knowing God’s Word keeps us from sinning� It helps us recognize the right path and the wrong 
path� We must study God’s Word so we know the right thing to do when faced with choices� 
God’s Word will be a light to guide us along the right path� 

Review Questions
• What does a lighthouse do? It guides ships in the dark.
• What could happen if a ship didn’t have a lighthouse to guide it? It might crash into the land.
• What does Psalm 119:105 say God’s Word is? A lamp unto my feet
• Why does Psalm 119:11 say we should hide God’s Word in our hearts? To keep from sinning
• How can we hide God’s Word in our hearts? Read the Bible every day and consider how it should 

shape our lives.

APPLY AND ACT

Life Lesson
I will let God’s Word guide me�

Light the Way
Preparation

• Cover windows to block out light�
• Cut black construction paper into twenty-four two-inch squares� Then create two sets of 

identical cards by drawing on the squares with a highlighter: each set of twelve should 
have two circles, two triangles, two Xs, two squares, two arches, and two trapezoids� 
With the lights out, the shapes should not be visible� 

• Shuffle each set of squares and lay them out face down on separate tables�

Instruction
• Select two students; have each student stand by one of the tables� Identify the students 

as “Student A” and “Student B�” Turn off the lights so it is completely dark�
 » Say: I have a problem� Each square has a shape drawn on it� Each square has a match 

among the rest of the squares� You must pair up each set of matches� You will need to 
solve this problem in the dark� However, I will help Student A with a flashlight�

• As they work, help Student A with the flashlight� Be sure the light doesn’t help Student B�
• After the game, ask: What are some problems you might face? Answers may include 

fighting with friends, doing poorly in school, and getting in trouble.

Truth about God: God’s Word is a light that guides us along the right path. Life Lesson: I will let God’s Word guide me.

GOD LIGHTS THE WAY
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Truth about God: God’s Word is a light that guides us along the right path. Life Lesson: I will let God’s Word guide me.

• Say: We make messes that must be fixed, but finding the solution is a lot like being in the 
dark� We cannot always see the best way to solve the problem in front of us� 

• Distribute activity pages and pencils�
• At the top of the page, discuss the four purposes of light listed� 

 » Light helps us grow�
 » Light gives warmth�
 » Light helps food grow� 
 » Light produces power� 

• At the bottom of the page, students write or draw their answers to the questions�
 » How will God’s Word help me grow spiritually?
 » How does God’s Word keep my soul warm?
 » How is God’s Word spiritual food to me?
 » How is God’s Word spiritual power to me?

Application: Just like (Student A’s name) had a light to help solve the problem, we have God’s 
Word as a light to help show us how to solve our problems� 

Prayer and Response
Instruction

• Lead students in prayer: “Lord Jesus, we love You and thank You for giving us Your Word� 
We know Your Word gives us wisdom, comfort, peace, and life, so we want to hide Your 
Word in our hearts to keep from sinning against You� Help us to be faithful in reading and 
studying Your Word every day so it can be a light on our path, even when it feels like we 
are walking in darkness� In Jesus’ name we pray, amen�”

• Challenge students to observe how moths are attracted to light this week and record 
their observations� 

Home Connection
• Send students home with the Series 1 Early Elementary Home Connection AP DR � 
• In God’s Word for Families devotional, encourage families to do volume 1, week 27 this week�
• Use the Student Information form DR  to get contact information from parents� Take note 

of any allergies or special situations you and your staff need to be aware of this quarter� 
• Send parents the MP3 DR  and lyrics DR  for the series 1 song, “Undefeated�” Since God’s 

Word for Life is a whole-church curriculum, siblings can enjoy learning the same song� 
• Via text, email, or social media, send a note to parents:

 » Wrap a special treat in aluminum foil and place it somewhere in the house in plain 
sight� When it’s dark outside, turn off all the lights and take your child to the other 
side of the house� Using a flashlight, illuminate the path toward the treat for your child, 
a few feet at a time� Place obstacles in the path that your child must overcome to get 
to the treat� Once the treat is found, explain that God’s Word is a light that guides us 
toward good things� Even though at times there may be tough obstacles in the way, 
God’s light allows us to find our way around them�

Application Option 1: What Does the Bible Say?
For an activity where students shine a flashlight on Bible 
verses to help them in various scenarios, see page 13�

Application: The Bible gives us answers for what to 
do in tough situations� When we know the Scriptures 
and hide them in our hearts, we can avoid making bad 
decisions that harm ourselves or others�

Application Option 2: Sword Drill
For an activity where students race to look up Bible 
verses in the dark using flashlights, see page 13� 

Application: Hiding God’s Word in our hearts is 
important, especially when situations become confusing 
or difficult� By reading and studying our Bibles every 
day, key verses will come to mind when we need them, 
like a light in the darkness�

Truth about God: God’s Word is a light that guides us along the right path. Life Lesson: I will let God’s Word guide me.
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Truth about God: God’s Word is a light that guides us along the right path. Life Lesson: I will let God’s Word guide me.

OPENING OPTION 2
Scavenger Hunt in the Dark
Preparation

• Cover windows to block out light.
• Place ten quarters around the room in plain sight. 

Instruction
• Give flashlights to half of the students.
• Turn off the lights.
• Tell students to find the ten quarters.
• Once all quarters have been found, turn on the 

lights and gather students.
• Ask students who found quarters to raise their 

hand.
Application: When we’re in the dark, it’s easier to find 
what we’re looking for when we have light. God’s 
Word is like these flashlights, helping us find our way 
and guiding us along the right path. It shows us how 
to live right and make good choices.

APPLICATION OPTION 2
Sword Drill
Preparation

• Make a list of verses for students to find. 
Suggested verses include:

Psalm 27:4 Psalm 119:105
Psalm 119:11 Ephesians 4:32
Exodus 20:12 Matthew 22:39

Instruction
• Each student will need a Bible and a flashlight.
• Turn off the lights.
• Call out each Bible verse and have students 

race to find it in their Bibles using their 
flashlights.

Application: Hiding God’s Word in our hearts is import-
ant, especially when situations become confusing or 
difficult. By reading and studying our Bibles every day, 
key verses will come to mind when we need them, like 
a light in the darkness.

OPENING OPTION 1
Hide-and-Seek in the Dark
Preparation

• Cover windows to block out light.
Instruction

• Select a student to be “it.”
• For half of the “hiders,” activate glowsticks and 

hang them around their necks.
• Have “it” leave the room while the rest of the 

students hide.
• Turn off the lights.
• Bring “it” back into the room to find the others.
• After a few minutes, turn on the lights and 

gather students.
• Ask “it”: Was it easier to find the students with 

glowsticks?
Application: It’s easier to find what we’re looking for 
when it is lit up. God’s Word is like these glowsticks. 
It helps guide us along the right path. It shows us 
how to live right and make good choices.

APPLICATION OPTION 1
What Does the Bible Say?
Preparation

• Cut apart the God’s Light verses RK  and tape 
them to the wall, spread reasonably far apart.

• Have a flashlight for each student.
Instruction

• Read each Bible verse posted: Ephesians 4:32, 
Exodus 20:12, and Matthew 22:39.

• Give each student a flashlight and turn off the 
lights.

• One at a time, mention the scenarios below and 
discuss the good and bad choices that could 
be made in each situation. Then have students 
shine their flashlights on the verse that tells how 
to handle that situation. 
A. Your mom asked you to clean your room, 

but you want to play video games.
B. Your sibling accidentally ruined your 

favorite toy.
C. A classmate falls, and everyone starts laughing.

Application: The Bible gives us answers for what to 
do in tough situations. When we know the Scriptures 
and hide them in our hearts, we can avoid making 
bad decisions that harm ourselves or others.

Truth about God: God’s Word is a light that guides us along the right path. Life Lesson: I will let God’s Word guide me.
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BIBLE SKILLS OPTION
Books of the New Testament
Preparation

• From the Divisions of the Bible signs DR , print 
and display the Gospels sign. 

• From the Books of the Bible cards DR , print 
the Gospels. Display each one of the four 
Gospels on the four walls.  

Instruction
• Ask: How many books are in the Bible? Sixty-six
• Say: The Bible is divided into two parts. 

 » The thirty-nine books of the Old Testament 
contain events and information from before 
Jesus was born. 

 » The twenty-seven books of the New Testa-
ment begin with the birth of Jesus and cover 
the early years of the church.

• Say: In the New Testament, the first division is 
the Gospels. There are four Gospels—the first 
four books of the New Testament. They are 
Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John. The Gospels 
record the events of Jesus’ life. 

• Select two students. You say one of the four 
Gospels and then say “before” or “after.” These 
two students race to the wall that is labeled 
with the correct book. Repeat as time allows 
with different students.

• Do a sword drill using verses from the Gospels. 

ACTIVITY PAGE 2
Guiding Light

• Distribute activity pages 
and pencils.

• As students follow the 
correct path through the 
maze, they find and fill 
in the missing words to 
complete Psalm 119:105 at 
the bottom of the page. 

• Students answer the questions at the bottom 
of the page:

 » Why should we hide God’s Word in our hearts?
 » What is one way we can hide God’s Word in 

our hearts?

MEMORY WORK
Series 1 Memory Verse
Preparation

• Cover windows to block out light.
• On sheets of construction paper, write portions of 

the memory verse. Tape each paper to the wall.
Instruction

• Introduce Psalm 27:4 using the Series 1 MW 
poster RK DR . 

• Turn off the lights.
• Use a flashlight to shine light on each portion 

of the verse, in order, as the class reads it out 
loud.

 » Repeat several times.
• Take down the papers and scatter them 

throughout the room.
 » Have students use flashlights to find each 

portion of the verse in order. 
• Students add a sticker to their memory charts AP .

Application: Just as it would have been difficult 
to put the verse in order without a flashlight, it is 
difficult for us to make good choices without God’s 
Word guiding us.

WORSHIP
Supplies: Glowsticks, Quick Links document DR

Instruction
• Activate the glowsticks as you worship.

 » Series Song: “Undefeated” by Rock Church of 
Fort Myers Sanctuary Choir DR

 » “Me and My House” by PPH Kids Music
 » “A Love for Truth” by Dylan Woodward

Application: God’s Word lights up our paths just like 
the glowsticks light up the room.

“One thing have I desired of the Lord, 
that will I seek after; that I may dwell 
              in the house of the Lord all the 
                         days of my life, to behold 
         the beauty of the Lord, and to 
            enquire in his temple.”

–Psalm 27:4

Truth about God: God’s Word is a light that guides us along the right path. Life Lesson: I will let God’s Word guide me.
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GAME OPTION
Listen and Seek
Supplies: Blindfold
Instruction

• Select a student to be 
the “listener.” Place a 
blindfold over the listener’s eyes.

 » Explain to the listener that the goal is to find 
and follow your voice among all the other 
voices in the room.

• Instruct the rest of the class to gather around 
the listener and say things like, “Over here” and 
“This way.” They should try to drown out your 
voice as you do the same.

• After the listener tries to find you for a while, 
stop the game and remove the blindfold.

• Repeat the game without the blindfold so the 
listener can see.

 » Ask: Which was easier: finding my voice while 
blindfolded or finding my voice while being 
able to see?

Application: Many voices in this world are trying 
to tell us what to do. When we are in the dark, it is 
difficult to hear the voice of God among all the other 
voices. Reading the Bible everyday shines light in the 
darkness and allows us to see the right path.

OBJECT LESSON OPTION
??
Supplies: ?? RK DR

Instruction
• ??

SNACK OPTION
Walking Path Trail Mix
Supplies: Trail mix, snack-size or sandwich ziplock 
bags (1 per student), permanent marker
Preparation

• On each bag, write: FUEL FOR HIKING GOD’S 
PATH.

• Fill each bag with trail mix.
Instruction

• Distribute snack.
• Ask: Have you ever gone on a hike in the 

woods? Did you take snacks on your hike?
Application: We will eat trail mix today because we 
are hiking on God’s path through life.

CRAFT OPTION
Create a Lantern
Supplies per student: 
Clear plastic cup, mark-
ers, strip of white paper, 
scotch tape, string or pipe 
cleaner, battery-operated 
tea light candle
Preparation

• Cut white paper into strips long enough to cover 
the inside of the cup, one for each student.

• Using a sharp object, poke one hole on each side 
of each clear cup near the top rim.

Instruction
• Give each student a marker to write on the 

outside of the cup: GOD’S WORD LIGHTS MY 
PATH.

• Give each student a strip of paper and let them 
decorate it with bright colors.

• Students use scotch tape to stick the paper 
inside the cup.

• Give each student a piece of string or a pipe 
cleaner. Have them loop it through the holes in 
the top of the cup to create a handle.

• Give each student a battery-operated tea light 
candle. Have them turn it on before dropping 
it into the bottom of the cup. Once in the cup, 
the candle should make the written phrase 
more visible.

Application: God’s Word is a lamp that lights things 
up to allow us to see them more clearly.

JBQ OPTION
Introduction
Preparation: Select and print JBQ Verses DR  
for tudents to take home. Research Junior Bible 
Quizzing at the website, www.najbq.com.

Instruction
• Hand out one set of JBQ Verses DR . 
• Introduce the concept of Junior Bible Quizzing. 

Explain that each week, a fun activity will help 
students review the material. 

Truth about God: God’s Word is a light that guides us along the right path. Life Lesson: I will let God’s Word guide me.
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All quotations marked (NLT) are taken from the  
New Living Translation, copyright ©2015 by Tyndale 
House Foundation� Used by permission of Tyndale 
House Publishers, Inc�, Carol Stream, Illinois 60188�  
All rights reserved�
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FAQS ABOUT GOD’S WORD FOR LIFE

What is a whole-church curriculum? 

God’s Word for Life is a discipleship program 
intended to lead the entire church from 
toddlers to adults into God’s presence and His 
Word for lifelong transformation� The adult, 
youth, and children’s levels, as well as the God’s 
Word for Families devotional, all start from the 
same biblical text but then have different age-
appropriate applications� Daily devotionals 
for every age level equip the church to study 
Scripture daily�

If families are using the devotional, churches 
can teach using one of two methods:

• Churches can teach lessons on the date list-
ed in this leader guide and have students 
and families study devotional content for the 
week after�

• Churches can let families study from the de-
votional and interact with the Bible text all 
week, and then teach the lesson on the fol-
lowing Sunday�

With either option the whole-church curriculum 
equips the family to study the same Bible 
passage together throughout the week� 

If your entire church has not bought into the God’s 
Word for Life program, this Late Elementary 
curriculum can still be used on its own�

For more information, visit  
www�GodsWordForLife�faith

What are the main points behind 
using God’s Word for Life? 

God’s Word for Life is a discipleship program to 
partner the home and the church� Your priorities 
as a leader involve the following:

•  Lead students into God’s Word. Start by 
prioritizing the best way to teach the Bible 
lesson� The lesson includes the Life Lesson 
section where students apply what they’ve 
just learned from Scripture to their lives�  

•  Lead students into God’s presence. Many 
teachers naturally include a time for prayer 
at the start of class� This guide directs every 
lesson to conclude by way of the altar as 
well� Let the Holy Ghost direct students in the 
process of applying God’s Word to their lives� A 
suggested prayer prompt is offered for ideas, 
but personalize the prayer for your class and 
take your time to let the Spirit speak to kids� 

•  Equip parents to lead in discipleship at 
home. Encourage parents to use God’s 
Word for Families, a book of daily devotional 
activities that correspond to the week’s Bible 
passage� Additionally a bonus activity idea is 
provided in the Home Connection section at 
the end of the lesson� 

•  Add in extra fun. A variety of activity options 
are provided each week—more than time 
permits for many classes—to supplement the 
lesson� Before the lesson, pick which options 
you will add before and after the Bible lesson 
based on your students’ needs and your 
teaching style� This guide is a starting point; 
have fun adapting it to fit your unique class� 

www.GodsWordForLife.faith
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How do I access my digital material? 

MyGrowthToolkit.com provides access to your 
digital material DR � Upon purchase, a receipt 
was emailed to the purchaser with a link to 
access the digital resources� 

Also a Quick Links Document DR is provided 
digitally in the resource kit, which provides easy 
access to the videos mentioned in each lesson�

What resources do I need to teach 
the Late Elementary level? 

• Leader Guide (LG): This 112-page guide 
provides the lesson content for leaders and 
teachers to present in Sunday school, home 
school, or any teaching environment� It is 
available in both print and digital formats� 

• Activity Pages (AP): For each lesson, each 
student needs an activity page� The front 
page is used after the Bible story to introduce 
and apply the Life Lesson� The back page can 
be used in class or completed at home as a 
means of Home Connection� 

• Resource Kit (RK): This packet provides 
essential supplements to make the lesson 
come alive� Some lessons require materials 
only found in the resource kit� 

How do I know which level of God’s 
Word for Life to use for my students? 

For children, God’s Word for Life is broken down 
into five levels: Little Learners, Kindergarten, 
Early Elementary, Late Elementary, and MOVE! 
While a recommended age is provided, each 
level is distinguished by the style of teaching� 

• Little Learners is for toddlers who have not 
yet entered preschool� 

• Kindergarten is written for children who are 
currently in preschool or kindergarten� These 
children have been introduced to a classroom 
setting, but they still require large amounts of 
playtime� 

• Early Elementary is written for children who 
have entered elementary school� Because 
these students’ thinking skills are still 
largely concrete and literal, the Life Lesson 
applications focus on the here and now, with 
some introduction to abstract thinking� The 
content is teacher-driven, with a focus on 
hands-on activities, games, and object lessons� 

• Late Elementary is written for older elemen-
tary students who will eventually be transi-
tioning into youth� As children mature, they 
develop the ability to think abstractly and 
comprehend the deeper meaning of things� In 
this level, the content is teacher-driven, with a 
focus on discussion and hands-on application� 

• MOVE! is written for classes containing a wide 
range of ages from 5–12� If your church places 
all children in one classroom or gymnasium, 
small or large, MOVE! is designed for you�

If your students are younger (grades 1–3), but 
they do not seem challenged by the material 
being covered in Early Elementary and are able 
to grasp deeper concepts, consider switching 
to Late Elementary� If your students are older 
(grades 4–6), but they do not seem to be grasping 
the deeper concepts of the Late Elementary 
material, consider switching to Early Elementary�
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FAQS ABOUT GOD’S WORD FOR LIFE

Where can I find the Home 
Connection for families?

The activity pages contain the Home Connection 
for each series, the quarter’s memory verses, 
and information on God’s Word for Families� 
Send these pages home on the first week of the 
quarter� These are also available in the resource 
kit DR �

What are the series songs 
for this quarter?

•  Series 1: “Undefeated” by The Rock Church of 
Fort Myers Sanctuary Choir

•  Series 2: “Come What May” by Anthony Trimble

•  Series 3: “Makin’ Me Whole” by PPH Kids Music 

The resource kit provides an MP3 and lyrics� A 
lyric video can be accessed and downloaded 
through the Quick Links document DR � 

What options are provided 
to take attendance?

My Growth Toolkit provides a way to take 
attendance digitally with reports to track 
students with multiple absences�

A large attendance poster RK  is also provided 
for classes of fewer than twenty students� For 
theme-related stickers to use on the poster, see 
the options suggested in the Classroom Décor 
Ideas DR � 

For larger classes, consider finding a theme-
related attendance activity in our Classroom 
Décor Ideas DR  or on Pinterest�

How do I implement Memory Work 
into my lessons?

In addition to weaving the memory verse into 
the lesson content, a memory work activity is 
located in the Additional Options at the end of 
each lesson� You may choose to open with this 
activity or use it as time allows at the end of 
the lesson� 

If memory work is a weekly feature of your 
lesson plan, a memory chart is included in the 
activity pages� For theme-related stickers to use 
on the charts, see suggestions in the Classroom 
Décor Ideas DR �

What is God’s Word 
for Families?

God’s Word for Families 
is a family devotional that 
helps parents partner with 
teachers in the discipleship 
process� With 365 devotional 
activities, this tool equips 
parents to have a fun, simple conversation with 
their kids about Scripture each day of the year� 
Each week’s set of devotions match what is being 
taught in the classroom� 

For example, Volume 1, Week 27 explores Psalm 
119, which matches lesson 1�1 in this leader guide� 
Encourage parents to check out God’s Word for 
Families, and then show them how you can work 
together to bring the entire family closer to God�

God’s Word for Families

4
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What is Junior Bible Quizzing?

God’s Word for Life is pleased to partner with 
UPCI Children’s Ministries to present a Junior 
Bible Quizzing option with every lesson� The 
area of study for 2021–22 is Proverbs� The JBQ 
digital materials DR  permit your students to 
study the material at your desired pace� Start the 
quarter by sending students home with one set 
of verses� When using the JBQ Option in each 
lesson, ask the questions on the JBQ Quiz DR  
that correspond with the JBQ Verses DR  being 
studied by your students—Quiz 1 corresponds 
with the first set of verses� Each week, based on 
students’ comprehension, choose whether to 
send home a new set of verses or have students 
study last week’s verses again� 

For more information on Junior Bible Quizzing, 
see www�najbq�com�

Does God’s Word for Life have 
classroom décor ideas?

In the resource kit, a digital document DR  
called “Classroom Decor Ideas” provides a 
multitude of ideas to decorate your classroom 
with a Bug’s Eye View motif� 

On Pinterest, search “God’s Word for Life” to 
find a page pinned with all types of outdoor 
and bug-based ideas, snacks, and activities�

On Facebook, search for and share ideas in our 
group: God’s Word for Life Kids Community�

Bug’s Eye View

Does God’s Word for Life have a 
Facebook group for teachers?

Yes, join our Facebook group: God’s Word for 
Life Kids Community. 

Interact with editors and teachers across all 
levels� Get decorating ideas, post pictures of 
your class, and share what God is doing in 
your church� 

Facebook: God’s Word  
for Life Kids Community

What is the Spiritual IEP provided 
in the Resource Kit?

ABLE Ministry has developed this informational 
form to help better understand some of the 
challenges children with special needs face� In 
the United States and Canada, children with 
disabilities have an Individualized Education 
Plan (IEP) or a 504 Plan that parents and 
school staff annually review to help those who 
work with the child� Use the Spiritual IEP DR  
to work with parents and caregivers to help 
ensure each child receives an appropriate 
amount of assistance and that the correct 
accommodations are in place in your classroom�

5
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Shared Text: The Bible passage shared across all age levels 
from Little Learners to Adult

Truth About God: What the Bible passage reveals about 
God (serves as theme behind every activity) 

Life Lesson: The lesson’s application and what students go 
home proclaiming and enacting

God’s Word for Families: Link telling families which week in 
God’s Word for Families they should study 

Teacher Devotional: Key takeaways to help teachers 
prayerfully prepare for the lesson

Each lesson consists of four parts: Excite and Engage,  
Relate and Receive, Apply and Act, and Additional Options� 

TRUTH ABOUT GOD 
##

LIFE LESSON
##

TEACHER DEVOTIONAL
Read Psalm 119:9–16 and verse 105. Prayerfully consider what these verses say:

ABOUT GOD
Tradition teaches that King David penned Psalm 119 to teach his son Solomon the keys to 
spiritual life using the alphabet. Verses 9–16 and 105 convey the importance of treasuring God’s 
Word. We can be confident we will make the right decisions when the Bible is the lamp that 
lights our path.

TO YOU AS A TEACHER
In teaching, the temptation exists to rely on head knowledge and rush into lesson preparation 
instead of taking a fresh look at the biblical passage being covered. Pausing to read the passage 
again allows God’s Spirit to illuminate what He wants you to emphasize this time. Wise teachers 
let God’s Word illuminate their path. 

TO YOUR STUDENTS
Is your classroom the only place your students are experiencing God’s Word? As a key to 
discipleship, challenge your students to look at their daily routines for opportunities to 
study God’s Word each day. Inspire them to love God’s Word. Show them how easy it is to 
download and use a Bible app like Bible Gateway. Your teaching alone isn’t enough. Your 
students need to know and understand for themselves the light of God’s Word so their lives 
can be transformed. 

TRUTH ABOUT GOD 
God’s Word is a light that 
shows us how to live.

LIFE LESSON
I will memorize God’s Word.

SERIES AIM 
Students will examine Psalms 
to learn how important 
spiritual disciplines (God’s 
Word, prayer, worship, and 
trust) help our spiritual walk.

SERIES MEMORY VERSE 
Psalm 27:4 

“One thing have I desired 
of the Lord, that will I seek 
after; that I may dwell in the 
house of the Lord all the 
days of my life, to behold 
the beauty of the Lord, and 
to enquire in his temple.”

BIBLE LESSON VERSE 
Psalm 119:105

“Thy word is a lamp unto my 
feet, and a light unto my path.”

GOD’S WORD  
FOR FAMILIES 
Volume 1, Week 27

SERIES 1: TREASURED LESSONS FROM PSALMS

GOD’S FLASHLIGHT
Psalm 119:9–16, 105

8

1.1
MARCH 6, 2022

GOD’S WORD FOR LIFE

Supplies: An overview of the supplies for each activity—
does not include supplies for Additional Options

Excite and Engage: Activities to introduce the lesson’s 
Truth about God (offers more activities than fit a ten- to 
fifteen-minute window; prayerfully choose activities with 
your time limits, teaching style, and students in mind) 

Connect: Attendance, offering, and an activity to introduce 
the Truth about God 

Video Segment: An option for teachers to use video to get 
students’ attention

Opener: An activity to introduce the Truth about God 

RELATE AND RECEIVE

Bible Lesson Verse
“Thy word is a lamp unto my feet, and a light unto my path” (Psalm 119:105).

Lesson Lead-In
• Ask: What is the darkest place you have ever been? 

 » How did you find your way around? 
 » Did you bump into something, knock something over, or hurt yourself?

Bible Lesson: The Importance of God’s Word (Psalm 119:9–16, 105)
Preparation

• Cut apart the Numbered Answers RK DR .
• In seven cardboard boxes: 

 » Cut a slit in the top where students can peer inside. 
 » Cut a hole on the side so a flashlight can be inserted to illuminate answers.
 » Glue one Numbered Answer RK DR  inside each box.
 » In box #7, place a Bible.

• On the board and on the top of each box (or on index cards next to the answers around 
the room), write the following questions. Important: the numbered questions must 
match the numbered answers.
1. How?
2. Who?
3. What?
4. Where?
5. Why?
6. What’s next?
7. What is life’s ultimate treasure?

• Purchase a small flashlight for each student or small group, or use one flashlight and choose 
one student at a time to search for an answer.

Instruction
• Give each student a clipboard, paper, a pencil, and access to a flashlight.
• On their papers, students copy the seven questions from the board.
• Say: You are on a quest to find important answers for life. The answers are inside these 

boxes (or posted around the room).
 » Instruct students to move from question to question (1–7) in order. 
 » Students use flashlights to illuminate the answers and write short summaries of their 

findings.

If boxes are not available, tape 
the Numbered Answers RK
DR  in order around the room.

Opening Option 1: We Need God’s Light
For an activity where students attempt to draw with 
their eyes closed, see page 13.

Application: It is also difficult to live right and make 
wise choices without the light of God’s Word. We need 
the light of His Word to develop pure hearts and live 
good lives.

Opening Option 2: Scavenger Hunt in the Dark
For an activity where students search for quarters using 
flashlights in a dark room, see page 13.

Application: God’s Word is like these flashlights, helping 
us find our way and guiding us along the right path. It 
shows us how to live right and make good choices.
 

Truth about God: God’s Word is a light that shows us how to live. Life Lesson: I will memorize God’s Word.

LESSON 1.1
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Options: Two options to further illustrate the Truth about God 

Relate and Receive: Activities to tell the Bible story

Bible Lesson Verse: Highlights a passage that captures the 
essence behind the Bible story

Lesson Lead-In: A short discussion to transition the class 
to hearing the Bible story

Bible Lesson: An age-appropriate telling of the Bible story 
with a focus on the Truth about God

EXCITE AND ENGAGE

Connect
Instruction 

• As students enter, take attendance and collect offering.
• Hand out flashlights, dim the lights, and invite students to examine the room.
• Introduce the Truth about God: “God’s Word is a light that shows us how to live.”
• Introduce the Series 1 Memory Work poster RK —Psalm 27:4.

Application: We need to be like a moth and be drawn to the light of God’s Word.
• Have students repeat the Truth about God, “God’s Word is a light that guides us along 

the right path.”

Video Introduction
• When it is time to get students’ attention, play the short video “Things That Go Bump” QL .

Opener: A Pure Heart
Preparation

• Cut a large posterboard into a heart shape and display it. 

Instruction
• Ask students to name attributes of a person with a pure heart (e.g., love, kindness, 

generosity, unselfishness, compassion, peace, joy, self-control).
 » Use a marker to write students’ correct answers on the heart shape.

• Ask: To God, how important is it that we have these things in our hearts? 
• Flip over the heart and ask students to name attributes of a person whose heart isn’t 

pure. Examples can be found in Galatians 5:19–21, ICB: “sexual immorality, impurity and 
wild living, worshiping false gods, doing witchcraft, hating, making trouble, being jealous, 
being angry, being selfish, making people angry with each other, causing divisions 
among people, having envy, being drunk, having wild and wasteful parties.” 

Application: Although our sinful nature fills our hearts with darkness, having a pure heart before 
God is important. We need our hearts to be transformed.

SUPPLIES
EXCITE AND ENGAGE
Connect

•  Attendance poster RK , stickers, 
offering,

• Flashlights, Series 1 MW poster RK  
Video

• “Things That Go Bump” QL
Opener

• Posterboard heart, marker 
Opening Option 1

• Bible
• Per student: Paper plate, marker  

Opening Option 2
• Covering for windows, 10 quarters, 

flashlights (for ½ of the students)

RELATE AND RECEIVE
Lesson Lead-In

• No supplies necessary
Bible Lesson

• Numbered Answers RK DR   
7 prepared boxes, flashlights, Bibles, 
Series 3 MW poster RK

• Per student: Clipboard, paper, 
pencil

• Optional: 7 index cards, marker, 
tape

• Optional: Alternate Bible Lesson 
DR  

APPLY AND ACT
Life Lesson

• Per student: Activity page (page 
1), pencil

• Scripture Tools RK DR , toolbox or 
container, Bibles

Application Option 1
• Whiteboard and marker

Application Option 2
• Per student: Copy of Bible Facts 

RK DR
Prayer and Response

• Bibles 
• Per student: Set of Scripture Tools 

RK DR , copy of Bible Facts RK DR
Home Connection

• Late Elementary HC AP DR , God’s 
Word for Families, get-acquainted 
letter for each family

9

GOD’S FLASHLIGHT

WHAT ARE SOME KEY FEATURES 
OF THE LATE ELEMENTARY LESSON FORMAT? 
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Review Questions: Questions to review the Bible lesson

Apply and Act: Activities to apply the Life Lesson (offers 
more activities than fit a ten- to fifteen-minute window) 

After students find the answers, lead them in discussion of what “it” is (God’s Word). Answer 
any questions students have.

• Say: God’s Word is a light that shows us how to live.
• Ask: What was in the box at the end of the quest?
• Ask: How does the Bible help us in our relationship with God? 
• Ask: What needs to happen for our relationship with God to thrive? 
• Show the Series 3 MW poster RK , which covers Acts 2:38–39, to explain or review God’s 

biblical plan of salvation. 

Review Questions
• Why is God’s Word compared to a light for our path?
• How does God’s Word help us resist temptation and sin?
• Why should we hide God’s Word in our hearts?
• Why should we share God’s Word with others?

APPLY AND ACT

Life Lesson
I will memorize God’s Word.

Memorizing God’s Word
Preparation

• Cut apart the Scripture Tools RK DR  and place them in a toolbox or container. Each 
student needs at least one tool, so print extra copies as needed.

Instruction
• Distribute activity pages and pencils. 

 » On the front page, students read Psalm 119:11 aloud together: “Thy word have I hid in 
mine heart, that I might not sin against thee” (Psalm 119:11).

• For students with phones, show them how to download a Bible app like Bible Gateway. 
Then help them look up some verses. 

• Other students use Bibles to look up verses.
 » Have students write their favorite Bible verse inside the heart shape. Then they write 

the verse two more times around the edges of the heart to help them memorize it.
• Say: We need to plant God’s Word deep in our hearts by memorizing it. If we have the 

Bible memorized, we will find comfort when we are scared or upset. When we feel angry, 
we can think of a Bible verse instead of blowing up and harming someone with our 
words. The Bible teaches us how to be good friends. God’s Word helps us make good 
choices and tell the truth.

• Ask students and teachers to share personal experiences of when a specific Bible verse 
helped them in a situation.

Because series 3 is about 
salvation, the Series 3 MW 
poster (Acts 2:38–39) serves 
as the New Birth poster for 
this quarter. 

Questions and Answers
1. How? It must be used daily. “Draw nigh to God, and he will draw nigh to you. Cleanse your hands, ye sinners; 

and purify your hearts, ye double minded” (James 4:8).
2. Who? Everyone needs it because we all have sinned and fallen short of the glory of God. (See Romans 3:23.)
3. What? It is a cleanser for the heart. “Create in me a clean heart, O God; and renew a right spirit within me” 

(Psalm 51:10).
4. Where? It leads us on the path to eternal life by showing us God’s plan of salvation and how to become His disciples.
5. Why? It provides answers for life. It helps us resist temptation. It transforms us and draws us closer to God. 
6. What’s next? After we become born again, we continue to study it, apply it, and share it with others.
7. What is life’s ultimate treasure? Life’s ultimate treasure is a relationship with our Creator, the almighty God. 

That relationship can start today and last for all eternity.

Truth about God: God’s Word is a light that shows us how to live. Life Lesson: I will memorize God’s Word.

GOD’S FLASHLIGHT
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Activity Page: Activities on the front page introduce the 
Life Lesson 

Options: Two options to further illustrate the Life Lesson

Prayer and Response: Simple prayer to pray with students 
as parents pick them up

Home Connection: Ideas to connect with families at the 
end of class and throughout the week

The end of each lesson offers two pages of Additional 
Options that can be worked into a lesson’s plan� The 
Worship section suggests age-appropriate songs to 
supplement the lesson� The Junior Bible Quizzing (JBQ) 
option provides a fun activity to help your students recall 
the JBQ material provided by UPCI Children’s Ministries� 
Memory work, Bible skills, game, snack, activity page, and 
craft options are also provided�

GAME OPTION
Treasure Hunt
Supplies: Mini Bibles, gift paper, scissors, tape, 
glowsticks
Preparation

• Wrap mini Bibles in gift paper. 
• Hide them around the classroom or on the 

church playground.
Instruction

• From the Bible lesson, remind students about 
Question 6: “What’s Next?”

• Pair up students and discuss the importance of 
working together to share God’s Word.

• Give each pair a glowstick to share and hold 
between them as they search for the hidden 
treasures.

MEMORY WORK
Series 1 Memory Verse
Preparation

• Use a premade treasure box or label a large box: 
TREASURE. 

• Print the Series 1 MW coins DR  on cardstock and 
cut them out.

• Fill the treasure box with crinkle cut filler paper 
and hide the coins inside.

Instruction
• Using the Series 1 MW poster RK DR , introduce 

Psalm 27:4.
• Ask: What does it mean to “dwell in the house 

of the Lord”? 
 » Discuss how consistent church attendance 

keeps us close to God. When we pray, we 
dwell in His presence. 

• Discuss the treasures available to those who 
dwell in the house of the Lord (e.g., love, joy, 
peace, comfort, direction, friendship).

• Students find the coins in the box and work 
together to put them in order.

WORSHIP
Supplies: Glowsticks, Quick Links document DR

Instruction
• Turn off the lights and activate the glowsticks 

as you worship.
 » Series Song: “Undefeated” by The Rock Church 

of Fort Myers Sanctuary Choir DR
 » “A Love for Truth” by Dylan Woodward
 » “Me and My House” by PPH Kids Music
 » “Something Happens when I Call Your Name” 

by James Wilson
Application: God’s Word lights up our paths just like 
the glowsticks light up the room.

“One thing have I desired of the Lord, 
that will I seek after; that I may dwell 
in the house of the Lord all the days 
of my life, to behold the beauty of the 
Lord, and to enquire in his temple.”

–Psalm 27:4

Truth about God: God’s Word is a light that shows us how to live. Life Lesson: I will memorize God’s Word.
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LESSON 1.1 ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Truth about God: God wants everyone to repent. Life Lesson: I will repent of my sins.

APPLY AND ACT

Life Lesson
I must repent of my sins�

Repentance
Instruction

• Distribute activity pages, pencils, and sticky notes� 
• Read: The letters have fallen off the board� You are assigned to put the letters back on 

the board in the correct order� Luckily, the letters fell directly under the column in which 
they were written� After you solve the puzzle, rewrite the phrase in your own words�

 » Answer: I came not to heal the righteous but sinners to repentance� 
• Read: Repentance might sound easy, but our pride can make it difficult� 

 » Ask students to think about areas of their lives that might need repentance� It could be 
taking things without asking� It might be cheating on a test or lying about homework� 

• Read: Jesus wants our hearts to stay pure through repentance� 
 » Instruct students to write their thoughts and to cover them with a sticky note for privacy�

Prayer and Response
Instruction

• Students hold their activity papers and sit in a circle on the floor or in chairs� You sit in 
the center�

• Play the Jordan River sound effect DR � 
• Say: Close your eyes and imagine you are sitting on the bank of the Jordan River� Water 

tumbles over rocks� Leaves rustle� Sunshine warms the air� Suddenly a voice calls out, 
“Repent!” You see the wildest man you’ve ever seen—John the Baptist� Something about 
him causes you to listen� You know you have done things that don’t please God� John is 
warning of danger ahead if you do not repent� He is preparing you to meet Jesus�

• Lead students in prayer: “God, please forgive us� We repent of our sins� Help us turn away 
from our sins and leave them behind� We want to walk a new path with You� We want to 
avoid danger and prepare our hearts for eternal life with You� In Jesus’ name, amen�”

Home Connection
• Late Elementary Home Connection AP DR � 
• In God’s Word for Families, encourage families to do Volume 1, Week 37� 
• Pentecost Sunday is three weeks away� Is your church planning anything special? 
• Ask families if they have any prayer needs� During the week, pray for these needs and 

send texts or emails to let the families know you have prayed for them�

Application Option 1: A Repentant Lifestyle
For an object lesson using an Etch A Sketch (or 
whiteboard, marker, and eraser) to demonstrate how 
repentance gives us a fresh start, see page 93� 

Application: When we choose to repent, Jesus gives us 
a new beginning and a fresh start� If we truly repent, we 
will turn away from sin�

Application Option 2: Missing the Mark
For an activity where teams race to knock down a 
pyramid of cups, see page 93�

Application: When we sin, we miss the mark, or the 
target� When this happens, we must repent and ask God 
to forgive us� This repentance is not a one-time-only 
experience� God expects us to repent of our sins daily�

The completed front page of 
the activity paper will be used 
during Prayer and Response.

Truth about God: God wants everyone to repent. Life Lesson: I will repent of my sins.

92
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SNACK OPTION
Treasure Maps
Supplies: Food coloring (edible) markers, flour 
tortillas, cheese slices, paper plates, napkins, apple 
juice, cups
Instruction

• Give each student a paper plate with a tortilla.
• Help students use the food coloring markers to 

draw treasure maps on the tortillas.
 » Draw a simple Bible shape in the middle of 

the tortilla, and then draw a meandering path 
to the Bible treasure.

 » Add a few details along the path, such as 
birds, rocks, hills, streams, trees, and so on.

• Give students cheese slices to put inside their 
tortillas. Then have students roll up the tortillas 
before eating.

• Serve with apple juice.
Application: When we seek godly wisdom by 
studying the Bible and memorizing it, it helps light 
our path and shows us the way to go in life.

CRAFT OPTION
Decorate a Flashlight
Supplies per student: Inexpensive flashlight with 
batteries, colorful duct tape, scissors, markers; 
optional: Flashlight template DR , construction paper
Instruction

• For each student, purchase an inexpensive 
flashlight with batteries. 

• Students decorate their flashlights with 
colorful duct tape and use markers to write on 
the handle: God’s Word Is LIGht for My LIfe.

Alternative Idea
• For each student, print a Flashlight template DR . 
• Let students use markers to decorate the 

flashlights, cut them out, and glue them to 
construction paper. 

• On the handle, they write: God’s Word Is LIGht 
for My LIfe.

• Then students cut slivers of yellow paper and 
glue them as if they were shining from the 
flashlight.

ACTIVITY PAGE 2
God’s Word Lights My Way

• On the back of the activity 
paper, students unscramble 
the words and use them to 
complete Psalm 119:9–16 
(from the New Living 
Translation).

• Answer: 9 How can a young 
person stay PURE? By 
OBEYING your word. 10 I have tried hard to 
FIND you—don’t let me WANDER from your 
commands. 11 I have HIDDEN your word in my 
HEART, that I might not sin against you. 12 I 
PRAISE you, O Lord; TEACH me your decrees. 13 

I have recited aloud all the regulations you have 
GIVEN us. 14 I have rejoiced in your LAWS as much 
as in riches. 15 I will STUDY your commandments 
and reflect on your ways. 16 I will delight in your 
DECREES and not FORGET your word.”

God’s Word for Life • Late Elementary • Lesson 1.1 
Flashlight Template  • ©2022 Pentecostal Publishing House

JBQ OPTION
Introduction
Supplies: JBQ Quiz DR , JBQ Verses DR

Preparation: Select and print JBQ Verses DR  
for tudents to take home. Research Junior Bible 
Quizzing at the website, www.najbq.com.

Instruction
• Hand out one set of JBQ Verses DR . 
• Introduce the concept of Junior Bible Quizzing. 

Explain that each week, a fun activity will help 
students review the material. 

Edible Food 
Coloring Markers

Truth about God: God’s Word is a light that shows us how to live. Life Lesson: I will memorize God’s Word.
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GOD’S FLASHLIGHT

LEGEND:
RK  = Resource Kit
LG = Leader Guide
AP = Activity Page
DR  =  Digital resource available through 

MyGrowthToolkit�com
QL  = Video accessed through Quick Link Document
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TRUTH ABOUT GOD 
##

LIFE LESSON
##

TEACHER DEVOTIONAL
Read Psalm 119:9–16 and verse 105. Prayerfully consider what these verses say:

ABOUT GOD
Tradition teaches that King David penned Psalm 119 to teach his son Solomon the keys to 
spiritual life using the alphabet� Verses 9–16 and 105 convey the importance of treasuring God’s 
Word� We can be confident we will make the right decisions when the Bible is the lamp that 
lights our path�

TO YOU AS A TEACHER
In teaching, the temptation exists to rely on head knowledge and rush into lesson preparation 
instead of taking a fresh look at the biblical passage being covered� Pausing to read the passage 
again allows God’s Spirit to illuminate what He wants you to emphasize this time� Wise teachers 
let God’s Word illuminate their path� 

TO YOUR STUDENTS
Is your classroom the only place your students are experiencing God’s Word? As a key to 
discipleship, challenge your students to look at their daily routines for opportunities to 
study God’s Word each day� Inspire them to love God’s Word� Show them how easy it is to 
download and use a Bible app like Bible Gateway� Your teaching alone isn’t enough� Your 
students need to know and understand for themselves the light of God’s Word so their lives 
can be transformed� 

TRUTH ABOUT GOD 
God’s Word is a light that 
shows us how to live�

LIFE LESSON
I will memorize God’s Word�

SERIES AIM 
Students will examine Psalms 
to learn how important 
spiritual disciplines (God’s 
Word, prayer, worship, and 
trust) help our spiritual walk�

SERIES MEMORY VERSE 
Psalm 27:4 

“One thing have I desired 
of the Lord, that will I seek 
after; that I may dwell in the 
house of the Lord all the 
days of my life, to behold 
the beauty of the Lord, and 
to enquire in his temple�”

BIBLE LESSON VERSE 
Psalm 119:105

“Thy word is a lamp unto my 
feet, and a light unto my path�”

GOD’S WORD  
FOR FAMILIES 
Volume 1, Week 27

SERIES 1: TREASURED LESSONS FROM PSALMS

GOD’S FLASHLIGHT
Psalm 119:9–16, 105

8

1.1
MARCH 6, 2022

GOD’S WORD FOR LIFE
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TRUTH ABOUT GOD 
##

LIFE LESSON
##

EXCITE AND ENGAGE

Connect
Instruction 

• As students enter, take attendance and collect offering�
• Hand out flashlights, dim the lights, and invite students to examine the room�
• Introduce the Truth about God: “God’s Word is a light that shows us how to live�”
• Introduce the Series 1 Memory Work poster RK —Psalm 27:4�

Video Introduction
• When it is time to get students’ attention, play the short video “Things That Go Bump” QL �

Opener: A Pure Heart
Preparation

• Cut a large posterboard into a heart shape and display it� 

Instruction
• Ask students to name attributes of a person with a pure heart (e�g�, love, kindness, 

generosity, unselfishness, compassion, peace, joy, self-control)�
 » Use a marker to write students’ correct answers on the heart shape�

• Ask: To God, how important is it that we have these things in our hearts? 
• Flip over the heart and ask students to name attributes of a person whose heart isn’t 

pure� Examples can be found in Galatians 5:19–21, ICB: “sexual immorality, impurity and 
wild living, worshiping false gods, doing witchcraft, hating, making trouble, being jealous, 
being angry, being selfish, making people angry with each other, causing divisions 
among people, having envy, being drunk, having wild and wasteful parties�” 

Application: Although our sinful nature fills our hearts with darkness, having a pure heart before 
God is important� We need our hearts to be transformed�

SUPPLIES
EXCITE AND ENGAGE
Connect

•  Attendance poster RK , stickers, 
offering,

• Flashlights, Series 1 MW poster RK  
Video

• “Things That Go Bump” QL
Opener

• Posterboard heart, marker 
Opening Option 1

• Bible
• Per student: Paper plate, marker  

Opening Option 2
• Covering for windows, 10 quarters, 

flashlights (for ½ of the students)

RELATE AND RECEIVE
Lesson Lead-In

• No supplies necessary
Bible Lesson

• Numbered Answers RK DR   
7 prepared boxes, flashlights, Bibles, 
Series 3 MW poster RK

• Per student: Clipboard, paper, 
pencil

• Optional: 7 index cards, marker, 
tape

• Optional: Alternate Bible Lesson 
DR  

APPLY AND ACT
Life Lesson

• Per student: Activity page (page 
1), pencil

• Scripture Tools RK DR , toolbox or 
container, Bibles

Application Option 1
• Whiteboard and marker

Application Option 2
• Per student: Copy of Bible Facts 

RK DR
Prayer and Response

• Bibles 
• Per student: Set of Scripture Tools 

RK DR , copy of Bible Facts RK DR
Home Connection

• Late Elementary HC AP DR , God’s 
Word for Families, get-acquainted 
letter for each family

9
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RELATE AND RECEIVE

Bible Lesson Verse
“Thy word is a lamp unto my feet, and a light unto my path” (Psalm 119:105)�

Lesson Lead-In
• Ask: What is the darkest place you have ever been? 

 » How did you find your way around? 
 » Did you bump into something, knock something over, or hurt yourself?

Bible Lesson: The Importance of God’s Word (Psalm 119:9–16, 105)
Preparation

• Cut apart the Numbered Answers RK DR �
• In seven cardboard boxes: 

 » Cut a slit in the top where students can peer inside� 
 » Cut a hole on the side so a flashlight can be inserted to illuminate answers�
 » Glue one Numbered Answer RK DR  inside each box�
 » In box #7, place a Bible�

• On the board and on the top of each box (or on index cards next to the answers around 
the room), write the following questions� Important: the numbered questions must 
match the numbered answers�
1� How?
2� Who?
3� What?
4� Where?
5� Why?
6� What’s next?
7� What is life’s ultimate treasure?

• Purchase a small flashlight for each student or small group, or use one flashlight and choose 
one student at a time to search for an answer�

Instruction
• Give each student a clipboard, paper, a pencil, and access to a flashlight�
• On their papers, students copy the seven questions from the board�
• Say: You are on a quest to find important answers for life� The answers are inside these 

boxes (or posted around the room)�
 » Instruct students to move from question to question (1–7) in order� 
 » Students use flashlights to illuminate the answers and write short summaries of their 

findings�

An Alternate Bible Lesson 
DR  that requires less prepa-
ration and fewer supplies can 
be accessed digitally.

If boxes are not available, tape 
the Numbered Answers RK
DR  in order around the room.

Opening Option 1: We Need God’s Light
For an activity where students attempt to draw with 
their eyes closed, see page 13�

Application: It is also difficult to live right and make 
wise choices without the light of God’s Word� We need 
the light of His Word to develop pure hearts and live 
good lives�

Opening Option 2: Scavenger Hunt in the Dark
For an activity where students search for quarters using 
flashlights in a dark room, see page 13�

Application: God’s Word is like these flashlights, helping 
us find our way and guiding us along the right path� It 
shows us how to live right and make good choices�
 

Truth about God: God’s Word is a light that shows us how to live. Life Lesson: I will memorize God’s Word.

LESSON 1�1

10
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After students find the answers, lead them in discussion of what “it” is (God’s Word)� Answer 
any questions students have�

• Say: God’s Word is a light that shows us how to live�
• Ask: What was in the box at the end of the quest?
• Ask: How does the Bible help us in our relationship with God? 
• Ask: What needs to happen for our relationship with God to thrive? 
• Show the Series 3 MW poster RK , which covers Acts 2:38–39, to explain or review God’s 

biblical plan of salvation� 

Review Questions
• Why is God’s Word compared to a light for our path?
• How does God’s Word help us resist temptation and sin?
• Why should we hide God’s Word in our hearts?
• Why should we share God’s Word with others?

APPLY AND ACT

Life Lesson
I will memorize God’s Word�

Memorizing God’s Word
Preparation

• Cut apart the Scripture Tools RK DR  and place them in a toolbox or container� Each 
student needs at least one tool, so print extra copies as needed�

Instruction
• Distribute activity pages and pencils� 

 » On the front page, students read Psalm 119:11 aloud together: “Thy word have I hid in 
mine heart, that I might not sin against thee” (Psalm 119:11)�

• For students with phones, show them how to download a Bible app like Bible Gateway� 
Then help them look up some verses� 

• Other students use Bibles to look up verses�
 » Have students write their favorite Bible verse inside the heart shape� Then they write 

the verse two more times around the edges of the heart to help them memorize it�
• Say: We need to plant God’s Word deep in our hearts by memorizing it� If we have the 

Bible memorized, we will find comfort when we are scared or upset� When we feel angry, 
we can think of a Bible verse instead of blowing up and harming someone with our 
words� The Bible teaches us how to be good friends� God’s Word helps us make good 
choices and tell the truth�

• Ask students and teachers to share personal experiences of when a specific Bible verse 
helped them in a situation�

Because series 3 is about 
salvation, the Series 3 MW 
poster (Acts 2:38–39) serves 
as the New Birth poster for 
this quarter. 

Questions and Answers
1� How? It must be used daily� “Draw nigh to God, and he will draw nigh to you� Cleanse your hands, ye sinners; 

and purify your hearts, ye double minded” (James 4:8)�
2� Who? Everyone needs it because we all have sinned and fallen short of the glory of God� (See Romans 3:23�)
3� What? It is a cleanser for the heart� “Create in me a clean heart, O God; and renew a right spirit within me” 

(Psalm 51:10)�
4� Where? It leads us on the path to eternal life by showing us God’s plan of salvation and how to become His disciples�
5� Why? It provides answers for life� It helps us resist temptation� It transforms us and draws us closer to God� 
6� What’s next? After we become born again, we continue to study it, apply it, and share it with others�
7� What is life’s ultimate treasure? Life’s ultimate treasure is a relationship with our Creator, the almighty God� 

That relationship can start today and last for all eternity�

Truth about God: God’s Word is a light that shows us how to live. Life Lesson: I will memorize God’s Word.

GOD’S FLASHLIGHT
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Truth about God: God’s Word is a light that shows us how to live. Life Lesson: I will memorize God’s Word.

Anger 

Confusion

Lack of
Confidence 

Family
Problems Temptation 

Sickness

Loneliness 

Gossip 

Fear

(Ephesians 4:26)

(Proverbs 3:5–6) (Psalm 91:11)

(Philippians 4:13)
(P

sa
lm

 14
7:

3)

(M
atthew

 28:20)

(Psalm
 19:14)

(Psalm 27:1)

(I Corinthians 10:13)

(James 5:14–15)

Chaos

Fear 

(J
oh

n
14

:2
7) • Each student chooses a Scripture Tool from the toolbox� Let students find the verses in 

their Bibles or on a Bible app�
• Give each student an opportunity to read a verse aloud and explain how the verse is a 

tool for life�

Scripture Tools
Anger (Ephesians 4:26)
Confusion (Proverbs 3:5–6)
Chaos (John 14:27)
Temptation (I Corinthians 10:13)
Lack of Confidence (Philippians 4:13)
Family Problems (Psalm 147:3)

Sickness (James 5:14–15)
Loneliness (Matthew 28:20)
Gossip (Psalm 19:14)
Fear (Psalm 91:11)
Fear (Psalm 27:1)

Application: Memorizing God’s Word equips us for life� 

Prayer and Response
Instruction

• Ask students to hold their Bibles as you lead in prayer�
 » “Lord, thank You for giving us Your Word to light our way through life� Let our hearts 

be open to receive Your Word and to be changed� Jesus, You know the condition of 
our hearts� Draw us closer to You� Plant Your Word deep inside our hearts� Give us 
wisdom as we read Your Word� For every situation, help us find the solution in Your 
Word� Be with us everywhere we go� Let us feel Your presence� Cover us with protec-
tion spiritually, physically, mentally, and emotionally� In Jesus’ name, amen�”

• Send each student home with a set of Scripture Tools RK DR � Encourage students to 
memorize the verses�

• Send each student home with a copy of Bible Facts RK DR � 

Home Connection
• Series 1 Late Elementary Home Connection AP DR � 
• In God’s Word for Families, encourage families to do volume 1, week 27 this week�
• Write a get-acquainted letter to each family� Include information about the lessons for 

the quarter and any special events planned for students�
• Use the Student Information form DR  to get contact information from parents� Take note 

of any allergies or special situations you and your staff need to be aware of this quarter� 
• Send parents the MP3 DR  and lyrics DR  for the series 1 song, “Undefeated” by The Rock 

Church of Fort Myers Sanctuary Choir� Since God’s Word for Life is a whole-church 
curriculum, siblings can enjoy learning the same song�  

Application Option 1: It’s Like the ABCs
For an activity where students discuss how memorizing 
Bible verses is as essential as know the ABCs, see page 13�

Application: We should memorize God’s Word so it will 
be with us at all times�

Application Option 2: Facts about the Bible
For an activity where students read and discuss facts 
about the Bible that make it such a special book, see 
page 13� 

Application: God’s Word has endured for thousands of 
years� It changes lives� We need to study and memorize it�

Truth about God: God’s Word is a light that shows us how to live. Life Lesson: I will memorize God’s Word.
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Truth about God: God’s Word is a light that shows us how to live. Life Lesson: I will memorize God’s Word.

OPENING OPTION 2
Scavenger Hunt in the Dark
Preparation

• Cover windows to block out light.
• Place ten quarters around the room in plain sight. 

Instruction
• Give flashlights to half of the students.
• Turn off the lights.
• Tell students to find the ten quarters.
• Once all quarters have been found, turn on the 

lights and gather students.
• Ask: Who found the quarters? Was it easier to 

find the quarters with the flashlights? Why? 
• Read Psalm 119:105, “Thy word is a lamp unto 

my feet, and a light unto my path.”
Application: When we’re in the dark, it’s easier to find 
what we’re looking for when we have light. God’s 
Word is like these flashlights, helping us find our way 
and guiding us along the right path. It shows us how 
to live right and make good choices.

APPLICATION OPTION 2
Facts about the Bible
Preparation

• For each student, print the Bible Facts RK DR .
Instruction

• Give each student a copy of the Bible Facts RK
DR . Read and discuss each one.

 » The Bible is the most special book in the world.
 » No other historical document, book, or 

writing fhas survived in such a complete 
text.

 » The Bible was written by over forty authors 
from a variety of backgrounds and occu-
pations, including Moses (shepherd), Ezra 
(priest), Isaiah (prophet), Amos (farmer), 
Matthew (tax collector), Luke (doctor), 
John (fisherman), and Paul (tentmaker).

 » Each author presents a different viewpoint 
while proclaiming the same one true God.

 » Although many different people were 
inspired to write God’s Word over a period 
of 1,500 years, it is pure, perfect, foolproof, 
consistent, and reliable.

 » “Every word of God is pure: he is a shield 
unto them that put their trust in him” (Prov-
erbs 30:5).

Application: God’s Word has endured for thousands 
of years. It changes lives. We need to study and 
memorize it.

OPENING OPTION 1
We Need God’s Light
Instruction

• Give each student a paper plate and a marker.
• Have students close their eyes. 

 » Say: With your eyes closed, draw a heart on 
the plate.

 » Say: With your eyes still closed, inside the 
heart draw a person with a pure heart (e.g., 
showing kindness, being generous, helping 
others, controlling anger, and so on).

• Ask: To draw your picture, were you tempted to 
open your eyes? Why? 

• Discuss the difficulty of drawing in darkness. 
• Read Psalm 119:105, “Thy word is a lamp unto my 

feet, and a light unto my path.”
Application: It is also difficult to live right and make 
wise choices without the light of God’s Word. We 
need the light of His Word to develop pure hearts 
and live good lives.

APPLICATION OPTION 1
It’s Like the ABCs
Preparation

• Write the ABCs on the board.
Instruction

• Ask: Did you memorize the ABCs when you 
were younger?

 » Do you carry a list of the ABCs with you at all 
times? Why or why not?

 » Have you recited the ABCs silently while 
doing homework or for other reasons?

 » If you did not know the ABCs, how would this 
lack of knowledge affect your life?

• Ask: Do you carry your Bible at all times? Why 
or why not?

 » Have you memorized a Bible verse?
 » How can a memorized verse help you when 

you are not carrying your Bible?
 » How might the lack of Bible memorization 

affect your life?
Application: We should memorize God’s Word so it 
will be with us at all times.

Truth about God: God’s Word is a light that shows us how to live. Life Lesson: I will memorize God’s Word.

GOD’S FLASHLIGHT
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GAME OPTION
Treasure Hunt
Supplies: Mini Bibles, gift paper, scissors, tape, 
glowsticks
Preparation

• Wrap mini Bibles in gift paper. 
• Hide them around the classroom or on the 

church playground.
Instruction

• From the Bible lesson, remind students about 
Question 6: “What’s Next?”

• Pair up students and discuss the importance of 
working together to share God’s Word.

• Give each pair a glowstick to share and hold 
between them as they search for the hidden 
treasures.

MEMORY WORK
Series 1 Memory Verse
Preparation

• Use a premade treasure box or label a large box: 
TREASURE. 

• Print the Series 1 MW coins DR  on cardstock and 
cut them out.

• Fill the treasure box with crinkle cut filler paper 
and hide the coins inside.

Instruction
• Using the Series 1 MW poster RK DR , introduce 

Psalm 27:4.
• Ask: What does it mean to “dwell in the house 

of the Lord”? 
 » Discuss how consistent church attendance 

keeps us close to God. When we pray, we 
dwell in His presence. 

• Discuss the treasures available to those who 
dwell in the house of the Lord (e.g., love, joy, 
peace, comfort, direction, friendship).

• Students find the coins in the box and work 
together to put them in order.

WORSHIP
Supplies: Glowsticks, Quick Links document DR

Instruction
• Turn off the lights and activate the glowsticks 

as you worship.
 » Series Song: “Undefeated” by The Rock Church 

of Fort Myers Sanctuary Choir QL
 » “A Love for Truth” by Dylan Woodward
 » “Me and My House” by PPH Kids Music
 » “Something Happens when I Call Your Name” 

by James Wilson
Application: God’s Word lights up our paths just like 
the glowsticks light up the room.

“One thing have I desired of the Lord, 
that will I seek after; that I may dwell 
in the house of the Lord all the days 
of my life, to behold the beauty of the 
Lord, and to enquire in his temple.”

–Psalm 27:4

Truth about God: God’s Word is a light that shows us how to live. Life Lesson: I will memorize God’s Word.
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SNACK OPTION
Treasure Maps
Supplies: Food coloring (edible) markers, flour 
tortillas, cheese slices, paper plates, napkins, apple 
juice, cups
Instruction

• Give each student a paper plate with a tortilla.
• Help students use the food coloring markers to 

draw treasure maps on the tortillas.
 » Draw a simple Bible shape in the middle of 

the tortilla, and then draw a meandering path 
to the Bible treasure.

 » Add a few details along the path, such as 
birds, rocks, hills, streams, trees, and so on.

• Give students cheese slices to put inside their 
tortillas. Then have students roll up the tortillas 
before eating.

• Serve with apple juice.
Application: When we seek godly wisdom by 
studying the Bible and memorizing it, it helps light 
our path and shows us the way to go in life.

CRAFT OPTION
Decorate a Flashlight
Supplies per student: Inexpensive flashlight with 
batteries, colorful duct tape, scissors, markers; 
optional: Flashlight template DR , construction paper
Instruction

• For each student, purchase an inexpensive 
flashlight with batteries. 

• Students decorate their flashlights with 
colorful duct tape and use markers to write on 
the handle: God’s Word Is LIGht for My LIfe.

Alternative Idea
• For each student, print a Flashlight template DR . 
• Let students use markers to decorate the 

flashlights, cut them out, and glue them to 
construction paper. 

• On the handle, they write: God’s Word Is LIGht 
for My LIfe.

• Then students cut slivers of yellow paper and 
glue them as if they were shining from the 
flashlight.

ACTIVITY PAGE 2
God’s Word Lights My Way

• On the back of the activity 
paper, students unscramble 
the words and use them to 
complete Psalm 119:9–16 
(from the New Living 
Translation).

• Answer: 9 How can a young 
person stay PURE? By 
OBEYING your word. 10 I have tried hard to 
FIND you—don’t let me WANDER from your 
commands. 11 I have HIDDEN your word in my 
HEART, that I might not sin against you. 12 I 
PRAISE you, O Lord; TEACH me your decrees. 13 

I have recited aloud all the regulations you have 
GIVEN us. 14 I have rejoiced in your LAWS as much 
as in riches. 15 I will STUDY your commandments 
and reflect on your ways. 16 I will delight in your 
DECREES and not FORGET your word.”

God’s Word for Life • Late Elementary • Lesson 1.1 
Flashlight Template  • ©2022 Pentecostal Publishing House

JBQ OPTION
Introduction
Supplies: JBQ Quiz DR , 
JBQ Verses DR

Preparation: Select and 
print JBQ Verses DR  for tudents to take home. 
Research Junior Bible Quizzing at the website, 
www.najbq.com.

Instruction
• Hand out one set of JBQ Verses DR . 
• Introduce the concept of Junior Bible Quizzing. 

Explain that each week, a fun activity will help 
students review the material. 

Edible Food 
Coloring Markers

Truth about God: God’s Word is a light that shows us how to live. Life Lesson: I will memorize God’s Word.
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